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Editor

Change. We are all aware that “change
is constant” and the Brentonian is not
immune to this immutable law. We have
endeavoured to steer the magazine
in a direction to further celebrate the
accomplishments of our alumni once
they have left the friendly confines of
our Mill Bay campus. The Brentwood
diaspora continues to amaze and delight
us with the breadth and depth of its
accomplishments and so we have begun to
incorporate more of these achievements
and stories into the publication.
My hope is that you will find this year’s edition of the Brentonian
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head of school

The 2014-15 school year saw some of

Capital improvements include:

our most dramatic steps forward with

▪ saving Alex House by upgrading the

our strategic plan. The completion of
the new girls’ residence and the
realignment of our academic
administration to include a Director of
Learning are two of numerous
highlights that will enable us to deliver
the finest possible learning experience
for our students. While improved
facility development and increased
focus on teaching and learning set the
platform, it is our student culture that
drives Brentwood. Student leadership.
Student feedback. Student support.
Student choice.

exterior;
▪ building a new girls' residence for
our Hope House girls;
▪ returning Rogers House to a full
boys' house;
▪ reducing the population in all other
houses;
▪ upgrading the Mackenzie House
kitchen area;
▪ renovating the boys’ houses
including new bathrooms, common
room furniture, and amenities;
▪ enhancing day student space;

Our three goals and nine strategic

▪ creating a third faculty suite in each

priorities remain important touch

residence, thus lowering our staff-

points for decision making and focus.

student ratio and providing more

Below, we have provided an update on

personalized care; and,

our progress.

▪ working with students to create a
more student friendly McNeill

Goal: Innovation
We must provide a world-class
boarding school experience
Boarding remains the backbone of our
school. Day and boarding students
embrace the seven day a week
learning experience that has no
artificial barriers. Two years ago, we
realized that to maintain this strategic
learning advantage, we needed to
create a more sustainable boarding
environment that includes capital
refurbishment and enhanced
programming.
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Centre.

September 2015 marks our first
with eight separate and unique
residences—four for boys and four for
girls—with an increased level of
support for each child. I would like to
thank Mr. Marius Felix, Assistant
Head, Student Life, as well as our
whole residential life team, for always
reminding us of our boarding roots.

We must be a leading edge
place of learning
The most significant change in this
strategic priority is the creation of a
new role that is filled by Mr. David

On the programming side, along with

McCarthy, Director of Learning. As a

reducing staff-student ratios, we have:

result, we hired Ms. Cheryl Murtland

▪ increased live-in staff support for all

for the Director of Academics role.

eight boarding houses;
▪ reduced our advisor ratios to 1:8 on
average and implemented a more
intentional personalized care model;
▪ continued our focus on creating a
truly student-centred campus, where
students are empowered to lead;
and,
▪ focussed, even more so, on proactive
mental health initiatives.

team. Asian, black, white and brown

We are excited about our new Global

some at the university's campus. We

students call each other brother and

Competencies Task Force that will

are collaborating with EBUS—an

sister. Tall, short, skinny and wide kids

shape how we develop the skills

on-line school—to enable students to

are accepted as family... and nobody

required to be a global citizen.

access credit courses off the

seems to notice. It works because

traditional timetable. We are part of

humanity is more than labels. The

the Canadian Accredited Independent

beauty of a boarding school like ours

Schools’ (CAIS) 2051 Project that is

with its rich mosaic of cultural

looking at the future of learning. We

backgrounds is that together we

are hosting our 2nd annual TEDx

celebrate each other's humanity and

Brentwood in October. We are adding

uniqueness. It is amazing how quickly

additional resources to our Learning

our so-called differences evaporate

Centre and, as part of a larger campus

when we choose to embrace each

plan initiative, reviewing the transition

other as separate pieces of the same

from a library to a learning commons

quilt."

model.

singular goals and, as a result, have
attracted a number of strong students
who have gone on to great success.
Previously outstanding well-rounded
schools are looking to these “pointy”

are mindful of the core of the learning

now and into the future. They must

experience—deep and meaningful

take responsibility for creating a more

relationships between teachers and

inclusive, optimistic, and supportive

students. We have grown our faculty

world. We hope that Brentwood’s

to reduce class averages and create

international feel opens minds and

more support in our Learning Centre.

hearts for life.

Evening access to math/science

At Brentwood, we have chosen a
different path of excellence and
personalization. Through our strategic
planning process, we have reaffirmed
our commitment to our tripartite
philosophy—academics, arts, and

This year we have students from over

athletics. All of our students take part

30 countries represented at the

in this holistic approach. Excellence,

School. New nations include Angola,

we believe, can and should be

France, Italy, and Colombia.

fostered within this philosophy. The

Learning at Brentwood is poised for

Informative student-led assemblies

Directors of Academics, Arts, and

an exciting year!

and celebratory meals truly make us

Athletics continue collaborate to

“where the world comes to school."

create new opportunities and

Following a wonderful joint field

accessibility for students. As

hockey and rugby tour to Argentina,

previously mentioned, we are now

we are encouraging even more

providing evening access to our

student travel that, this year, will

Learning Centre, Art Studios, and

include service trips to Peru and

Fitness Centre. Personalized

Swaziland, and cultural trips to

excellence takes place every day at

Quebec’s Winter Carnaval and China.

Brentwood.

tutoring, university counselling, and
the Learning Centre have also been
added.

We must have an open
and global mindset

Johnston, Director of Admissions, in

excellence. This scaffolding allows

response to some unfortunate global

teachers and students to take our

events, posted the following:

class through a blended learning

science. They have focussed on

future.

teach) and curricular (what we teach)

students to take a university level

schools such as soccer, dance, and

important role young people play both

in December 2014, Mr. Clayton

University that will enable some

exponential growth in academy

With all of these exciting changes, we

focus on both pedagogical (how we

partnership with Vancouver Island

20 years, there has been an

schools as potential models of the

While on an Admissions trip overseas

For example, we have created a

tripartite programme. Over the past

His eloquent statement speaks to the

This progressive change enables us to

learning community to another level.

We must enhance our unique

Our SPARC programme continues to

"Watching the news recently made me

foster open mindedness through peer

think about how lucky I am to work in

counselling, the OMNI Club, and

such an ethnically diverse

service initiatives.

environment. At our school Muslims
and Jews share rooms. Atheists,

As is evident throughout this
publication, all aspects of learning—
cognitive, creative, and kinesthetic—
are required to be a leader of
tomorrow.

Hindus and Buddhists are on the same
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model—some classes on-line and

Goal: Sustainability
We must build a
financially sustainable model
Over the past two years, we have
continued our long-term planning to
ensure Brentwood’s financial future is
secure. The goal is to keep our school
accessible to mission appropriate
students by perpetually balancing
support for innovative programme
development while being mindful of
appropriate expenditures. Through
the Finance and Audit Committee, the
Board of Governors have strong
oversight that includes key
performance indicators.

We must be a model school
for operational and
environmental sustainability
One of our greatest gifts is our ocean

We must be an even
better place to work
With nearly 200 employees, we
understand that people make our
school special. Deep and meaningful
relationships that take place
throughout our campus are in our
DNA. To ensure we attract and retain
the finest, we have enhanced our
benefits and are using industry
benchmarks to create a highly
competitive compensation package.
Brentwood continues to attract global
interest. Our recent faculty openings

(B Field). We remain mindful of this

the introduction of alumni awards—
more information on these awards
appears on page 23. Students are
taking ownership of all aspects of
importantly, the positive student
culture.
We are fortunate to have such a
passionate Brentwood Family that is
as engaged as ever in THEIR school.

We must create a
culture of philanthropy
Philanthropy has many meanings.

around the world. Our hiring process

Perhaps the most closely aligned to

is inclusive and focusses on both hard

Brentwood is Webster’s definition—

(technical) and soft (human) skills.

“goodwill towards members of the

Family and fun remain our calling
cards and we are fortunate to have
such a committed staff.

Goal: Engagement

valete

school life and are shaping, most

drew well over 300 applications from

front campus—49 acres on the water
with another 28 across the highway

Brentonian Networking evenings, and

human race, especially, active effort to
promote human welfare.” Over the
past many years, we are fortunate to
have significant philanthropic
participation from all constituent
groups—Old Brentonians, current and
former Governors, current and past

The Brentwood Environmental Action

We must have a fully engaged
Brentwood family

Team (BEAT) remains active by

Notable author, entrepreneur and

generosity, we would not be able to

thinker Seth Godin points out that

deliver the outstanding student

“a dialogue leads to connection,

experience we all expect. Their

which leads to trust, which leads to

commitment made 2014-15 one of our

engagement.” A key result from our

In addition to the departure of faculty

Ms. Julia Klepl, an Intern in 2013-

We wish all these Brentonians

finest years. For more details, please

2012-13 strategic plan constituent

see the "Celebrating Philanthropy"

members Mr. John Garvey, Mr. Bruce

2014 and a full-time faculty member

the best and thank them for their

survey was that our Family wanted to

section, which begins on page 55.

Tate and Ms. Debbie Vogt (page 112),

this past year covering a maternity

exceptional service to our school.

we bid farewell to our Interns, Mr. John

leave, has moved to York House

As Head, I am humbled by our Family’s

Ayre, Mr. Aaron Webster, and Ms.

School in Vancouver; we thank her

belief in Brentwood. Past, present,

Rebecca White, who left us after a year

for two years of excellent service.

privilege and are committed stewards.

volunteering in the community and
raising the environmental awareness
of our students. Our building
programme is a wonderful reflection
of this commitment. The
infrastructure in the new girls’
residence creates the campus'
smallest carbon footprint. Our Regatta
continues to receive praise for its zero
waste priority and positive spirit. Our
ocean loop energy plan, rain capture
technology, and solar panels remain
tangible evidence of our leadership in
this area.
Brentwood is one of the most
beautiful places on earth.

be more engaged. I am pleased to
report that we taken major strides in
strengthening these connections.

parents, current and past staff, and
even students. Without their

ABOVE, FROM LEFT: Mr. Aaron Webster, Mr. John Ayre, Mrs. Andrea Felix and Ms. Rebecca White

and future members have or will be

of unique experiences and incredible

The monthly Brentwood Torch has

moved by this transformative place of

relationships. They added great energy

been well received and read. Parents

learning.

and enthusiasm to our community.

are now able to access their child’s
report card via our student
information system, MySchool. We

De Manu In Manum.

remain a digital leader in web traffic
and social media. We are adding more
Old Brentonian events to our calendar
including a more formal homecoming

BUD PATEL
Head of School

Mrs. Andrea Felix, who brought so
much compassion and leadership to
Brentwood for more than a decade, is in

Ms. Anabel Wind brought a medley

a Masters programme at the University

of experience and expertise to our

of Victoria and will be on leave until

music program and we wish her well.

2017. We know she will enjoy being on
the other side of the desk for a while
and we look forward to her return.

event during the Regatta weekend,

Valete | 5
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DIRECTOR OF ACADEMICS

CHERYL
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Our new Director
of Academics,
on coming to
Brentwood,
where education
is heading, and
innovation at
the School
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“There needs to
be a meaningful
experience in
order for learning
to happen and
it’s the educator’s
role to create the
environment for
that experience
to occur.”

Murtland

WHERE DID YOU GROW UP?

There is an opportunity for
interdisciplinary studies and with changes

region in Nicaragua on the Pacific coast.

WHERE DID YOU GO TO UNIVERSITY?

in British Columbia's Education Plan, it's

BEd (York University), MA

opening up the possibilities for more

(University of Toronto)

experiential learning and collaborative

WHAT MOVES YOU?

relationships with outside institutions

Compassion and understanding.

WHAT IS YOUR PHILOSOPHY ON LEARNING?
(EDUCATION?)

for real-world applications. The ability

I am a strong believer in building on

courses to promote an authentic learning

strengths, interests and experiences.

experience for credit is very exciting. I

Students are naturally curious, at

think that the future is figuring that out.

to combine content from different

any age, so we need to tap into that
curiosity, to leverage that desire to
learn. Tim Tyson said, “Make learning
irresistible.” That’s how I see it.
HOW HAS EDUCATION CHANGED
DURING YOUR CAREER?

I began my career in the public
system with initiatives based on how
we understood learning at the time.
Students were ability-grouped and then
they weren’t and now they are again.
I’ve seen the progress from using film
strips and film projectors (where you
had to order the media from a central
office, weeks before you needed it) to
a student mentioning something they
saw on YouTube and pulling it up and
looking at it in the moment. There's been
a shift in emphasis on collaboration
instead of competition to create the best
outcome and learning opportunity.

“

I am a strong believer
in building on strengths,
interests and experiences

� 8 | THE BRENTONIAN

WHAT CONSTITUTES A LEARNING SPACE?
   Local children on a recent visit to Nicaragua

to the present where professional

four walled classroom; it can be a global

learning communities connect

learning space that involves people from

educators all over the world.

all around the world. These spaces are
where ideas can be hammered out, and

future. Students have a lot of choices.

provide the ability to workshop ideas
and brainstorm at the next level, to
relax physically in the same space and
collaborate with experts in the field.

One of our challenges will be defining a

being a part of who they are as adults is
extremely satisfying. When they’re very
young and challenging you as a parent,

lot of questions because I love to learn
and explore. I am inspired by my parents
and what they stand for. The leader who
inspires me is Retired General Romeo

life to happen. They want to be a part of
what’s happening and shaping the future
and it’s an honour to be a part of that.

but I stay committed to what I know to
be true in life and in education and know
that even in the most horrific situations in
the world, there are individuals who are
doing heroic deeds on behalf of others.

   Service work in rural Nicaragua
WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH
HERE AT BRENTWOOD?

Accomplish isn’t the right word for
me—it’s contribute. I want to be part of
something great in whatever way I can.
I am very passionate about building
capacity whether it’s in students or
colleagues. If I can ask the questions or
put something in place that helps us all
be better and achieve what we didn’t
even know was possible, I guess it could

Brentwood experience at a time when

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR THE TEACHER?

be an accomplishment. There is an

students have the opportunities to

It means coming back to questions

amazing energy on this campus and no

create a more tailored education. We

to take that learning to the next level.

one seems to be sitting back waiting for

will have to figure out what it means

No longer is the teacher expected to

to be Brentwood and still address the

know it all. For teachers it is a move

student’s individual needs. Currently,

to exploration and our classrooms

we offer a boarding school where you

need to facilitate that movement.

have learning 24 /7 but what does that
mean when you run into national team

that way with me. I read a lot and ask a

will never be in a situation similar to his

daughters. They are 23 and 19, and

great people: mission accomplished.

across time zones. It isn't necessarily a

expect “insert name here” but it’s not

D’Allaire for his role in Rwanda in 1994. I

A conversation with either one of my

collaboration. They will need to

one-off delivery, to train the trainer,

Personalization is the present and the

WHAT GIVES YOU THE MOST SATISFACTION?

sudden, they’re adults and they’re really

physically different locations, real time

WHAT MAJOR CHANGES DO YOU SEE
IN THE NEAR FUTURE?

facilitate that movement

spaces are going to have to facilitate

development for educators from

unwavering curiosity—I know you would

and classrooms need to

you hope and have faith and then, all of a

accommodate global learning in

My greatest influence has been an

It is a move to exploration

As we look to the future, learning

I’ve seen a change in professional

“

Service work and specifically a rural

WHO HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST INFLUENCE?

FAVOURITE MOVIE?

FICTION

CAT OR DOG?

opportunities or acting and filming which

WHAT WAS IT ABOUT BRENTWOOD
THAT DREW YOU HERE?

removes you from Brentwood? Are we

I was looking for the next challenge in

okay with students being out of that

my career and knew I had to go to a

24 /7 environment? Is that part of what

school that had a significant boarding

personalization is? Or do we curtail those

population. There is an energy and

opportunities to ensure the Brentwood

sense of community in a boarding

experience stays true to its current form?

school that is very important to me.

NON-FICTION

FAVOURITE BOOK?

Interview: Cheryl Murtland | 9
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Waterford, Ontario

OUTSIDE OF EDUCATION WHAT ARE YOU
PASSIONATE ABOUT?

head PREFECTS
Current Employer/ Position / Industry
VP, Pricing & Revenue Management—
Americas at JDA Software.
We help companies manage pricing and
inventory—perhaps more easily explained
as the people to blame when you can’t get a
cheap [pick one: airline seat, hotel room, train
seat, cargo shipment or television ad] when
you wait to the last minute to book. Or, more
positively—that you were able to get a room
at the last minute, or a deal if you booked
early. Currently responsible for projects
including Best Western Hotels, Amtrak,
Federal Express and ABC Television Network.

What was your favourite aspect of
being Head Prefect? The appointment
(no student input in the “old days”) allowed
me to develop leadership skills which proved
to be of great value later in life. I learned
to maintain a balance between personal
friendships and school responsibility.
As in life, it was not always easy.

What were the challenges you
encountered as Head Prefect? I had
the good fortune to be Head Prefect in 72/73,
the year Brentwood turned co-ed. There were
polarized opinions on whether this was a good
or bad thing; yes—even amongst some of
the male students of the day. We welcomed
the new residents of the newly renamed (in
part, it was rumoured, because we couldn’t
have the ladies “living in Hope”) Alexandra
House. The first two female School Prefects in
Brentwood’s history, Shannon McEwing and
Laurie Rutherford, joined my team in October
of 1972. We all worked together to help make
sure the co-ed introduction went as smoothly
as possible and the rest, as they say, is history.
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PRESENT Katlan Scragg

WHITTALL 1973

ALLARD 2016

What advice would you give to our
incoming Head Prefect, Katlan Scragg?

What was your favourite meal at the
School? Breakfast following early morning

What was your reaction to being
named Head Prefect? I couldn’t get

What challenges do you expect to
encounter in this role? With all the

Katlan—congratulations! Strive daily to be
the best leader you can be. At times it may be
difficult to determine the appropriate course of
action—but you have lots of support. It will be
rewarding when you achieve the fine balance
between the sometimes conflicting demands of
your peers with the expectations of the teachers

rowing; it was hard earned. I still recall
my amazement at watching Jim Henniger
consume his dozen eggs to start the day…

the smile off my face and I was at a loss for
words. I am just as excited now that the school
year has begun and my role along with it.

What were you listening to in Grade 12?

What do you see as your primary mandate
as Head Prefect? As Head Prefect, my

responsibilities that come with being Head
Prefect, there are going to be ups and
downs, as there are in everything. However,
I believe that the most difficult challenge
for me will be not putting more on my plate
than I can handle. This role requires me
to be on top of all of my schoolwork as
well as the responsibilities of this role.

“

I learned to maintain
a balance between
personal friendships
and school responsibility

and staff. Remember that you are always “on
stage”—but make sure you take time to enjoy a
year you will warmly recall for the rest of your life.

Any other thoughts, stories or
reflections from your time as a student
at Brentwood, as Head Prefect, and
feedback on the School today? When I
think of an Alma Mater, Brentwood clearly trumps
university for my formative preparation for the
game of life. Every Brentonian has a solid head
start compared to schools of less rigour, calibre
and opportunity—thanks in large part to those
wonderful teachers and house parents that
Brentwood continues to attract to this day.

While I wasn’t listening to it all the time, I do
recall being quite relieved to discover that
a faulty timer was responsible for one of
our (not to be named) Grade 12’s stereo
not blasting Alice Cooper’s “School’s
Out”—otherwise timed for the midst of the
graduation award ceremony and speeches.

What was your favourite course/
teacher at the School? Brentwood
has always had teachers of outstanding
character. I had the good fortune to
attend the school when “classic” teachers
established our school’s reputation,
including David D. Mackenzie, Gil Bunch,
Bill Ross, Tony Carr, Ivor Ford, Nick Prowse,
Victor Lironi, Ann Holden, Jim Burrows,
Howie Martin, Dot & Reg Pitt and the “early
edition” of the illustrious John Garvey.
My favourite course (read: the one in which I
got the best marks) was German, taught by my
Grade 10 housemaster Robert Orr. While it’s
difficult to pick a favourite teacher—and although
Physics was definitely not my subject—I have
enduring warm memories of time shared with
my subsequent housemaster, rowing coach
and Gilbert & Sullivan director, John Queen.
Aside, of course, from the evening I and several
other School prefects woke him up around
2 AM talking with the security guard. That
apparently wasn’t appreciated… and became
a Head Prefect “learning experience.”

primary mandate is to make sure that I help
to create an environment in the School that is
positive and open. This is already present in
the Brentwood lifestyle, I just hope to make it
more evident with the new students as well as
those returning. I want all my peers to know
that they can come to me or any member of
the SEC for any reason and that it is apparent
that the students’ voices will be heard.

What do you hope to accomplish this year,
personally and as Head Prefect? My main
goal is to continue the positive surroundings that
Brentwood gives as well as to strengthen the
connections between students, staff, faculty and
the Board of Governors. Most importantly though,
I strive to help pave a path for future Brentonians
that is continuously successful and happy.

I believe that any challenges that are brought
my way as Head Prefect, I will be able to
work through with the outstanding support
system that I have of Mr. Patel, Mr. Felix,
as well as all other staff and the SEC.

Do you have a favourite quote or saying
that you refer to as a mantra? “Cheer
up, it could be raining. So I cheered up,
and sure enough, it started raining.”
This is something my dad uses and continues
to tell me when I’m not having the best of
days. It’s more of a joke to us but it’s also a
reminder that you might as well be happy
because things could be worse. And even if
they do get worse, at least you’re happy.
Other than that, these are three
quotes that I live by.

“In the end we only regret the chances
we didn’t take.”— Lewis Carroll
“Everything is going to be OK in the end. If it’s
not OK, then it’s not the end.”— Unknown
“If you want to be happy, be.”— Leo Tolstoy

What type of legacy would you like
to leave at the School? I would hope
that it will be that I made the School a more
connected and happier place. I hope that I
leave a mark that is positive and opens a door
for the future leaders to continue. I want to
make Brentwood the best that it can be.

What are your plans once you leave
the gates of Brentwood? Once I leave
Brentwood I am planning on attending University
until I graduate with at least an Undergrad.
Where exactly, I haven’t fully decided but I am
leaning towards schools in Canada. As to what
I am going to study, maybe sciences or maybe
law or the arts; why close any doors now?

What’s your favourite thing about
Brentwood? If I had to pick one thing, I’d
say that my favourite thing about Brentwood
is the people. Brentwood truly has a unique
atmosphere that is unlike any other school or
place and I believe that is fully due to the staff,
faculty, and students. It truly is a family.

What’s on your playlist right now? Ten songs on my playlist right now:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Drive - Oh Wonder
One Day They’ll Know (Odesza remix) - derek vincent smith
Roses ft. Rozes - The Chainsmokers
Coming over (filous remix) - James Hersey
Take it or Leave it (Nebbra remix) - Cage the Elephant
1998 - Chet Faker
Feel Real - Deptford Goth
Goddess - Banks
Where are Ü Now - Jack Ü ft. Justin Bieber
Can’t Feel my Face - The Weeknd
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OFF THE

Beaten
Path
How an interest
in travel, animals,
health and the
environment aligned

JESS LIN ’04
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When I graduated from Brentwood in
2004, I wasn’t going to be a veterinarian.
I had always loved animals, but
somewhere in between middle school
and actually going to university, I decided
that becoming a vet would be “too hard,”
and I fell into that wonderful category
of students who finished high school
not really having a clue as to what they
wanted to do with their lives. I proceeded

I also hadn’t anticipated
that those roadblocks

from Murdoch University for a number

THE VET SCHOOL SAGA BEGINS…

of years, however, this was the first time

In 2008 I embarked upon my journey to

a trip was organised up in the Kimberley.

become a veterinarian, which saw me

So although the surgical side of things

shift my life across the world to Perth,

would be similar to other trips in terms

Western Australia. I knew this degree

of what drugs and techniques we’d

would be long and arduous, however I

be using, everything else was going to

didn’t anticipate that I would hit enough

would in fact prove to be

roadblocks along the way to draw out

much-needed detours

life. But what I also hadn’t anticipated,

be completely different. What sort of
facilities would we have access to? Would

my studies by an extra 3 years. Such is

they be suitable for surgery? Where
would we be sleeping? How would the

was that those supposed roadblocks

to bounce between studying, working (I

would in fact prove to be much-needed

quit uni “forever” twice) and travelling,

detours, and that my “scenic route”

awaiting inspiration. Unexpectedly, it was

through vet school would provide me

locals react to our presence? Would they
be amenable to us operating on their
dogs? The questions were many, but
without having had this sort of project

six months of backpacking extensively

do something about what I was seeing

with extra time for some of the most

through China and SE Asia with my sister

around me and decided that I needed

important and inspiring experiences

in 2007, which gave me the insight and

to acquire a skill set which would allow

of my yet-to-truly-begin career.

   Makeshift surgical suites in East Kimberley, Western Australia

motivation to envision a role for myself

me to contribute something more

in the world. Over those 6 months, I was

than just tourist dollars to the places I

repeatedly confronted by the condition

travelled. A skill set which would give me

OH THE PLACES YOU’LL GO…

the mistake of categorically separating

termite mounds, giant boab trees,

of the animals and environments I

the flexibility to live and do meaningful

The word “veterinarian” will usually

themselves from nature, but if we are

saltwater crocodiles, a spectrum of bird

encountered, and although none of it

work anywhere in the world. For once my

conjure up images of a white-coated

to take care of ourselves, we must take

species and even a rogue camel along

came as a surprise, the degree to which I

interests in travel, animals, health, and

doctor in a sterile clinic, tending to

care of our environment, including

the way. Completing our team, was

was dwelling on it all, did. I felt frustrated

the environment seemed to be aligning…

much-loved household pets. It wouldn’t

the other creatures we share it with.

a crew of local environmental health

by my conflicting desire and inability to

and it was time to go back to school.

normally bring to mind someone racing
through South African game reserves
capturing giraffes and buffalo, or

   Veterinarian Jess Lin ’04 works on one of her many patients

navigating the labyrinth of an Indian slum
to tackle Rabies in the Himalayas, or
teaching school children about parasites
and skin disease at the Thai-Burmese
border, or camping out in the wilds of
Australia working with everything from
platypuses to feral dogs… but those are
exactly the sorts of experiences I have
relished in over the last few years, while
discovering just how multifaceted a
career in veterinary medicine can be. I’ve
become particularly interested in “one
health” because it is an holistic approach
to health care in its entirety, based
on the understanding that humans,
animals and their environment cannot
be treated as separate entities if we are
to effectively attain optimal health in
any and all of those areas. People make
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go ahead in this region before, there was
no telling whether we would be the first
of many, or the first and last to do it.

BRING ON THE DOGS!
We visited the communities of Balgo,
Bililuna, and Mulan, the populations
of which ranged from about 150-

workers—and a designated chef!

400 people. If you look them up on

past June, when I travelled to the

We were all buzzing with excitement

resources that we take for granted in

East Kimberley region of Western

at being a part of this inaugural trip,

the city—access to regular health care,

Australia to three remote aboriginal

and pondering the uncertainty of

clean drinking water, education and

communities bordering the Tanami

exactly what we were in for. Professor

employment—are few and far between

Desert. I was selected for one of six

Robertson has been organising remote

in the outback. It comes as no surprise

student positions in a new public health

spay trips east in south-central Western

that veterinary care is a rarity, at best.

initiative to improve the health and

Australia with final year vet students

My most recent excursion was this

welfare of the people and animals living

dogs. Five classmates and I, along with
the project coordinator—veterinary
epidemiologist, Professor Ian Robertson
—and one government health worker
flew 2.5 hours north from Perth to the
pearling town of Broome, where we
then packed up all the food and gear
we’d need for the whole two weeks
into multiple 4WDs. From there we set
off on the 11 hour drive inland to our
target communities, passing endless

As we arrived at each community, it
was immediately apparent that the dog

in these communities by providing free
sterilization surgeries on the resident

a map, you will see why the basic

“

We had three

populations were beyond “healthy.”
Dogs roamed around on their own
and in packs, and the abdomens of
most females bore udder-like teats—
evidence of litters past and present. In
each community, we set up makeshift
surgical suites in whatever building

surgeries on the go

was made available to us. This was

at once, working in

close for a few days to allow for us to

teams of two

up our makeshift surgical tables and

generally the town office, which would
clear their furniture to one side, and set
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WHY VETERINARY MEDICINE?

60 dogs awaiting
their procedures
various gear. While we sussed out how

children, who would stop in to watch

to best arrange everything inside, the

us do surgery throughout the day!

boys outside set up temporary holding
kennels from old metal window screens
and cable ties. Meanwhile, a team was

WHY TACKLE DOG POPULATIONS?

out finding people who’d like to have

Amongst the strays, many aboriginal

“the girly bits” removed from their dogs.

families do own pet and hunting

We had three surgeries on the go at
once, working in teams of two—one
surgeon, one anaesthetist—alternating
roles between surgeries. There were
no fancy anaesthetic or monitoring
machines, no team of nurses to help us
out, and we relied on our headlamps
for decent lighting. The spays were
more challenging than those we would

dogs, however there are no means
of confining them properly, so all the
dogs in the community are free to
roam as they please. They’re known
as “camp dogs” and their excessive
numbers contribute to the spread and
perpetuation of diseases ranging from
minor skin infections to the more serious
and potentially fatal hydatid disease.

one (often many more) litter of puppies,
which meant that their tissue and
blood vessel development was quite
extensive—nothing like the young dogs
meant that extra time and attention

attacks in the Kimberley. Just earlier

outsiders coming from Perth and the

this year in fact, an attack on a young

West Kimberley, we had to be extra-

woman proved fatal. Given that a female

conscientious about how we presented

dog can have two litters of up to 10 or

ourselves in such a culturally-sensitive

more puppies each year, it is easy to

realm. Although we were there to

see how this proliferative population

perform surgeries on dogs, a primary

growth quickly renders unregulated dog

objective of this initiative was to establish

populations out of control. The dogs

positive relations with the locals. As the

themselves also suffer under these

first project of its kind, it was paramount

high populations, because unsterilized

that we not only performed our surgeries

animals are prone to a myriad of

well, but also that we left a good personal

reproductive and cancerous diseases

impression. The goal was to open the

for which they receive no veterinary

door for future animal-control projects

care, not to mention the untreated

to continue the work we started, as

cases of dystocia (birth complications),

well as for the environmental health

Parvovirus (severe, highly contagious

workers to be able to come back to these

diarrhea which kills a lot of puppies),

communities and address more directly-

and dog fights. The list goes on!

related housing and human health issues.

CROSSING BOUNDARIES
The combination of geographical
isolation, an extreme natural
environment, and chronic socioeconomic
issues means that life in these remote
communities is paradoxically both very
simple and excruciatingly complex,
and the array of problems faced by the

   Two surgical teams at work

actually being there. There is a certain
degree of tact and trust required to come

The beauty of animals is that they have

into a sensitive community and try to

the ability to soften social boundaries,

initiate changes in peoples’ lives—even if

and provide a conduit for human

they will benefit from those changes—so

interaction. Across cultures I have found

we were pleasantly surprised at how

that people let their guard down and

eager the people were to have their dogs

feel less confronted when the focus is on

sterilised by us! The road to improving

their animals, and this rung true in rural

lives in these communities will be a

Australia too. Although the communities

long one, but by starting with the dogs,

knew that we would be coming, we still

we could build relationships with the

didn’t know how they would take to us

locals and allow them to see the good

and to gently handle friable tissues.
Adding to the pressure was the fact
that we had a very limited supply of IV
A rogue camel �
from the Tanami
Desert in Western
Australia

future community improvements.

THE GOLDEN QUESTION… DID
WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
We sterilised nearly 60 dogs (not bad
considering so much time was spent
driving, setting up and packing down),
and many were in various stages of
early pregnancy, which meant that
we effectively doubled the number of
breeding animals that we took off the
streets. We made a fantastic start to
what needs to be a continued effort,
and so long as there is funding for future
trips, the spay clinics will be effective at
stabilising the dog populations in these

When our fortnight came to a close and

communities over time. The key is to keep

we were leaving Balgo, I felt a sense

coming back regularly to minimise the

of accomplishment when an elderly

number of breeding females, because

aboriginal woman flagged us down and

then only small-scale spay clinics will be

approached our car directly, to ask if

periodically required. At least for now,

we could sterilise her two dogs. “We’ll

there are 60 fewer dogs in those three

do them for you next time,” Professor

communities that won’t create puppies

guard down when the

Robertson told her, quietly confident that

ever again, and the community members

our trip had been successful on all levels

can look forward to more stable dog

focus is on their animals

and that he’d be back with more students

populations and resultant health benefits

to build on the foundation we’d laid.

in the years to come. Healthy dogs =

found that people let their

was paid to stop large bleeding vessels
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were not tourist areas, and as a team of

Across cultures I have

we’d be seeing in normal practice! This

were the streams of curious local

dogs” and there is no shortage of dog

“

most of the dogs here had had at least

was crucial. Keeping us entertained

solutions. The areas we were visiting

we could provide—paving the way for

normally encounter in suburbia, because

fluids, so avoiding significant blood loss

people living out there warrant no easy

aggressive; the locals call them “cheeky

healthy environment = healthy people!
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Furthermore, many dogs can be quite

TEDx 2014

Michelle MacLaren, ALEX ’82

event that took place in the Bunch on October 17, 2014:
TEDxBrentwood. Volunteer Benny Jean Cytrynbaum, Alex ’15,

The TEDx stage at the Killy Theatre in the T. Gil Bunch Centre for the Performing Arts

described the organization of the event as “a great learning
experience” even though “everything began to get a lot more
stressful” as the day approached. Eleven inspirational speakers
stepped up to talk about the day’s theme, ‘Switch On Transformation,’
every one in their own unique way.
Two of Brentwood’s students, Garey Gan, Whittall ’15, and Fischer
Woodbridge, Privett ’15, delivered extremely powerful speeches.
Fischer’s address, entitled The Lost Art of Exploration, examined some
of his personal journeys and discoveries. Garey’s The Power of a Yo-Yo
encouraged us to be aware of how judgment by others affects us and
to not let others’ opinions stop us from enjoying our passions.
In addition to current Brentwood students, we also had the privilege of

Garey Gan, WHITTALL ’15

hearing from some Brentwood alumni. One grad, Andrew Higginson,
Whittall ’03, spoke about changing our way of approaching and solving
problems in his captivating speech Ask Why? Another Old Brentonian
in particular drew curious looks from all, and engaged people further
with his presentation Life Happens. Daniel Riley, Whittall ’04,
mesmerized the crowd with his emotional story of living and thriving
after the amputation of both his legs after he stepped on an IED during
active duty with the US forces in Afghanistan in 2010.
All the speakers were superb, but there was undoubtedly one special
speaker who the whole school was brimming with excitement to see:
Michelle MacLaren, Alex ’82. The Emmy winning director/producer of
shows such as The Walking Dead, Game of Thrones and Breaking Bad
graduated from Brentwood, attended Queen’s University where she

2014 TEDx Organizers,
Volunteers and Speakers

majored in film with a minor in drama, and has previously served on
Brentwood’s Board of Governors. Michelle’s speech From the Page to
the Screen spoke of her inspiration to direct and outlined some of her
duties as a director and gave us a better understanding of just how
much work goes into a single scene.
TEDx Brentwood was an undeniable success—fabulous speakers,
enthused organizers and volunteers, and a captivated audience. This
being Brentwood’s first independently organized TED event, the
audience number was limited; however, with one TEDx event under our
belts, TEDxBrentwood 2015 will be sure stimulate even more minds
with brilliant and inspiring speakers.
Jaclyn C. ’16

Daniel Riley, WHITTALL ’04

TEDxBrentwood Speakers
(left to right): Leslie Hayes,
Maia Hoeberechts, Gord MacDonald,
Garey Gan, Fischer Woodbridge,
Brent Barootes, Andrew Higginson,
Michelle MacLaren, Michelle Atterby,
Daniel Riley and Scott Carr.
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Months of preparation, stress and anticipation led up to one influential

OBE SPOTLIGHT
this past 2014 / 2015 school year. Brentwood is thrilled to report that all seventeen OBE members have confirmed they will continue providing
their valued time and thoughtful input for the upcoming 2015 / 2016 school year, and we could not be more honoured to have such a diverse
and knowledgeable group of individuals choosing to stay committed. Taking time away from family, jobs, and other volunteer opportunities,
our valued members strive toward our collective goal of strengthening the Old Brentonians network, by creating new opportunities to leverage
connections, and meaningful ways to give back. Please read on for some perspectives on different issues from some of the members of the OBE.

Tammie (Morrison) Toriglia (ALEX ’79) on
involvement—Being involved in the OBE is not a
huge time commitment. Our group meets in person
every couple years. This year we met during Regatta
weekend, which gave us a chance to connect
with many alumni. We communicate, for the most
part, via email and we try to attend alumni events
whenever possible. Being a part of the OBE has reconnected me with the school and I’ve really enjoyed
meeting other generations of Brentwood alumni!

Bruce Foreman (ELLIS ’84) on our philanthropic footprint—I believe that
everyone should give back, some way, somehow, in whatever capacity best
suits them. Over the years I have narrowed my focus to a handful of causes
and institutions to which I contribute. This actually makes it easier for me
to say no to others, as I feel great about the difference I am making to the
few, and know that there is something out there for everyone. We all have a
little extra time and/or money to give, and personally the satisfaction I have
gained from my philanthropy has been extremely rewarding.
Brentwood has become more important to me as the years have passed and
I am pleased to be able to volunteer my time as a member of the OBE, as
well as contribute a little financially. One of the school’s greatest strengths is
the alumni group, which gets larger and more diverse with each graduating
class. With this comes opportunities to carry the torch to all corners of the
globe and keep the flame burning brightly. Each and every Brentonian can
make a difference, even just by speaking proudly of their school.
Brentwood is as much a part of me as I am of it, and for that I will be forever
grateful.

Marisol Van Vliet (MACKENZIE ’05) on changes at Brentwood since she graduated — Having just
attended my 10 year Brentwood reunion I have to say I ‘feel not much has changed’, rather than
‘see not much has changed’, because simply visually speaking the school has changed. Even more
so for those attending anything upwards of a 10 year reunion. Yet Brentwood itself has not.
Brentwood, for most of us alumni, was more than a campus, more than a temporary home.
It was an experience we Brentonians all have in common, and as such, a sort of bond we share.
And while our experiences may have differed over the years and generations, in the end it was
an experience we all went through in our own right. As such, we still have this little Brentwood
‘right of passage’ tucked somewhere in our beings that can quickly be recalled and brought
back to the surface; which makes us feel we belong on campus no matter the buildings.
So while it was strange, during the reunion, to once again be thrown in a situation of
deciding whether to find someone to go with you to the ‘caf’ was more important than the
gnawing hunger in your gut, it was in a sense comforting to realize how easy it was
to slide back into the Brentwood world again.
“Brentwood is a place, or perhaps a presence to which I can easily keep coming back: to
which all Brentonians can.” Or so I thought as I sat on the veranda of the beautiful Crooks
Hall, contemplating, with a mouthful of breakfast cake, and Mount Baker on the horizon.
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Chris Van Vliet (ROGERS ’81) on OBE travel —Where are you? I asked
this question of the other members to get an idea of how much travel is
involved when an OBE meeting is called. Your OBE members travel to
meetings when they can, and when they can’t they are often tied in by
teleconferencing. Most reside on or near the west coast but the group is
anything but ‘local.’ As with many Old Brentonians (yes, you!), this group
comes from a surprising variety of backgrounds and professions which
includes travel and work from all over the world. Perhaps Michael Brown
puts it most succinctly:
“Where is “home” for me depends on the definition and has been a tricky
and awkward answer my whole life. After disclaiming as such, I usually
get follow-up questions like...
n Where were you born? (Saudi Arabia)
n Where did you grow up? (5-6 possible answers)
n Where were your parents born? (Victoria)
n Where does your family live? (Southern California)
n Where have you lived the longest? (New York City)
None of the answers are truly good answers; in reality it’s a real mix
and hopefully contributes to an appreciation for different cultures and
perspectives.”
Travel to the school is a welcome opportunity to reconnect with the
campus energy, the staff, and each other. It helps to center our focus on
the very special feeling that being connected to Brentwood brings, and
keeps fresh our desire to share and rekindle that feeling with all of you.
The future for so many vibrant young minds is being created and shaped
every day at Brentwood, as it was for us in our day, and it is a marvelous
and inspiring experience to remain connected to and be a small part of
that process as an Old Brentonian.

Rob Dixon (ELLIS ’94) on an initiative he is
excited about—Last summer, while visiting
Vancouver Island, I had coffee with my old
coach, teacher and friend Nick Prowse.
Since leaving Brentwood 20+ years ago,
I appreciate with some perspective, the
influence Nick had in shaping the person
I am today. Enthusiastically, Nick and I sat
for hours; catching up, chatting about world events, history, past epic rugby
matches and tours we were both involved in, as well as the cast of characters
we know. It was a joy! Parting ways that day, I was reminded, just how much
I cherish our friendship and that undoubtedly there must be others who feel
the same way. Great teachers are a rare gift!
Accordingly, I resolved that day to honour Nick’s legacy by putting together an
event (which successfully took place on Saturday, September 26th). Currently,
I am a perpetual donor to the recently established Prowse Bursary Fund. With
the dinner event to honour Nick’s legacy in mind, as a secondary benefit all
proceeds were directed to the Bursary Fund. It was a great evening of laughs,
sharing stories and paying tribute to our teacher and friend Nick Prowse.
I feel lucky to have gone to Brentwood and know Nick. May his legacy and
the Fund allow others to experience Brentwood!

Ryan Gallagher (ROGERS ’13) on friendship — It has been a great privilege to
maintain a connection to our school through my involvement with the Old Brentonians
Executive. I was fortunate to be at Brentwood with some of the members of the
OBE, and I have had the pleasure of getting to know others through our meetings.
The foundation of our shared background at Brentwood has provided a great place
to create new connections. It’s wonderful to know the value the school places in
continued fostering of friendships of its alumni which is a key goal of the OBE.
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The Old Brentonians Executive played a significant role in shaping the initiatives and programs offered to our over 7,000 alumni worldwide

the outstanding achievements of Old Brentonians. All Brentwood College
School alumni are welcomed and encouraged to nominate deserving individuals
for each award. In addition to the criteria outlined below, each nominee
should exemplify the Brentwood values of excellence, integrity, and empathy.

Jessica (Purdy) Rozitis (ALEX ’88) on Events—Being
a third generation Brentonian, I have always felt a strong
connection to Brentwood. That connection has only
gotten stronger in the past few years, being on the Old
Brentonian Executive Board, plus I have attended more
events organized by Brentwood. I feel that the inaugural
Brentwood Alumni Networking event was successful right
out of the gate. The Advancement team does a great job
producing these events and did not disappoint when the 2nd
annual Alumni Networking event took place. I have always
found value in attending the regional receptions as well.
It is a great opportunity to reconnect with old classmates
and teachers in a casual, yet organized setting. I also love
meeting new people from the different eras of Brentwood.
We have a common bond, and it is so easy to just walk up to
a group of like-minded people and share parallel memories.

Michael Brown (ELLIS ’02) on underutilized Old Brentonian resources —As an alumni group, I think we could all do more to
help fellow alumni and current students out with networking, career and education advice. There have been advances recently
with the Vancouver event, LinkedIn etc., but we are a diverse and spread out bunch of people, so there is a long way to go. In
that vein, if anyone in the Brentwood family is thinking about working in finance, doing something entrepreneurial, or trying to
choose between various universities in the U.S., I would be more than happy to share my two cents.

Jennifer Wheeler (MACKENZIE ’00) on connections—Last year I had a bad concussion
for several months. From one bad fall my life changed, and it meant no longer being
able to see, hear, think, communicate or move around, amongst many other symptoms.
It was a hard time. We plan for success in life, we plan for goals and dreams, but we
don’t plan for how life changes after an accident. I had a lot of help show up along the
way, and some of that help came from people through Brentwood. Friends would bring
me food when I couldn’t get to a store, drive me to appointments when I couldn’t drive,
get an appointment with a specialist who was not taking on more patients, or just offer
encouraging words and support, reminding me I could get through it. These were the
people who didn’t blink to lend a hand where they saw a need.
For me that’s what makes Brentwood connections unique, it’s not about who might
get you the next great job or introduce you to a promising contact, it’s that they just
help others selflessly.
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alumniawards

that Brentwood College School will present three awards annually, recognizing

Nominations will be accepted until February 15th 2016, by online submission.
A link to this form can be found on the Brentwood website’s Alumni tab.

Lifetime Achievement Award
Recognizing an Old Brentonian who has had a distinguished
career and is recognized as a leader in his / her industry.

Outstanding Brentonian
Honouring an Old Brentonian who has made outstanding contributions
in his or her chosen profession, and/or to society as a whole.

Extraordinary Young Brentonian
Honouring an Old Brentonian, 30 years of age or younger,
who has made significant achievements in his or her career
or through service to Brentwood College School.
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OBE SPOTLIGHT

In partnership with the Old Brentonians Executive, it is our pleasure to announce

David McCarthy

Brentwood continues to expand and

Having a strong crossover with the

other Leonardo inventions and came up

develop its curriculum offerings at all

arts and academics is a focus for the

with their own versions of these devices.

levels. This year we added World History

school and this year we decided on

AP as an elective particularly focused

a Renaissance theme to highlight

for Grades 10 and 11, believing that this

this interdisciplinary approach.

broader sweep of historical knowledge

Intense curiosity and a creative spirit

would prepare them well for more

characterized the artists and scholars of

specialized history courses. Design was

the age. By transcending subject barriers

another subject area added this year,

and infusing the artistic process into the

again attracting some Grade 11s who

solving of problems, students stretched

were keen to explore this field, both

both their imaginations and their logical

from an artistic perspective but also

faculties. Designing a “Da Vinci” style

from an architectural viewpoint. One

parachute that would bring an egg

of the final projects was to design, as a

safely to ground when launched from 20

team, a functional building from modules

feet was one of the challenges in which

representing shipping containers.

some Grade 9 students were engaged.

Students reveled in the creativity such

They produced a variety of innovative

a project afforded, and built 3D models

solutions, tested them, and used video

of everything from small schools to

technology to derive the mathematics

affordable housing complexes.

behind their fall. Some students studied

Recognising the extraordinary
opportunity we have to explore our own
oceanfront ecosystem, science teachers
took advantage of our unique location
in numerous ways. From helping with
Eelgrass habitat restoration to assisting
with salmon enhancement, we were
able to partner with local organisations
and engage in stewardship of our
amazing environment. The University of
Victoria visited to upgrade the sensor
array under our dock as a part of their
continued commitment to working with
the school on ocean education via the
Venus project. Teachers developed
lessons to incorporate the data stream
into science and math classes, helping

—ACADEMIC HIGHLIGHTS—

84%
ENGLISH 12 STUDENTS’
AVERAGE GRADE
(A SCHOOL RECORD)

220
STUDENTS ACHIEVED
ACADEMIC HONOURS

200+
STUDENTS ACHIEVED
ACADEMIC COLOURS

80+

NUMBER OF HOURS SOME
STUDENTS GAVE TO THE
PEER-TUTORING PROGRAM
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bring authenticity to problem solving
exercises and data-modelling. The School
is also partnering with Cisco systems
to promote connections with university
researchers across the country. A high
definition video conferencing unit was
donated in the fall and has been used
several times with classes to allow
students to discuss advances in science
with cutting-edge researchers in fields
such as nanotechnology and cancer.
STEAM education (science, technology,
art, engineering and mathematics)
crops up in many guises from video
game projects in Software Engineering
to the design of trebuchets in Senior
Engineering which are able to launch
watermelons the length of the rugby
pitch. The introduction of Competitive
Robotics into the arts afternoons has
been another move in this direction.
   Students work with partner Oceans Network Canada to launch the ONC underwater platform

speaking and listening, (lessons for

Stu.

the most part being conducted in the
language), together with the strategic use
of technology to engage and enhance
learning. Students tackle projects
for example that utilize “avatars” to
navigate a virtual landscape in French
or Spanish using text and speech.

The peer-tutoring program initiated

at 83% with an effort component (4

last year was again highly successful

out of 5) where previously it simply

with some students giving over 80

reflected the Provincial definition of

hours of their time to assist others

an 80% or better average. Despite this

with their academic challenges.

upgrade, over 220 of our students
earned Academic Honours standing

Immersion students meanwhile have

While technology-based innovation

the opportunity to take part in speech

remains a priority, the ability to think

contests and bilingual debates.

critically, to analyse the strengths and

To earn Academic Colours (formerly

weaknesses of an argument and to

synonymous with Honours) now

communicate effectively are fundamental

requires an average of 86% and an

skills that all students must learn if they

even higher effort component of

are to be successful in life beyond high

4.2 in Grades 11 and 12. Again, a

school. Our English 12 students reminded

remarkable number of students, over

us of their proficiency in these areas

200, exceeded this benchmark. Truly

by scoring an average of 84%, a school

an excellent way to cap an excellent

record, on their April Provincial exam.

year for our students and staff.

In many ways this year was about
building on and reinforcing some of the
innovation that characterized 201314. The Academic Council started last
year, took on the running of the annual
Careers Day and expanded the range
of speakers to include parents and local
business people. They also developed
a website that has the potential to

The definitions of Academic Honours

allow Brentonians to contribute from

and Academic Colours were changed

across the globe and offer advice on

in 2014-2015, partly to “raise the bar”

universities, programs and careers that

and encourage an even greater drive

have formed part of their experience.

for excellence. Honours is now set
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Where Students Choose To Be

this year, a remarkable figure.

Student Financial Aid
Brentwood College School offers over $1M annually in financial assistance
in the form of bursaries to applicants who qualify.
Financial need is evaluated by Apple Financial Services: www.applefinancialservices.ca
For more information on bursaries and student financial aid, please contact

Clayton Johnston, Director of Admissions
clayton.johnston@brentwood.bc.ca or call 250.743.5521

www.brentwood.bc.ca
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In languages there is a dual focus of

arts UPDATE

Edna Widenmaier
The diversity, depth and unique delivery of our arts programmes enable our students to explore
and embrace creative self-expression, self-awareness, empathy and emotional intelligence.
We are very proud of their many accomplishments this year.
Here are some highlights of a very robust and vibrant year in the studios and on the stages.

In the Visual Arts, the Arts Council led by

Our fledging Competitive Robotics

Regional Debate tournament taking the

SEC rep, Maddi Andrews, collaborated

programme made it to the Provincials

five Best Speakers awards. We hosted

with faculty on two major multi-media

and has great plans to represent

for the first time the Island Model UN

art exhibitions in the Centre for Art and

Brentwood at the 2016 VEX World

conference: envisioned, created and

Humanities: Insight in the fall and, in

Robotics Championships.

staffed by students which drew 145

the spring, The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, a
mixed media event which saw the School,
parents and Regatta visitors share
the surrealist visions of our talented
painters, photographers, potters, and
sculptors while munching on delicious
edible art-cupcakes. The whimsy was
provided by the Drama 9’s rendition of
the tea party itself a la Lewis Carroll.

Meanwhile, in the first term, new young
keen voices could be heard in rehearsal
for the first Grade 8 musical Aladdin, for
some their first time in a performance.

delegates from 8 schools. The golden
highlight was having Nick McLean and
Tyler Pickford qualify for and represent
BC at the Canadian Nationals in Toronto.

Many of those same voices could be

Gold and silver were also achieved by a

heard in Debate as they joined our

number of our talented music ensembles

teams competing at a range of events

in their quest to qualify for the 2016

winning awards in all. The Junior Debaters

Canadian Nationals at Musicfest. Two

won kudos at the Vancouver Island

of our ensembles, the A Cappella and

The potters gained insight by creating
bowls that were sold at the Youth
Empowerment Society fundraiser, the
“Superbowls of Hope.” Ninety-seven
bowls were built, fired, decorated and
donated to this cause which helps fund
programs for the street youth of Victoria.
While the Yearbook, Media Production
and Photojournalism students were
busy writing and catching on camera
and the Blog, the many highlights
of the school year, the third year
Photography students were interpreting
nature through their lenses, using
the theme Lucidity in anticipation of
the public showing through May and
early June in a commercial venue.
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accolades and honours for each

along with Evenings of Dance and

plan to represent the School next May

of the pieces performed.

showcase Concerts for a Winter’s and

Rock Bands, throbbed with energy and

them in a dynamic upbeat musical

Summer’s Eve, were all supported by
the hard working technical students.
Gluing all of these diverse

have The Boy Friend, with dazzling

programmes together is the quest

production numbers and strong

for excellence. Always supportive and

individual performances. Close on its

encouraging their charges to take

heels, the Senior Acting Company had

risks in their self-expression, push

Our Dancers represented the

great fun reworking Shakespeare’s

the boundaries, and keep the bar

school in exams and provincial

A Midsummer Night’s Dream with

high is our amazing Arts faculty.

festivals with distinction. All received

a ’60s twist. These performances,

and the musical theatre company
rehearsed for their respective festivals,
showcases and performances.

ps

set in the 1920’s Riviera and you

effort as musicians, singers, dancers

r ca m
e
m

D

Lecture Theatre, which houses the

Take 50 keen performers and cast

sum

in Ottawa. The Bunch Centre and the

A

T

O

Jazz Band, have made the grade and

BR E N T W

O

Summer 2016
Brentwood is offering a number of outstanding
camps next year. For more info, check out

camps.brentwood.bc.ca

Artsp
Cam
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Rugby
Camp

Musical
Theatre
Camp

Debate
Camp

Blake Gage
This year provided unparalleled
opportunities to all levels of our
student-athletes and the School was
host to a number of regional and
provincial tournaments including the
AA Provincial Volleyball Championships.
Our competitive teams had some
noteworthy successes while recreational
and lifestyle oriented activities allowed
non-competitive athletes to discover a
passion for physical fitness. Our Outdoor
Pursuits members were fortunate to be
part of a programme that takes students
to pristine places that the rest of us
can only dream of. Some of our crosstrainers experienced their first ever
Triathlon and a number of our students
engaged in the Oak Bay Half Marathon.
Competitively, our performance
showed great improvement over

Highlights include:
� The Senior Girls Field Hockey &
Senior Girls Volleyball qualifying
for the Provincial Championship.
� Junior Girls Volleyball winning their MidIsland league and qualifying for Islands
� Junior Girls Field hockey earning
Bronze at the ISA Championship
� Junior Girls Soccer winning
the ISA Championship
� Senior Girls Soccer earning a berth
at the Island Championship
� Senior Boys Soccer winning
the Mid-Island league title
� The hockey team restarting its
tradition to host St. George’s School

� The Senior Girls & Junior Girls
Basketball teams earning berths
to the Island Championship
� The Senior Boys Basketball and
Golf teams both finishing fourth
on the Island, narrowly missing
provincial tournament berths
� The Junior Girls Tennis team capturing
provincial Bronze & the Junior Boys
Tennis team earning provincial Silver
� Senior Tennis earned a Bronze at
the Provincial Championship—
Chris C. and Nick M. finishing the
year undefeated as the top men’s
double team in the province
� The 1st XV Boys Rugby team
finished 7th in the province

and compete for the Saville Cup

last year’s results.

Brentwood Rowing at �
Niagara Falls during
the 2015 CSSRAs

� The Senior Girls Rugby
team won provincial Gold
in both Sevens and XVs!
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� BC Track and Field Championship
Gold in Junior High Jump, Silver
in Junior Boys Javelin and Bronze
in Senior Boys 400m Hurdles

admissions UPDATE

Clayton Johnston

� CSSRA Rowing Championships—best
result ever for the School which
finished second overall, putting 45
athletes into 12 finals and winning 10
medals: 3 Gold, 2 Silver and 5 Bronze

The Junior Boys Basketball �
team earning it first ever
berth to Provincials

   Senior A Girls Volleyball

Full Circle
I am reminded on a daily basis of the

particular affiliation to our school.

alum of the school and she also taught

powerful impact Brentwood has had

Admissions is indebted to the greater

here for a year (2000-2001). Now, among

on so many people over the years. The

Brentwood family and the passion,

other things, Crystal will be focused on

referrals that our Admissions office

support and warmth they have shown

maintaining and growing our domestic

receives from alum, the encouragement

me and my team over the years.

market and will become a familiar face

current and past families, and the
generous offerings of homes and offices
to be used for Admissions presentations
throughout the year, are all testament
to the tremendous love so many of you
have for this school. I can’t fathom the
amount of new students that come each
year based on an initial conversation
they have had with someone with a
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I am also very grateful for the dedicated

to many of you over the next few years.

and exceptional service of my Admissions

In closing, the larger Brentwood

Associate, Harold Backer, Whittall, ’80. I

family remains strong and committed.

will be forever grateful for the support

We are all proud of our School and

he gave to me personally and proud of

enjoy watching as it transforms into

what we accomplished together over

a globally recognized institution of

the last few years. Keeping with the

learning. It truly is ’Where the World

theme, I would like to welcome Crystal

Comes to School’; thanks to our alum

(Harvey) Lenarcic Mackenzie, ’93 to the

and parents, it continues to thrive.

Admissions team. Like Harold, is she an
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that prospective families receive from

campus LIFE

Marius Felix

The Brentwood campus is marked by a culture of inclusion, support and engagement.
We are welcoming. We help each other. We interact in an inspiring way.
Our engagement extends far beyond the classroom, to the residences, and into the
community that we call home. This is reflected in the School’s Social Responsibility platform
and takes shape in the many student-led projects and groups that are the
hallmark of campus life at Brentwood. Here are a few highlights from the 2014-15 school year.

SAC
� The BEAT yearly cleanup
of Somenos Marsh

SAC (Student Activities Council)
initiates, plans, organizes, and runs
social and fundraising events on and
off campus. They are a vital part of
creating our vibrant campus life. They
host numerous dances, organise special
dinners that represent our incredibly

a pillar of community engagement

SPARC

Breast Cancer Foundation, Easter Seals
Camp Shawnigan, Clements Centre,

with students and staff volunteering

SPARC (Student Peer Assistance Resource

Providence Farm, Nature Conservancy,

thousands of hours and earning

Counselling) volunteers amassed an

Rotary Club, & CVRD Parks

donations totalling over $12,000! Ten

incredible 1,638.5 hours of service

local registered non-profit organizations

throughout the year! This included:

benefitted from this special day.

� Volunteering at Acacia Lodge, Cowichan
District Hospital, Cairnsmore Lodge,
Khowhemun Elementary School and
the Khowhemun Hot Lunch Project,
Food Bank, Shawnigan Out of School
Care Program, Spirit Gate Farm, MS

The Brentwood family
raised $18,000 for the
2014 Run for the Cure

Society, Hospice Society, Canadian

� BC Children’s Hospital and The Keltey

diverse student body, and fundraise for

Day, Waste Reduction Week, Ancient

international projects. This year the SAC

Forest Alliance, Shark Preservation,

raised over $4,500 for the Philippines

Zero Waste Education, & Compost

through the International Associations

Awareness Week/BC Green Games/

for Transformation (IAT), MOSQUOY

David Suzuki Coastal Communities

in Peru and relief efforts in Nepal.

Dennehy Foundation: $2,100
� Run for the Cure—Canadian Breast
Cancer Foundation: $18,000
� Campaigns supported by SPARC
included Anti-Bullying Pink Day, Red
My Lips, Mental Health Awareness,
Eating Disorder and Negative Body
Image Awareness, & Drug Awareness

Working on eelgrass restoration in Mill Bay

BEAT
BEAT (Brentwood Environmental Action
Team) is a force on campus and year
after year works to create educational
opportunities and undertakes numerous
initiatives to help our local community.
� Eelgrass restoration with SeaChange
(planted 800 eelgrass shoots) in Mill
Bay. We were awarded $1000 for our
BC Green Games Entry—Taking Root
� BC Rivers Day cleanup of Mill
Bay waterways—Wheelbarrow
Creek and the waterfront
� Yearly Somenos Marsh Cleanup
� Zero Waste Brentwood Regatta
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Charity Work Day was once again

BEAT presentations included BC Rivers

Rick Rodrigues
Look to the fringes; challenge

All of what your world will demand of you

conventional thinking with progressive

will first require that you to continue to

dialogue; be prepared to not simply ask

educate yourself and engage your mind

the curious and probing “Why?”, but the

in a joyful and gritty consumption of

challenging “Why not?” in the face of

knowledge and ideas.

cynicism. Do not be satisfied with the
conventional, nor the seductively popular,

navigated the options with clear

well-being of this fine group of young

campus choice is UBC Vancouver,

intentions about their futures and how

people; the Class of 2015.

followed closely by University of Victoria,

they would work to leverage their studies

with McGill, Queen’s and Western

into future success. As the competition

rounding out the top five… the top five of

for admission remained incredibly tight,

50 different destination universities.

they took the thoughtful approach to

Seventy-three of them—just less than

their applications: not shying away from

half—will enter into studies in the arts,

pushing themselves to dream schools,

humanities and social sciences; 38 will

but doing their research and ensuring

pursue studies in the fields of science

that their choices included the safer bets.

and engineering; 26 will advance into

Yet in more cases than ever, they had no

business; and 10 of them will enter into

need for those safe choices… I hope that

various health and medical fields. An

that is indicative of a touch of good

impressive array of interests indeed.

sense, and dare I say, wisdom in the

fair? Well, what they did was complete
and submit well in excess of 900
university applications… did I mention I
was tired?... The payoff? Nearly 680 offers
of admission to 138 different schools in
seven different countries. Scholarship
offers totaling, collectively, over $3.1
million. But most significantly, and what
makes us most proud… 87% of them
report that they received an offer of

minds of these young, bright and eager

admission from their first choice

In a post-secondary environment shifting

institution… That, frankly, is the true

in focus and fraught with uncertainty, the

measure of success for us in our office...

members of this graduating class

So, what advice, then, does one give to

and I am so pleased to say that for the

managed to keep well above the fray. As

the wise?… Well, a few things do come to

first time in recent memory, at 87%...

questions have been raised concerning

mind...

hey, we got an ‘A’!

the value of the university degree, or the

So, where are they going and what will
the character of this graduating class -

in a direction that will allow them to

connected economy, set upon a deeply

simply get that job done. It is not to say

polarized political and social backdrop.

that they have it all figured out, far from

Your response to those challenges will

it; there is a considerable journey that lies

require patience, it will require a global

ahead for each and every one of them.

view, it will require a willingness to

Yet I have the faith and confidence that

engage all elements of the ideological

these young people have the skills, the

spectrum. But your response will also

motivation and the energy—and indeed

require empathy, intelligent analysis and

the joy and grit—that will allow them to

conviction.

make real and tangible contributions to

around you, when you act in a loving way,

this world.

everyone benefits, and those benefits, in

Work doggedly and persistently to
achieve what progress the world needs,

So the only thing I have left to ask of

rather than what it thinks it wants.

them is this very simple thing: in all that

Of you your world will demand your

young people.

action, not your consumption. Your world
will demand your critical thinking, not
your superficial engagement. Your world
will demand your active love, not your
rhetoric.

their just-get-the-job-done approach…

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

which, if you think about it, is very

UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA

Canadian, they have taken a very

$3.1M

19%

18%

plans. Eighty percent of them will be
attending a university in this fair land, in

0

5

10

15

20

turn, become the true measure of your
accomplishments and success.
When you are kind… when you are

yourself in this world, remember to be

loving… there is nothing you cannot

kind. This world suffers a great deficit of

accomplish.

kindness, one that can only be overcome
by the collective actions of individuals.
When you remember to be kind to those

ADMISSION
OF
RS

NU

678
138

MB

ER OF C H O OL
S

SC

HO
NTS W RECEIV
DE
ED
TU

87%

FF

O

five different provinces. That leaves 12%

100%

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT

Counselling and Kate Coull, University
Counsellor and parent of Ben Coull,
Rogers ’10.

AN

15%
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY 14%
WESTERN UNIVERSITY 9%

   Rick Rodrigues, Director of University

you do, and wherever you may find

OVER $3.1 MILLION IN
SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS

McGILL UNIVERSITY

Canadian approach to their university
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challenges of navigating a globally

Top Five Destinations | CLASS OF 2015

they be studying? Seemingly in line with

of them proceeding to college in the

to believe that they have set themselves

TOTAL
OF
FE

How did the Graduating Class of 2015

Yours will be a journey fraught with the

ER

Y

Mexico and Scotland. Their most popular

O F U N IV E RIS T

those concerned with the success and

engaging with them, I have every reason

IC E

looked beyond the rhetoric and

HO

institutions in Australia, England, Ireland,

graduating class, in listening to them, in

PERCENTAGE O
FS

cross this particular finish line, for all of

nor the fleetingly material.

OFFERS

value of certain major areas of focus, they

YIN G

United States, and the rest attending

VE

It is a remarkable accomplishment to

In watching the members of this

ON

Each year our Director of University Counselling, Mr. Rick Rodrigues, shares the trials and
tribulations of the year in the counselling team’s office and the outcomings of the graduating class.
Here is an excerpt of Mr. Rodrigues’ speech to the Graduating Class of 2015 on Closing Day in June.

F R O M T H EI R 1s

tC
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Class of 2015
Anita Agopyan-Miu, Thousand
Oaks, CA, University of San
Francisco, CA, Liberal Arts &
Science: Communication
Zeeshan Ahmed, Prince George,
BC, University of Calgary,
AB, Biomedical Science
Brynn Alexander, Nanoose Bay, BC,
Queen’s University, ON, Science
Lucas Andersen, Duncan,
BC, University of Victoria,
BC, Engineering
Mackenzie Anderson, Kamloops,
BC, Saint Mary’s University,
NS, Science: Biology
Reid Anderson, Medicine Hat, AB,
Queen’s University, ON, Commerce
Rory Anderson, Ladysmith, BC,
Dalhousie University, NS, Science
Marissa Andres, Manila,
Philippines, Loyola Marymount
University, CA, Entrepreneurship
Maddi Andrews, Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia, Queen’s University,
ON, Bader International Study
Centre in England, Arts
Evie Anguelov, Sydney,
Australia, Western University,
ON, Social Sciences
Ciel Arbour-Boehme, Victoria,
BC, University of Victoria, BC,
Social Sciences: Political Science
Tobi Arisaka, Nagano,
Japan, University of British
Columbia, Okanagan, BC, Arts:
International Relations
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Andrea Armstrong, Vancouver,
BC, Dalhousie University,
NS, Science: Physics

Andrew Cheshire, Brisbane,
Australia, Dalhousie University,
NS, Science: Psychology

Danielle de Wet, Pincher Creek,
AB, Dalhousie University, NS,
Pre-Veterinary Science

Graydon Clark, Mill Bay,
BC, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC,
Kinesiology & Management

Jeremias dela Cruz III, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, University of
British Columbia, Okanagan,
BC, Human Kinetics

Claire Attridge, Vancouver,
BC, Dalhousie University, NS,
Science: Oceanography &
Environmental Sustainability

Sarah Coffin, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, Brigham Young
University, UT, Neuroscience

Rebecca Delmotte, North
Vancouver, BC, Hull-York
Medical School, UK, Medicine

Jordan Barrett, Shawnigan
Lake, BC, University of Ottawa,
ON, Arts: Political Science

Hannah Colbourne, Fort McMurray,
AB, Southern Alberta Institute
of Technology, AB, Business

Andrea Denny-Jiles, Vancouver,
BC, Quest University, BC,
Liberal Arts & Science

Brandon Beck, Grande Prairie, AB,
University of Victoria, BC, Science

Toby Collis Handford, Cobble Hill,
BC, University of British Columbia,
Okanagan, BC, Arts: English

Claire DeNure, Toronto, ON, Western
University, ON, Social Sciences

Keaton Armstrong, West Vancouver,
BC, University of Victoria, BC,
Social Sciences: Economics

Kabir Bellerose, Denman
Island, BC, University of
Ottawa, ON, Arts: French
Cecilia Bilton, Red Deer,
AB, Queen’s University, ON,
Bader International Study
Centre in England, Arts
Tiffany Blattgerste, Lantzville, BC,
McGill University, QC, Management
Faryn Boquist, Regina, SK,
Gap year, then University of
Victoria, BC, Social Sciences
Emily Bradbury, West
Vancouver, BC, Gap year, then
Royal Holloway, University of
London, UK, Music & Drama
Tao Browne, Duncan, BC,
University of Victoria, BC, Social
Sciences: Political Science
Shesley Callison-Hanna, Vancouver,
BC, University of Hawai’I at
Manoa, HI, Natural Resourses &
Environmental Management

Malcolm Conn, Cowichan Bay,
BC, Gap year, then Camosun
College, BC, Science
Devin Cvitanovich, Duncan,
BC, Kwantlen Polytechnic
University, BC, Arts
Benny Jean Cytrynbaum,
Vancouver, BC, Gap year,
then Whitman College, WA,
Liberal Arts & Science
Kevin Dada, Grande Prairie,
AB, St. George’s, University
of London, UK, Medicine
Maxwell Davies, Courtenay,
BC, Queen’s University, ON,
Arts: Political Science
Morgan Davis, Edmonton, AB,
McGill University, QC, Management
Bobbie de Wet, Carmore, AB, McGill
University, QC, Arts: International
Development & French Language

Tajzha Doman, Duncan, BC,
MacEwan University, AB, Business
Isabelle Durrans, West Vancouver,
BC, University of St Andrews, UK
& The College of William & Mary,
VA, Joint Degree Programme:
International Relations
Kasane Edmunds, Calgary, AB,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Commerce
Khalil Es Sabar, Vancouver,
BC, McGill University, QC, Arts:
International Development
Featherdawn Florkow, Shawnigan
Lake, BC, Gap year, then
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Visual Arts
Matt Forward, Fort McMurray,
AB, University of Waterloo, ON,
Nanotechnology Engineering
Maria Fustic, Fort McMurray,
AB, McGill University, QC, Arts:
International Development

Kennedy Gagnon, Nanaimo, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts & Management

Kevin Jiang, Fort McMurray, AB,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Science

Katerina Lyons, Hong Kong,
University of Victoria, BC,
Fine Arts: Art History

Garey Gan, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, University of Southern
California, CA, Business

Jackie Johnston, Vancouver,
BC, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Arts

Cal MacConnachie, Whistler,
BC, Western University, ON,
Science: Astrophysics

Mariam Ghobrial, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, McGill University,
QC, Life Science

Brendon Keirle, Calgary, AB,
McGill University, QC, Science

Rachel Macey, Duncan, BC, Queen’s
University, ON, Engineering

Martin Kenklies, Sooke, BC,
University of Lethbridge,
AB, Kinesiology

Charlie MacFarlane, Duncan,
BC, University of Victoria, BC,
Social Sciences: Economics

Ji Won Kim, Duncan, BC, University
of St Andrews, Medicine

Austin Mackintosh, Edmonton,
AB, University of Victoria, BC,
Social Sciences: Economics

Cevina Ghuman, Abbotsford, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Commerce
Matt Giles, Fort McMurray, AB,
University of Oregon, OR, Economics
Kimmi Gilson, Prince George, BC,
University of King’s College, NS,
Foundation Year Programme
Santiago Godin Gonzalez, Los
Cabos, Mexico, Tecnológico de
Monterrey, Mexico, Business
Mollie McPhee Green,
Courtenay, BC, University of
Victoria, BC, Social Sciences
Casey Hagen, Hong Kong, University
of Victoria, BC, Social Sciences
Jack Hamilton-Lane, Edmonton, AB,
McGill University, QC, Management
Lauren Hanson, Edmonton, AB,
Queen’s University, ON, Science
Tristyn Hardy, Edmonton,
AB, Arizona State University,
AZ, Business
Piper Heaman, Esquimalt, BC,
Gap year, then University of British
Columbia, Okanagan, BC, Arts
Simone Henderson, Mill Bay, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts: Sociology
Aaron Hersant, Cayman Islands,
University of Victoria, BC, Humanities

Thomas King, Kelowna, BC,
Queen’s University, ON, Social
Sciences: Psychology
Felix Köhler, Hanover,
Germany, City University of
London, UK, Engineering
Kris Laurion, Leduc, AB, University
of Lethbridge, AB, Kinesiology
Natalie Lawrence Ramirez, Tabasco,
Mexico, Western University, ON, Ivey
Honours Business Administration
Tu Le, Ho Chi Min City, Vietnam,
Capilano University, BC, Business

Calder Mackintosh, Calgary,
AB, McGill University,
QC, Arts: Economics &
International Development
Madeline MacPherson,
Nanaimo, BC, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Arts
Niki Mavromihalis, Tiburon, CA,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts
Nick McLean, Mill Bay, BC, McGill
University, QC, Arts: Economics

Tessa Mudford, Houston, Texas,
Dalhousie University, NS, Science
Brooklyn Navarrete, Sooke,
BC, University of Victoria,
BC, Social Sciences
Shannyn O’Callaghan, Sylvan Lake,
AB, University of Calgary, AB, Arts
Tia Patychuk, Banff, AB,
University of British Columbia,
Okanagan, BC, Science
Sydney Payne, Toronto, ON,
University of California, Berkeley,
CA, Letters & Science
Samantha Pearse, Kamloops,
BC, Brigham Young University,
UT, Political Science
Sarah Peerless, Tlell, Haida
Gwaii, BC, Concordia University,
QC, Arts: Journalism
Cole Philipp, Yellowknife,
NT, University of Victoria, BC,
Science: Biochemistry
Tyler Pickford, Victoria, BC, McGill
University, QC, Management
Mitchell Pokrandt,
Vancouver, BC, Gap year

Damian McMaster, Victoria,
BC, Dalhousie University,
NS, Engineering

Daniel Power, Edmonton, BC,
Queen’s University, ON, Arts

Dexter Michaels, Mill Bay,
BC, University of Calgary, AB,
Commerce: Accounting

Emma Price, Vancouver, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts: Political Science

Jasmine Modupe, Lagos,
Nigeria, Queen’s University,
ON, Arts: Economics

Jordan Reymer, Duncan,
BC, University of Victoria,
BC, Social Sciences

Hayden Love, Edmonton,
AB, Western University, ON,
Business Management &
Organizational Studies

Sydney Monette, Whistler,
BC, Queen’s University,
ON, Arts: Sociology

Elliot Rogers, Victoria, BC,
University of California, Berkeley,
CA, Letters & Science: Economics

Gianina Lyons, Hong Kong,
Willamette University, OR,
Liberal Arts & Science

Sean Monteiro, Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, Queen’s
University, ON, Engineering

Victoria Roiz, Querétaro, Mexico,
Universidad Anáhuac Querétaro,
Mexico, Graphic Design

Paul Lee, Seoul, Korea, New York
University, NY, Liberal Studies
Sabin Lee, Seoul, Korea, University
of Waterloo, ON, Life Science
Sienna Leone, Vancouver, BC,
University of Arizona, AZ, Fashion
Retailing & Consumer Science
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PRESENTING THE

Matthew Rolf, Kelowna, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts: Psychology
Skyler Rustad, Fort
McMurray, AB, Simon Fraser
University, BC, Business
Ibrahim Sadiq, Brunei
Darussalam, University of
Calgary, AB, Biomedical Science
Robbie Sambell, Whistler,
BC, Queen’s University,
ON, Arts: Psychology
Michael Sanders, Houston,
Texas, University of Birmingham,
UK, Political Science
Laurenz Schmielau, Bremen,
Germany, University of
British Columbia, Okanagan,
BC, Engineering
Sally Seo, Vancouver, BC,
Western University, ON, Media,
Information & Technoculture
Caroline Shen, Seattle, WA,
University of Washington,
WA, Business
Jordan Sicherman, Shawnigan
Lake, BC, University of
Waterloo, ON, Life Science
Dharrshen Sivabarathi,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
Applying to university in
Australia to study Business
Ethan Smith, Merritt, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Okanagan, BC, Nursing
Dong Hyun Son, Gumi, Korea, New
York University, NY, Liberal Studies
Ian Standish, Banff, AB,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Kinesiology
Matt Stashin, Calgary, AB,
University of Lethbridge,
AB, Science: Biology
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Karli Stevens, Crofton,
BC, Gap year to work
Hannah Stone, Courtenay,
BC, Western University,
ON, Social Sciences
Sam Storey, Whitehorse,
YK, University of Victoria,
BC, Science: Biology
Evan Strasdin, Grande Prairie,
AB, Parsons School of Design, NY,
Fine Arts: Architectural Design
Bilal Sumani, Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia, University of Guelph,
ON, Computer Engineering
Echo Sun, Beijing, China,
University of California,
Berkeley, CA, Letters &
Science: Media Studies

Hank Wei, Tainan, Taiwan,
University College Dublin,
Ireland, Medicine

Helen Zhang, Beijing, China,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Engineering

Teagan West, Cobble Hill, BC,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts

Gwyneth Zollmann,
Vancouver, BC, Queen’s
University, ON, Commerce

Carter Wheaton, Regina, SK,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts: Economics
Julie Wheaton, Edmonton, AB,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Arts

Courtney Swanson, Fairfield,
IA, McGill University, QC,
Arts: Psychology

Alyssa Witts, Vancouver,
BC, Queen’s University,
ON, Arts: Economics

Sarah Swanson, Fairfield, IA,
McGill University, QC, Engineering

Hannah Wood, Fort McMurray, AB,
University of Calgary, AB, Science

Cristina Thurston, Mexico
City, Mexico, Gap year
working and travelling

Fischer Woodbridge, Saint
Helena, CA, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver,
BC, Arts: Economics

Reid Veuger, Duncan, BC, Gap
year working and travelling
Devon Walker, Grande Prairie,
AB, Gap year then St Francis
Xavier University, NS, Business
Ben Watson, Comox, BC,
McGill University, QC, Arts

Connect with Brentwood, parents and alumni, get the latest info, discuss our most recent updates
or simply show the world your love for Brentwood! We constantly update our media sites
and welcome comments and discussions with you. By subscribing to our videos on YouTube,
becoming a fan on Facebook or following our tweets on Twitter you can make sure
that you hear the latest things first. If you would like to receive the e-Brentonian
or The Torch, please contact marketing@brentwood.bc.ca.

Tom White, Comox, BC, University
of Victoria, BC, Commerce
Colin Winship, Duncan, BC,
Western University, ON, Ivey
Honours Business Administration

Jaco Van Rooy, Campbell
River, BC, University of
Calgary, AB, Kinesiology

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Scott Wheaton, Saskatoon, SK,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, Commerce

Vayuna Sundar, Regina, SK,
Concordia University, QC, Arts

Elena Torres, Madrid, Spain,
McGill University, QC, Arts

Engage with Brentwood

Morgan Worthington Wilmer,
Hong Kong, Western University,
ON, Political Science

/BrentwoodCollegeSchool

@BrentwoodPins

/BrentwoodCollege

@BrentwoodBoarding
/BrentwoodCollegeSchool

Darian Wrenshall, Calgary, AB,
Western University, ON, Media,
Information & Technoculture
Joe Xin, Shanghai, China,
University of Victoria,
BC, Engineering
flickr.brentwood.bc.ca

Mark Yuen, Singapore, Gap
year for military service

@BrentwoodNews

ALUMNI FEATURE

“Where
are you
going
next
year?”
A year to learn
all that can’t be
taught in class

LINDSAY BELL-ETKIN ’14
Alumni Feature: Lindsay Bell-Etkin | 45
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Eventually, I found myself volunteering

and uncomfortable question I was

at a refugee camp in Munich. It hosted

asked in the months preceding the fall

hundreds of people, mostly hailing

of 2014. Each time I was asked, I was

from Syria, Nigeria and Eritrea. There, I

reminded that I had attended a university

worked with the Bavarian government

preparatory school, and had elected

to take care of children, to send families

to take a gap year instead. This was a
foreign concept to the majority of the
Brentwood population and its ever-

questions and constant justification.

of students electing to take a year away
from school in Brentwood’s recent
history. Perhaps we were an outlier

   Sunset in Lisbon, Portugal

differentiate themselves on resumes,

sincerely attribute to Brentwood and

in schools and in the workforce.

the opportunities it provides. I was
not a failure, but rather free to spend

year, a particularly large collection of

Ever the busy bee, it was extremely

vagabonds and lay-abouts, or perhaps

difficult for me to fathom that it was

like Europe, the gap year trend has

possible to drop everything, pack up

become progressively more fashionable

and just leave, especially in a society

in North America. In a globalized world

that often holds negative connotations

and a country, according to Stats

about gap years. For a while I felt like

Canada, with nearly 2,000,000 students

I had failed, which, in hindsight is a

enrolled in Canadian universities and

ridiculous concept. I had tried my utmost

colleges annually, it should be of little

in school, and had been accepted

So, on September 17th, 2014, I hauled my

surprise that increasing numbers

into every university I had applied to,

swollen Deuter backpack through YVR

of students are searching ways to

most with scholarship—a feat that I

security, and departed headlong into the

a year devouring books by choice, to
watch documentaries for enjoyment.
I was free to travel, to experience
the exact hues of a sunset on the
Portuguese coast, the scents of a market
in Marakesh, the rush of discovering a
hidden corner in a city well explored.

unknown. I flew to London first. There,
   Sintra, Portugal

I met with several contacts provided
by family members, most of whom I’d
never met but all crucial in helping me
find my footing in a world I knew so

“

The gap trend has
become progressively
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on every act of altrusim

open atmosphere full of supportive and
fascinating people, the likes of which can
scarcely be found in other environments.
Between appalling crimes against
humanity and widespread disease, the
world events in the past year have,
I think, disillusioned many people to

and distribute clothing donations to

the idea of generosity of others and

arrived with only the clothes on their

this path, and I knew it meant awkward

There need not be a return

one another. This created an honest and

to doctors and dentists, and to organize
those staying with us—most of whom

growing alumni group. Yet I had chosen

I was also joining the highest number

“

little about and longed to discover.

single most frequent, presumptuous

I discovered the most about myself.

the kindness of the human spirit.
I can say wholeheartedly that the

backs. Having for a long time been

The true tests came when stomaching

welcoming nature of my hosts, and

interested in international relations and

the heartbreaking tales of plight from the

the love of and for everyone I met

development, with a particular focus

refugees, watching some be pulled off of

changed my perspective on hope

on conflict resolution in the Middle

trains by police and left feeling helpless.

and connection. There is infinite

East, this opportunity could not have

The challenges came after missing a

beauty in culture, tremendous love in

come at a better time, nor could I have

transport connection and being stuck

loss. So, no, I didn’t take a gap year. I

been more honoured to be involved.

in the Zurich train station for five hours,

took a year to learn all that can’t be

with no food, no Wifi, no Swiss Francs and

taught in class, the words that can’t

a credit card that wasn’t accepted in any

be found in textbooks, the names of

of the station’s stores. They came when

individuals involved in the largest mass

I was alone and missing home, pining for

migration of humans since WWII.

I was told abhorrent and unimaginable
stories of torture and loss, and yet
from the very same people I was privy
to the most loving and gracious of
demeanours; over dinnertime, I was
taught rudimentary Arabic by an eager

the feeling of community and the ability
to communicate with those around me.

In high school, I prided myself on helping
others and on returning every favour

group of Syrians; I learned traditional

The thing about living out of a backpack

done for me to the best of my ability.

Somali dances while a Nigerian husband

is that there is an unspoken bond with

On the road, I was surrounded by daily

and wife played bongos; I laughed

other dirty, exhausted travellers. I met

reminders that there need not always

and played chess with two Palestinian

fantastic people in every hostel I stayed

be a return on every act of altruism for

brothers while nibbling chocolate that

in, all with an understanding that perhaps

the naïve Canadian girl lost in Prague

I had snuck in for them. All of these

we might only know each other for a

at midnight—only the understanding

people taught me that happiness and

few hours, for a day or a few weeks, but

that it will be passed on to future

love are feelings that we choose to exude

that each of us had something to offer

generations, De Manu in Manum.

every day, despite horrors of the past.
It would be dishonest if I said that my six
months away from Canada came without
challenge or loss, and a blatant lie were
I to say that I would change a single
aspect. Yes, the sightseeing and gallery
frequenting were splendid, but I learned
little from the tacky tourist traps and
overly photographed monuments (except
that Starbucks can be found within a one

more fashionable in

kilometre radius of almost any historic

North America

cities alone provided moments when

site in Europe). However, wandering

Chateau �
Versailles
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“Where are you going next year?”— the

09.18.15 | London, UK

Marriages in over ten different countries were celebrated, over a dozen future
09.26.15 | A Night to

Pub Night

Honour Nick Prowse

Hosted by Chris Spicer
Y MOCHYN DU

Hosted by Robert Dixon
(Ellis ’94)
BRENTWOOD COLLEGE
SCHOOL CAMPUS

Brentonians were welcomed into the world, and alumni gatherings brought
together an outstanding 750+ alumni worldwide. Showcased through the

outpouring of contact requests I receive following our events, and gratitude
shared as a result of reconnecting with old friends, the Brentwood bond is
meaningful, unique, and stands the test of time.

OCTOBER 2015

This year, regional events were held in London, Calgary, Edmonton, San

10.04.15 | London, UK

Reception

10.06.15 | Edmonton
Reception

10.07.15 | Calgary

Hosted by Crystal Lenarcic
(Mack ’93)
THREE TUNS PUB

Hosted by Bud Patel &
John Allpress
ZINC | ALBERTA ART GALLERY

Hosted by Bud Patel
KI MODERN JAPANESE + BAR

Reception

Hosted by Rick Rodrigues
LONE STAR TEXAS GRILL

Francisco, Vancouver, Hong Kong, Victoria, Prince George, and on campus during Homecoming at the

Brentwood Regatta and at the Summer Reunion Weekend. The sun was shining brightly over the July 4th
weekend, during which we welcomed eight classes back to reconnect, reminisce and enjoy all that our
beautiful Brentwood campus and the surrounding area have to offer.

Summer stayed busy for two of our recent Brentwood graduates who participated in the pilot year of

NOVEMBER 2015
11.09.15 | Young Alum
Kingston Pub Night

alumniupdate

2014-2015 marked an incredibly full year for our Old Brentonian family.

SEPTEMBER 2015

what will now be known as the Brentwood Alumni Internship Program, connecting some of our more
11.16.15 | Downtown
Vancouver Networking
Reception

established Old Brentonians with eager university-aged alumni for internship opportunities, aiding these

ALBERNI STREET KEG
STEAKHOUSE & BAR

On another note, I am thrilled to report that this year Brentwood is launching the Brentwood College

young students in gaining relevant experience and contacts in their chosen field.

School Alumni Achievement Awards, showcasing outstanding Old Brentonians. The awards will be

presented to three deserving alumni during the 2016 Homecoming Reception at Brentwood Regatta.

JANUARY 2016

Please get your nominations in! Details on each award and instructions on how to submit a vote can be
found on page (#).

01.27.16 | Victoria Alumni

Night Out

I look forward to sharing more details about our growing programs as they become available, and
encourage each and every one of you to stay connected with Brentwood. Whether that means

volunteering, getting involved in the internship program, becoming a donor, attending an event, or simply
keeping your email updated, don’t let too many years pass by without letting us know what you’re up to.

Old Brentonians represent a group of individuals who have influenced incredible change throughout the

FEBRUARY 2016

world, and continue to do so every single day. Stay apprised of what your former classmates are doing

02.18.16 | New York Alumni

through the events and social platforms we offer, and celebrate them for their success now and into the

Meet Up

future.

Details TBA

Thank you for your participation and enthusiasm this past year, and for showcasing to the world how
amazing Old Brentonians are!

APRIL 2016

04.16 | Seattle Reception
Details TBA

JULY 2016

07.29.16-07.31.16 | Alumni

Kindest regards,
04.07.16 | Hong Kong
Reception

04.30.16 | Homecoming at

Hosted by Bud Patel
THE AMERICAN CLUB

BRENTWOOD COLLEGE
SCHOOL CAMPUS

Brentwood Regatta

Reesa Hinks
Reesa.hinks@brentwood.bc.ca
Alumni Relations Coordinator
Join us on:

Reunion Weekend

BRENTWOOD COLLEGE
SCHOOL CAMPUS
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/brentwoodalumni		

/OldBrentonians		

Brentwood College School Group
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alumni

Hosted by Bud Patel
THE PARKSIDE HOTEL

4 | 30|16 BRENTWOOD HOMECOMING!

racing reconnecting reminiscing
Saturday, April 30, 2016
Brentwood College School
— E S T. 19 2 3 —

HOMECOMING 2016

RSVP reesa.hinks@brentwood.bc.ca | www.brentwood.bc.ca/alumni

2014-15 Final Interhouse Competition Results
1 | Whittall / Alex 259
2 | Ellis / Mack 248
3 | Rogers / Allard 240
4 | Privett / Hope 239
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ALUMNI

happ
en
ings

Class of 1984 30th Reunion | SEPTEMBER 20, 2014

Regatta Reception | APRIL 25, 2015

Courtney Cameron (Hope ’12), David Lawrence (Rogers ’12).

Georgia Philipp (Mack ’16), Leslie Philipp, Kate Philipp (Mack ’10).

Jon Courvill (Rogers ’ 12), Dave McCarthy, Brett Leighton (Rogers ’12),
Lance Bai (Rogers ’12).

Jonathan Bell-Etkin (Ellis ’12), Scott McTavish (Ellis ’12).

Jonathon Courville (Rogers ’12), Scott McTavish (Ellis ’12).

Murray Reynolds (Whittall ’75), Tony Carr.

Eastern Canada University Tour | OCTOBER 30 - NOVEMBER 3, 2014
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Standing left to right: Laurie Menelon (’13), John Ayre, Mairi McGowan (’10), Timothy Liu (’13), Frank Zhang (’14), Sarah Bell (’08), Cathy Stothart (’08),
Jerryk Boysen (’08), Rick Rodrigues, Kate Coull. Seated, left to right: Emma Backer (’12), Alanna Martin, Neil Bryant, Jamie Lynch (’03), Zack Stadnyk (’09),
Shalev Sharabi (’13).

Reunion Weekend | JULY 3-5, 2015

CELEBRATING

Buddy Wolfe (Privett ’95), Janice Schulte (Alex ’95), James Maxwell (Rogers
’95).

Eileen Mais, Anna Grimes (Alex ’95), Jackie Moller (Alex ’96).

Maggie Flynn, Richelle Daves (Mack ’05).

Sean Foote (Privett ’05), Jim Ganley.

Julie Gillespie (Alex ’05), Brooke Browning (Alex ’05), Katie Mackay (Alex ’05),
Eileen Mais.
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Celebrating Philanthropy

EveryGiftCounts.

behalf of the students concerned and

MESSAGE FROM THE

Chair, Advancement Committee
Brentwood Board of Governors

their families, I extend heartfelt thanks.
In particular, this year, we also salute
all who have contributed to making

This section of the Brentonian is
dedicated to all who have answered the
call—thank you for counting yourself in!
If you are ever in any doubt about the
collective influence of those named in the
following pages, visit our campus; join us

those who designated their annual

school nurture the academic, the

gift to where the school needed it

athlete, and the artist in every student,

Thank you, donors, for believing in

most. Your generosity completes

and once again, our community

Brentwood and for including the

the 43-year transition to a fully

responded to the call to Count Yourself

school in your philanthropy this year!

coeducational campus and is having

In with meaningful gifts. Every visit

a tremendous influence in all Houses

to Brentwood, I witnessed the new

for both boarders and day students.
Annual Giving contributed an additional
$727,254 and we are truly grateful for
the surge of support this provides.
As you will read in more detail in the
following pages, your collective giving
is a major gift in its own right and is
enhancing a multitude of programmes.
In whatever way you have chosen to

have a meal in Crooks Hall or view the

“count yourself in” your generosity is

latest display in the gallery of the Arts

having an immediate influence. While

Centre and witness the transformation

we can operate a great school on fee

to the Brentwood experience.

revenue, those acknowledged in the

to provide financial support for worthy
students, confidentiality makes it more
difficult to publicly demonstrate the
impact of your generosity. Again last year,

The school does a marvelous job of

groundswell of support and belief in

scheduling our meetings when flagship

our school. I am so grateful for the

school events are scheduled, and this

ongoing contributions —at all levels—

year, our meetings coincided with both

from the Brentwood Family, particularly

the musical, and Regatta Homecoming.

as we consider the aspirational goals

Every visit to campus includes time with

set forth by our Strategic Plan. A focus

students—sharing a meal, attending

on improving the student experience,

assembly, or participating in a special

setting the standard globally for leading-

50

my thanks to each and every one of you!

John Allpress

initiatives are changing lives and, on
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John McNeill Whittall ’82, CP ’17
CHAIR, ADVANCEMENT COMMITTEE

56%

40
30
20

DEPUTY HEAD OF SCHOOL

15%

10

Now Fund, the Class of 2015 Fund and
other endowed funds. These wonderful

Sincerely,

Distribution of Giving | DOLLARS GIVEN

60

in the Brentwood family I want to convey

wish for recognition. It is a magnificent

by donating to Brentwood’s Bursary

ground, serving as a reminder of the

dreamed of a decade ago. On behalf of all

to their own, and did so without any

in groups to achieve the same outcome

girls’ dorm emerge further from the

for three Board meetings every year.

to flourish in ways I could only have

education for another child in addition

support across all constituency groups.

Governors are asked to return to campus

following pages, have allowed Brentwood

several parents provided a Brentwood

gesture. Then there are those working

life requires continued commitment and

Donations to Brentwood help the

for a performance in the Bunch Centre,

To those of you directing your giving

Mission to open minds and hearts for

Hope House a reality, and this includes

Percentage of
Total Dollars Given

to convey our thanks…

edge learning, and supporting our

are dedicated to serving Brentwood.

0

Current
Parents

Past
Parents

10%

10%

Friends/
Other

Governors

7%

2%

Alumni

Faculty/
Staff
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How can I find fresh words

event—and this reminds us all why we

MESSAGE FROM THE

A LEGACY FOR THE

Chair, Brentwood College Foundation

Class of 2015

EveryGiftCounts.

Foundation Trustees
affordable and tax-efficient way of

extend sincere thanks to the many

Early in 2015, several Grade 12 parents

the $100,000 goal has been met, and the

forever acknowledge their Brentwood

leaving a legacy at the School.

endowment supporters. Because of

stepped forward with leading gifts to

Class of 2015 Fund is now invested within

experience! In time, we hope these

your generous contributions, we are

help establish a Class of 2015 Fund,

the Brentwood College Foundation.

young Brentonians will take up the

progressively moving towards our

a perpetual fund to provide financial

We extend heartfelt thanks to all of the

torch themselves by continuing to make

goal of $20 million by 2020. Building

assistance to worthy Brentwood students

Grade 12 parents who supported this

contributions to this fund; we are sure

our endowed funds is a long-term

who would not otherwise be able to

wonderful initiative and made it happen.

they will all enjoy the satisfaction of

vision which is essential to ensure

attend. Their generosity and leadership

that Brentwood remains accessible

provided the momentum needed to rally

to worthy students every year, as well

other Grade 12 parents to join in too, and

as to ensure necessary funding for

we are absolutely delighted to report that

On top of all of the necessary capital
improvements made on campus in
recent years, it is gratifying to see
that our supporters are continuing to
remember our enduring funds and
Brentwood’s future as well. With a strong
In addition to several leading gifts to the
Foundation, it is significant that 22.5%
of Annual Giving dollars ($163,725) were
designated to endowment by donors.
In addition, donated life insurance

sense of gratitude, I am very pleased to
report that the value of the Foundation
is now $12,195,994. This past year we
have diversified our investments a little
further, and have enjoyed continued

lasting legacy in recognition of this
terrific group of graduates, and will

knowing that a current student is able
to attend Brentwood each year because
of this legacy fund established in their
honour. De manu in manum.

specialized programmes. We are most
grateful to all who are contributing.
Sincerely,

growth, while also disbursing $500,000

policies and bequests have, and will

to help provide financial assistance,

continue to be, an important part of

and contributing to the purchase of

our steady growth. We encourage all

the new Tony Carr VI. Over the past

members of our Brentwood family

three years, the Foundation has

to consider donating a life insurance

disbursed an impressive $1,085,000.

policy or making a bequest—it’s an

Once again, the Foundation Trustees

Kip Woodward Senior ’74
CHAIR, BRENTWOOD COLLEGE FOUNDATION

Distribution of Giving | PARTICIPATION

40
35

The Class of 2015 Fund becomes a

37%

Percentage of Total
Participation by Group

30

27%

25

23%

20
15
10

0
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Current
Parents

Past
Parents

Friends/
Other

5%

4%

4%

Governors

Alumni

Faculty/
Staff

The graduating class of 2015
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YOUR ANNUAL GIVING

Donations at Work!

A Humanoid Robot

The robot can interact with people, recognizing speech and gestures
because it is equipped with tactile sensors, ultrasonic sensors, a gyro,
an accelerometer, force sensors, infrared sensors, two HD cameras,
four microphones and a high accuracy digital encoder on each joint.
It also has two processors (including WiFi, Bluetooth and a wired
network). The robot can also be programmed to perform movements
(i.e. yoga!) and respond to commands using award winning software
that makes it easy to program the robot using a drag and drop
interface. Harold Wardrop, Head of the Math Department and
winner of this year’s Brentwood Innovation Grant, is piloting a new
course next year, using this robot to introduce coding to Grade 9s.

� Enabled additional staffing resources

Brentwood experience each year is

for the Key Centre and for interns

significant. Below is a list of just some

to support the boarding ratios

of the things this year’s Annual Giving
contributions enabled us to do.

� Purchased 3 beehives, 5 bee
suits, 20,000 bees and various

ACADEMICS

equipment for the Grade 8
beekeeping management project

Distribution
of Funds
Distribution of Funds
Bursaries

Bursaries
and Awards
and Awards

GENERAL

� Purchased 8 iPads for the Key Centre,

and one-on-one meetings

For example, students made da

ARTS

Vinci style parachutes, tested them

� Installed a commercial quality,
large format colour printer in the

An Underwater Remote
Operated Vehicle (ROV)

including booths chosen by the
students, and four large TV screens

Arts Centre. This high-end machine
prints photo lab quality images,

� Installed new screens in the Bunch lobby and the
Sportsplex to provide video feeds of scheduling,
announcements, images and other school information

quality of work that students are
able to produce for photography

� Installed a screen in Privett House as a pilot

assignments and other projects

morning routine, and providing students in the
house with video /audio announcements, inspection

in the Bunch Centre, used for School

updates and house-related information

assemblies and special presentations

ATHLETICS
� Provided financial assistance
for sports tours
� Purchased the Tony Carr VI for
the Rowing Club (this was funded
by the Tony Carr Boat Fund)

This state-of-the-art technology will be used to connect Biology
students in grades 10 through 12 with species observations
in our local marine environment. With 110 feet of tether and a
game console to maneuver, the ROV can send high quality video
feed to a laptop on the dock or on board a boat. Plans include
mapping the eel-grass beds in the bay and also linking to the
Oceans Network Canada equipment that lies below the dock.

programme to test the efficiency of digitizing the

� Installed a large-scale new projector
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YOUR DONATIONS PROVIDED

to the McNeill Student Centre,

It will significantly enhance the

used for teaching purposes

Endowment

� Added the final furniture pieces

and allows for full bleed output.

the Key Centre with a TV, to be

22.5%

resource access, collaboration

linking the art and history of the

� Replaced an older projector in

Endowment

Centre all in one area, facilitating

� Funded The Renaissance Project,

the competitive robotics team

22.5%

the University Counselling

for text-to-speech reading

� Purchased extra robotics kits for

Capital
Projects

� Constructed a space to house

which will be used by students

are on display in the Ross Gallery.

needs it m

42.4%

Capital
Projects

bottom floor of the Ross Centre

results of this collaborative project

Where the School
needs it mostWhere the

20.8%

in all the science labs on the

and analyzed performance. The

42.4%

14.3%

20.8%

� Installed 12 new upgraded projectors

period to engineering and math.

14.3%

� Purchased a new 48-seat school bus.
� Purchased a new truck for towing the
rowing shells to off-campus regattas
� Installed eight new printers,
one in each of the boarding

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
� Provided significant financial aid through both Bursary
Now donations and Foundation disbursements
to mission-centred worthy students whose
families needed assistance with tuition

houses, to streamline student
work during prep-time
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The impact of donations on our students’

EveryGiftCounts.

YOUR DONATIONS PROVIDED

Parent Committee

Welcome Man

The Parent Committee is a group of

Seldom does a gift to Brentwood trace

THE 2015-2015 PARENT COMMITTEE

volunteers which partnered with the

Gr. 12)—Comox, BC

Giving campaign. These volunteers have
provided valuable support and input

Stefanie Philipp (Alex ’87, Cole, Gr. 12)—
Yellowknife, NT

Grade 10 Co-Rep—Rebecca Ford

our culture of philanthropy. We extend

(Evan, Class of ’14 and Sarah, Gr. 10)—

our heartfelt appreciation for their help!

Leslie Scragg (Katlan, Gr. 11)—

Whistler, BC

Vancouver, BC

Grade 10 Co-Rep—Judith Harder

Jenny Sheldon

(Hilton ’77, Rhiannon Foster, Class

(Otie Gersten, Class of ’04, Kira

of ’98, Amber Harder, Class of ’03, &

Gersten, Class of ’06, Geneva Gersten,

Julian, Gr. 10)—North Vancouver, BC

Class of ’09, Conner Crabtree, Gr. 11,
and Nik Crabtree, Gr. 9)—Bozeman,

Grade 9 Rep—Tara Assaly (Xander, Gr. 10

MT

and Ayden, Gr. 9)—Edmonton, AB

Annual Giving | PERCENTAGE OF DONORS BY GRADE
34%

Grade 12

40%

Grade 11

30%

Grade 10

30%

Grade 9

18%

Grade 8

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Annual Giving | AMOUNT GIVEN BY GRADE
$182,225

Grade 12

$114,728

Grade 11

0
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200,000

1900s he purchased several paintings by
up-and-coming artist (at the time) Emily
Carr. During his lifetime, he gifted this
collection to his children. In Pip’s case,
two of these paintings were a wedding
his wife Catherine visited Brentwood

Cuthbert Holmes, who was a great force

and presented the school with these two

in civic and provincial affairs in Victoria

Emily Carrs, with instructions to make

and beyond and reknowned for his

copies, auction the originals, and invest

broad interest education, was one of

the proceeds into a bursary fund to help

the original co-founders of the school

Brentwood students requiring financial

in 1923, serving as a Board Member

assistance with tuition. The copies of

until 1948; his name on the plaque on

these stunning paintings now hang on

Founder’s Plaza pays permanent tribute

the main floor of the Ross Centre, while

to his important role in the School’s

every year the sale of the originals means

history.

there is a Holmes Scholar in the school.

Cuthbert had three sons, Desmond (Class

Cuthbert gave Desmond and his wife Pat

of ’39), Pip (Class of ’41) and Vincent (Class

the now well-known Emily Carr painting

of ’47), all whom attended Brentwood

the Welcome Man, and it hung at the top

College, and went on to enjoy varied

of the stairs in their Metchosin home

and successful careers, while keeping

for many years. However, education

their ties to Brentwood. Pip served on

remained a priority for Desmond and

Brentwood’s Board of Governors for a

Pat so, when it was time for Michael

remarkable 37 years! Two of Desmond’s

and Peter to attend Brentwood, Pat and

sons, Michael (1978) and Peter (1979),

Desmond knew it was time to sell their

attended Brentwood, and his third son,

painting. It was subsequently purchased

Richard, has been a Brentwood parent

by the song-writer and musician Bryan

and an active and interested member

Adams who gifted the painting to the

of the Brentwood community for many

National Art Gallery of Canada, where it

years. Now Desmond’s grandchildren,

hangs to this day.

the fourth generation of Brentonians

150,000

over a period of time in the early to mid-

association with Brentwood. Major

Holmes (2014), Caroline Holmes (2017),

100,000

Cuthbert had a great interest in art, and

present. The year before he died, Pip and

and Jacqueline Holmes (2019) represent

50,000

profound influence on our School.

The Holmes family has a four generation

(2001), Morgan Holmes (2002), Harry

$14,700

Grade 8

family.

Joelle Plomb (1999), Chantal Plomb

$22,897

Grade 9

Coast Salish people and the Holmes

Alex Holmes (1994), Tara Holmes (1998),

$69,817

Grade 10

Crooks Hall. The Welcome Man has a
special place in the history of both the

Sarah, Gr. 10)—Whistler, BC

(Louis, Gr. 11)—Palo Alto, CA

within our parent community and build

Welcome Man totem at the entrance to

Chris Ford (Evan, Class of ’14, and

Grade 11 Rep—Walter Barry

as we continue to strengthen the bonds

in 1923, but such is the case with the

Vancouver, BC

(Elizabeth, Class of ’12, and Tom,

participation in the 2014-2015 Annual

its origins back to the School’s founding

Shelley Crawford (Bryn, Gr. 11)—

Grade 12 Rep—Heather Crandall

Advancement Team to encourage full

EveryGiftCounts.

from this family which has had such a

Emily Carr’s provocative statement,
which could be considered her mission
statement, speaks to her painting of the
Welcome Man:

I glory in our wonderful west and I hope to
leave behind me some of the relics of its first
primitive greatness. These things should be
to us Canadians what the ancient Briton’s
relics are to the English. Only a few more
years and they will be gone forever into
silent nothingness and I would gather my
collection together before they are forever
past.

The Holmes family with carver Don Smith

In 2013, when Michael was contemplating
commissioning a totem, his research
underscored for him the importance of a
Welcome Man to the Coast Salish people.
This prompted him to reflect on Emily
Carr’s Welcome Man and its role in his
family’s life. Exactly 100 years after Emily
Carr painted her iconic Welcome Man,
Michael, in consultation with his brothers
Richard and Peter, commissioned Don
Smith to carve a Welcome Man totem
on behalf of their family, and donated
it to Brentwood. This powerful carving,
reflective of the Welcome Man in Emily
Carr’s painting which the Holmes’ family
knew so well, now greets all who enter
Crooks Hall. The accompanying plaque
dedicates this beautiful totem in memory
of their parents, Desmond and Patricia
Holmes.
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HATS OFF TO THE

YOUR
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Generosity
generosity of those who have advanced our school. Thank you!

Wayfinders—Double Torch
($2,000,000.00+)
Art & Mary Jane Crooks

Wayfinders ($1,000,000.00+)
David Aisenstat (1974)
Allard Foundation &
Highbury Foundation
Patrick & Beryl Campbell
Charitable Trust
Pip (1941) & Catherine Holmes
George (1964) & Karen Killy
Woody & Sherrill MacLaren
Duncan & Verda McNeill

Founders’ Council
($500,000.00+)
Audain Foundation for the Visual Arts
Alan & Kitty Brownlee
Edmonton Community Foundation
—Eldon and Anne Foote Fund
Tom Heathcott & Linda
Southern Heathcott
Millie Livingston
David W.G. Mackenzie (1969)
Mark & Suzanne McNeill
Tony Novak

Leaders’ Council
($250,000.00+)
Charles Dickey & Sheila
Wyckoff-Dickey
Juniper Foundation
Michael & Donna Kanovsky
Peter & Julienne Kuttel
Jin Liu & Lucy Ye
Sheng Dong Liu & Li Mei Jiang
Shoji & Akiko Maeda
Ron & Karen McNeil
Doug & Karen McNeill
Bruce Saville & Kennedy
Saville (2003)
John Watson
Calvin Xin

Governors’ Council
($100,000.00+)
David Asper (1977)
Daniel & Jenny Bester
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John & Trish Cosulich
Atholl & Deirdre Cropper
Vern & Sherri Fauth
Fred & Heather Gallagher
Marty & Dennine Giles
Nicola & Andrew Hersant
The Jarvis Family
Dale & Bronwen Lapointe
Eric Lin & Mei-Ling Lin Shu
Betty Li
Lauchlin A. Lyons (1981)
Verne & Betty Lyons
Rod (1980) & Marilyn MacDonald
Kyosuke & Junko Maeda
Bill & Gail McCormick
Chip & Molly Meredith
Lynne Ogilvie
J. Ward Phillips Family
Andrew & Lynn Purdey
John L. Queen
Diana Rahme
Colin P. Rutherford
Ian & Beverley Sisett
Mrs. Gordon T. Southam
Patrick Stewart
The Turyk-Bingham Family
Vancity
Vancouver Foundation
Wheaton Family Foundation
Dick (1940) & Lyn Whittall
Peter & Alice Wong
Gerry & Elaine Wood
Kip Woodward (1974)
The Woodward Family
John, Kris & Tim (1997) Yewchuk
7 Anonymous

Head’s Circle ($50,000.00+)
Ken (1969) & Bonny Black
Robert & Heather Brink
Kathey Bryan (1982)
Jae-Sik Cha & Eun Ju Kim
Robin K.W. Chan (1995) &
Renee Y.L. Chan (2002)
Alison (Williams, 1977) & Steve DeNure
Lynn & Rhys Eyton
Ken Fok & Fanny Siu

Alastair Gillespie (1941)
Brian (1967) & Jill Kenning
George Kidd
Sara & Edward Kozel
Geon Lee & Hye Young Choi
Judson (1985) & Diane Macor
Michael Maxwell-Smith (1979)
Leona McKillop
McLernon Family & Colliers
International
Earle & Janice O’Born
Peter & Linda Oluk
Jack & Jane Pau
Edward Pitoniak & Kate Barber
John & Barbara Poole Family
Norman Redcliffe
Forrest Rogers Family
Rosegarten—Horowitz Fund
Gwenny So
Kevin Stashin & Silvana
Quintieri Stashin
Ralph Jr. & Catherine Thrall
Katherine & Raymond Tong
Cedric Walker
Jayson Woodbridge & Helen Mawson
2 Anonymous

Patrons’ Circle ($25,000.00+)
John & Celia Allpress
Kris & Sharlene Anderson
Michael & Karen Bergin
Trevor & Amanda Boquist
Roly & Ruth Bull
Dwayne & Adeen Bunning
Bruce Carlson (1964)
Chris & Monica Chan
Tai-Liang & Hsiu Hsia Chen
Paul Liu & Shining Chen
Judy Davis
Donna & Bob Decker
The Linda Dutcyvich Family
Bill, Helen, John & Michael Fitzpatrick
Norm & Pat Francis
Brock Harris (1993)
Doug & Sharyn Higginson
David Hollands & Carol Prantner
Blair Horn (1979)

Hull Family Foundation
Yuquo Kawasaki
Dianne & Irving Kipnes Foundation
Dick Koetsier (1984)
Betty & Leo Krysa
Bert & Matty Lang
Frank & Louisa Lee
Hae June Lim & Youn Sook Kim
The McLean Foundation
Bruce McPhee
Ted & Judy Mills
David & Gretchen Mitchell
Doug Morcom
Jeff Murton & Kathryn Adrian
Keishi & Yoshiko Okuma
Lillian & Leroy Page Foundation
Soonchun Park & Kyungmi Kim
Rick & Velisha Paskuski
Andrea & Gerry Pennells
Pirie Foundation
Karen (Middleton, 1981) & Neal Pirie
John & Margaret Pitts
Bill & Marian Ross
David Schneider Family
Peter & Indré Semogas
Robert Siceloff
Andries & Twiny Smit
Barbara & Mike Stone
Dick & Hope Stroble
Tim (1981) & Suzy (Ostensoe,
1983) Tokarsky
Rene & Karin Van Haren
Nancy Van Laeken
Victoria Foundation
Peter & Sue Wagener
Samara Walbohm (1989)
& Joe Shlesinger
Jack & Bev Wallace
Biff & Dianne Wheeler
Stuart & Corinne Wolfe
Maw J. Yang
Je-Uk Yeon & Jung-Ae Lee
Shung-Hsiung Yu
Chih-Chen & Li-Wen Yu
Diane & Peter Zell
5 Anonymous

Brentonians’ Circle
($10,000.00+)
Howard Addison
Bruce & Jeannie Alexander
Gordon Allan & Family
Sheila & Kirk Bailey
Art & Carole Barber
Ernie & Jean Beaudin
Ray & Christine Beaulieu
John & Barbara Beddome
Stephen & Kathy Bellringer
Shannon & Andrew Boddy
Jo & Shirley Briggs
John & Marg Briggs, Colin (1992)
& Shaun (1993) Briggs
Brian & Liz Brown
John E. Buck (1932)
Jean & Gil Bunch
Florence V Burden Foundation
Ik Sung Byeun & Eun Suk Shin
Cable Family
Bill Callin
The Candy Family
Stephanie Carlson
John & Jennifer Carr
R. Paul Castner
Peter & Diane Chan

Alan Chan
Chao-Jung & Hsiao-Ming Chang
Ollive & Hannah Cheng
John M. Chen-Wing
Miles & Gwen Clyne
Russ & Ellen Cmolik
Drew & Jodi Craig
Don Danard
John (1984) & Sandra Davis
Anne-Marie Decore
Dejan & Vida Dordevich
Paul & Cathy Douglas
Kasane Edmunds (2015)
Marius (1977) & Andrea Felix
Harry & Sandy Ford
Craig & Cindy Francis
Robin & Jessie French
Curtis Garland
Rita Gausman
Marie Genest
Genge Family
Grant (1981) & Beth
(Newton,1983) Gillies
Adam Gray (1992)
Steven Hammerschlag &
Debra Reynolds
Ellen Hansen

Isobel & Sandy Hardie
Linda Hardy
The Hatch Family
Don & Natalie Hatton
Gary & Su Yuan Ho
Stephen Ho & Susan Lee
Yong Ho & Mi Jeong Kim
John Holt (1982)
Kathryn Holt
Andrew Housser (1991)
Hank Lin & Jessie Hsu
The Hunter Family Foundation
Delia Jampel & John Frank
Bette Johns
Brian & Janine Jones
K. Kartushyn & P. Keele
John & Maria Kavanagh
John & Barbara Keirle
Dennis King & Jackie Brumfield
E.W. Kneeland
Kevin & Doris Kuo
Stephen & Ruth Laird
Polly Lau & John Wherry
Judy & Nathan Laufer in
honour of Andrew Laufer
Craig Lightheart (1973)

Kevin & Ann Love
Bob & Barbara Lynch
Rob & Lesley Mackay
John Mackie & Kate Ecker
John & Lynn Madigan
Robert Madigan
Sayuri Maeda
Imtiaz & Shahinool Manji
Kenna Creer Manos
Kyle Marsh (1978)
Joann Martin
Peter Mathieson
Anthony & Susan Mazzarella
Ralph & Ann McClellan
Liam McGowan
Bill & Ruth McIntosh
Robert McLennan
John (1982) & Marie McNeill
Bertha McVicar
Dennis & Kathy Molnar
Bill (1965) & Barbara Morkill
Mike (1977)& Karen Murkowski
Joan Neil
Hyung Sun Park & Mi Sook Lim
Grant & Tara Paulson
Dan & Gail Philippson

Annual Giving by Location
Canada

82.96%

9.49%
7.53%
International

United States
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Cumulative gifts are recognized below. On behalf of all who study or work on this magnificent campus, we acknowlege the remarkable

Torch Society ($5,000.00+)
George & Avril Abakhan
Bruce Abel (1982)
Don & Lois Abel
Joan Anderson
Robert Angle & Muriel
Guillaume-Angle
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Jenica Ashlie
Beverley Bauche
Steve Bejanski
Mike Best
Murray, Kathryn & Carra Bowes
Gary & Catherine Briggs
Michael Brown (2002)
Brian (1980) & Leslie Carr
Rhonda & Kirk Caza
Leon Cheung
Todd & Suzanne Chuckry
Eric Clarke
Jason Classon
Joseph & Frances Cohen
Rod & Fusako Constable
The Corkal Family
Wade Davis
Robert Dixon (1994)
Enrico & Aline Dobrzensky
John & Ann Dufton
David Dutcyvich
Sandy Eckenstein Sheckter (1985)
Odd & Gisela Edstrand
Murray & Carol (McPhee,
1978) Erickson
John Eymann
Gottfried & Anke Fischer
Patty Fischer
Karen Flavelle & Jamie McTavish
Ruth Flynn
Scott Frandsen (1998) & RBC
Terry & Kate Freeman
Rita Fung
Genge Family
GFS Gordon Food Service
Andrew Gillespie (1942)
Nicholas & Julia Glass
David (1980) & Brette Hampton
William & Lois Harn
Stephen Hayne (1979)
Ira Hess-Weller
Norman Hildes-Heim
Tina Hittenberger & Lauren
Selman (2003)
Fraser Hodge & Wendy Baker
Dave Holland & Lynn Shaw
Richard & Susan Holmes
Doug Homer-Dixon (1944)
Gary Hughes
Michael Hummel
Michael & Donna Hutchison
Byoung-Chul Hyun & Hye Jung Won
Bill & Marley Illerbrun
Yun Keoun Jeong & Oak Lan Kim
Bill & Jessica Jesse
Carol Denny & David Jiles

Michael & Susan Reynolds
Clayton & Kate Johnston
Bill & Helen Roach
John & Heather Kahan
Leslie & Susie Rudd
Ron Kelly & Margot Hillman
Robert & Shirley Salvail
Jim & Janet Kennedy
Peter Scarrow
Jong-Won Kim
Rosa & Klaus Schultz
Tae Sik Kim
Gary & Mary Schultz
Woong-Seub & Hwang Yeun Kim
Rob Scott & Mary Allen
Catherine & Rebecca Kinkead
Sheila Serup (1977)
Larry & Lisa Konopski
Howard & Linda Shannon
Walter & Karen Kosteckyj
Barb (Dyson) Sharpe (1978)
Dr. Wei Kuo-liang
Derek Sharpe (1975)
Marina Kushnir
Dan & Marnie Silbergeld
Blaine & Irene LaBonte
Simon Snellgrove
Bill & Denny Lang
Tad & Jeanne Sommerville
Leighton Family
Nancy (Liden, 1976) &
Lijia Li & Ximing Jiao
Stephen Sorensen
Michelle MacLaren
Don
& Joan Stanley
Greg & Marilyn Mack
Rob
&
Suzy Stephen
Robert & Carol Manning
Judy Stewart
Scott Matheson (1979)
Charlie & Kwang Soon Suh
Ross & Donna Mathewson
Ed & Shirley Szerze
Yoshihito & Michico Matsuda
Ralph A. Thrall
Ean & Pat Maxwell
Tides Canada Foundation
Heather McBride
Tim Topper & Mary Martin
Graeme & Patty McCauley
Chien-Hua & Lin Mei Yun Tsai
Lara & Bob McDonald
Ming Tsai
Vern & Sandra McShane
Richard & Barbara Tsoi
Tony Medina
David Uncles & Family
Paul & Suzanne Merriman
United Way of the Lower Mainland
Stephanie Mulvey & Chris Browne
Geoff Vale
Stanley A. Milner
Martin Van Keken
Ivan & Arunya Mindlin
Chris Van Vliet (1981)
David & Carol Morrison
Neil & Miriam Vos
Kelly (Marsh, 1976) & Bill Nielsen
Hans Walbohm
Dan O’Brien
Sheila Wappel-McLean
John O’Brien-Bell
Edna Widenmaier
Harold & Diana Oliver
Janet Will
Joan & Dave Park
Alan & Brenda Williams
Jerry Parks & Bonny O’Connor
Mike & Julie Williams
Bud & Wendy Patel
Ashley & Melinda Witts
Lorna Paterson
Carol Woodward
N.S. Pawliuk & Son Contracting Ltd.
Weimin Zhang
Laurie (Rutherford) Pederson (1973)
7 Anonymous
Daniel & Trudy Pekarsky
Jim & Sandra Perry
Stef (Deunert, 1987) &
Jeff (1985) Philipp
If there is an error or omission in
Jim & Celia Pickles
these lists, please accept our
Robert Pierce (1992)
Mairi & Blair Pigeon
sincere apologies and notify
Cara Gordon Potter
Lara McDonald
Nick Prowse
at 250.743.5521 or
Roger & Gwynneth Purnell
Estate of Brent Rawlinson
lara.mcdonald@brentwood.bc.ca
Raz-Guzmán Family

EveryGiftCounts.

Old Brentonians Trust
Did you know there is a fund,

came to start the College up again. In

After the Brentwood College Foundation

established by alumni, which

those empty years between 1948 and

was established in 2000, the OBA Board

provides financial assistance for

1961, it is no exaggeration to say that

decided to add the money they had

children of Old Brentonians who

Maurice Young was Brentwood College.”

raised over the years to a fund within the

need help with Brentwood tuition?
There have been many pioneers in our

Maurice also played a leading role in the
re-establishing of Brentwood College

community who, through a range

Foundation called the Old Brentonians
Trust. Alumni continue to contribute
to the fund each year, and it has
grown significantly since 2000.

of different types of contributions,

The income from this fund

have helped build the Brentwood

established by alumni provides

of today. One such person is

financial assistance with tuition for

Maurice Young (Class of ’30), a loyal

qualifying sons and daughters of

Brentonian who kept the spark of

alumni.

Brentwood alive in the intervening
years after the 1947 fire and before

In the last few years, there have been

the refounding of the School in 1961.

more than 30 alumni children in the
School each year—an impressive number

Nick Prowse articulates this perfectly

of Old Brentonians who are giving their

in his book, Kindled from the Ashes,

kids the opportunity to experience a

when he writes, “Since… the closing

Brentwood education. Of these students,

down of the Brentwood College
Maurice knew and loved, he had
worked almost single-handedly to keep
the Old Brentonians’ Association alive.
Indeed with his loyal and determined
leadership, a group of young, Vancouverbased Old Brentonians were able to
preserve the memory of Brentwood
in the years following the old school’s
closure until an unexpected opportunity

each year approximately one-third
in Mill Bay, and then continued to serve

of them receive financial assistance

on the Board of the Old Brentonians

with their tuition. The Old Brentonians

Association until 1986. This committed

Trust is a meaningful demonstration of

group of alumni volunteers worked

alumni helping alumni, and is a tangible

hard for the benefit of Brentwood,

example of de manu in manum at

holding a number of fundraising raffles,

work. We have no doubt that Maurice

events and other activities to raise

Young would be absolutely delighted!

money on behalf of the School.

Maurice Young
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Frances Plaunt
Yoo Jin Ra & Hee Jin Jang
Raffin Family Supporting
Foundation of the Jewish
Community Endowment Fund
Harry & Anne Range
The Ratzke Family
Raymond James Canada Foundation
Lloyd & Treacy Reddington
Ed & Betsy Richardson
Blake & Nicky Richardson
Dave Rinning & Margaret Morgan
Ashley & Cheryl Robbins
Charles Ruigrok & Jacqueline Pater
Chris Schmelzle
Bryan (1967) & Patti Scott-Moncrieff
Dong-Pyo Seo & Hyung Soon Park
Kyung-Rok Seung
Emily Koetsier Seville (1979)
Mary Margaret & David Shaw
Linda Side & Jim Munro
Cori Simms & Gary Last
Kevin Skinner (1977)
Richard (1974) & Shannon Tanner
Colin Tassin
Toriglia Family
Thomas & Anna Tsui
Terry & Jill Ukrainec
Asahi & Yuiko Uno
Dwaine Van Eeuwen (1973)
Maury & Barbara Van Vliet
Tina, Vik & Tara Vasvani
Grant Weaver (1965)
Fred & Judith Welsh
Peeter & Mary Wesik
William & Jadeene Wheaton
Betty White
Bill & Marion Wiese
Darcy Will
John & Leslie Wilson
Jean-Marie & Lisa Wilson
Courtenay Wolfe (1990)
Te Heng Wu
Paul & Priscilla Yip
Yasuo & Hiromi Yoneya
Young Family
Philip Yuen & Shirley Chen
11 Anonymous

CONTINUED
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Generosity
Thank you to our 2014-2015 donors! Listed below are the names of all those who have contributed to Brentwood College in the period

Andrew Housser (1991)

Susan Motluk and Andrew King

from July 2014 to June 2015. Thank you for including Brentwood in your charitable giving this year. We are truly grateful.

Andrea (Flemming) Hudson (2000)

Don King (1978)

Greg Hughes (1992)

Steve and Kristen King

Hull Family

Hersh Kline

Bill and Marley Illerbrun
Henry Jackson and Claire Lichtenfels

Arthur and Mariola Kloc in
memory of Raphael Kloc

Jane and Mark Jackson

E.W. Kneeland

The Jarvis Family

Robert Kornfeld

Bryce Jenner

Suresh Kotha and Gabrielle Gerhard

Carol Denny and David Jiles

Sara and Edward Kozel

Surj and Colleen Johel

David and Lisa Krasny

Clayton and Kate Johnston

Robin Kroll

Patrick Johnston (2006)

Kiichi Kurosu

Brian and Janine Jones

Labelle and Loch Family

Sarah Hall and Derek Jonson

Blaine and Irene LaBonte

Corneille Karekezi and
Caritas Nduwayo

Juliana Laing

In memory of Colin Keen (1989)

Bill and Denny Lang

John and Barbara Keirle

Lourdes and John Lawrence

William Kelly (1948)

Kevin and Della Lawrence

Caroline Kenning (2003)

Brent and Melanie Lee

George (1964) and Karen Killy

Geon Lee and Hye Young Choi

J. Eaton and N. Kimberley

Leighton Family

Gary and Catherine Briggs

Bruce and Jeannie Alexander

Brian and Liz Brown

James Allan and Jean Barbeau

Ian and Morag Brown

John and Celia Allpress

Michael Brown (2002)

Robyn and Oliver (1991) Amiel

Neil Bryant

The Andrews Family

Jean Bunch

Robert Angle and Muriel
Guillaume-Angle

Tom (1973) and Lori Burley

Don Armitage and
Lorraine Blake

David Burton (1993)

Jenica Ashlie
Blair and Tara Assaly
R. P. Attisha Family Trust
Bola and Remha Ayodele

Graham and Judy Burns
Dan Caird
Sara Cakebread
Bill Callin
Graeme Campbell

BC Benefits

Patrick and Beryl Campbell
Charitable Trust

Sheila and Kirk Bailey

The Candy Family

Todd and Chantal Balfe

Jessie Carlson (1995)

Jennifer T. Balme

Bruce Carlson (1964)

John and Kim Barakso

Brian (1980) and Leslie Carr

Brent Barootes (1979)

John and Jennifer Carr

Tanya and Blake Barrett

Rory Carr (1981)

Walter and Cecile Barry

Robin Chan (1995)

Katherine (Glanville) Bartley (1995)

Bob Chapman (1975)

Scott Bayley

John M. Chen-Wing

Steve and Sheila Cowie
Shelley and Paul Crawford
Art and Mary Jane Crooks
Hew (1986) and Kate Crooks
Morgan Crooks (1994)
Deirdre and Atholl Cropper
Joey (Snyder) Dahlstrom (1991)
Gord and Sally Deck
Donna and Bob Decker
Carey and Abby Desloges
Raj and Inder Dhir
Andrew and Melanie Digney
Robert Dixon (1994)
Enrico and Aline Dobrzensky
Giada Dobrzensky (1995)
Ronnie and Sharan Doman
Paul and Cathy Douglas
Ian Drost (1948)
John Drost (1980)
The Linda Dutcyvich Family
Sandy Eckenstein Sheckter (1985)
Edmonton Community Foundation
Kasane Edmunds (2015)

Ryan Gallagher (2003)
Jim Ganley and Jill Napier
Derek Garside
Stephanie Gatzionis (2005)
The Ghobrial Family
Catherine and Rebecca
(1999) Kinkead
Marty and Dennine Giles
Julie Gillespie (2005)
Harley and Karen Glesby
Governor—Anonymous
Tom Griffith (2014)
Catherine A. Hagen (1979)
Betsy Hall-Findlay
Jack Hamilton-Lane (2015)
David (1980) and Brette Hampton
Andrea Hansen (1995)
Heather and Jon Hansen
Brock Harris (1993)
The Haz Family

Karen Hedquist and Terry
Marshall

The Es-sabar Family

Margaret Helliwell

Peter Everett (1975)

Nola (Gregson, 1973)
and Tim Hendrie

Ryan Chen-Wing (1993)

Marny Beaton

Stephen and Wilma Cheshire

Faye (Collinson) Bednarczyk (1995)

Doyle Childs and Pam Richmond

Steve Bejanski
Andrew and Mariette Bell

Jae Kwan Choi and
Keum Joo Hwang

Marco A. Bequer Hernandez

J.Leslie and B.Christensen

Marius (1977) and Andrea Felix

Michael and Karen Bergin

Jill Clark (1984)

Laura Ferreira

Hugo and Arlene Bertozzi

Colliers International

First Shawnigan Lake Scouts

Emily Bieberdorf

Mark Collinson (2000)

Andrea and John Flintoft

Gary Birtwistle

Paul Collis and Karen Handford

Mike and Maggie Flynn

Shannon and Andrew Boddy

Chris and Rebecca Ford

Peter Bontkes and Michelle Redfern

Andrea (McDonald)
Common (1975)

Peter Booth (1975)

The Corkal Family

Bruce Foreman (1984) and
Class of 1984 Reunion

Trevor and Amanda Boquist

Jennifer Corrao

Steve Forward and Elaine Read

Joseph and Sara Bosco

Ben Coull (2010)

P.E. and Jos Frangou

Brachet Family

David and Kate Coull

The Frisch Family

Exelon Foundation
Marshall Farris (1983)

Reeve and Judy Martin

Sheng Dong Liu

Steven and Vickie Mavromihalis

Millie Livingston

Michael Maxwell-Smith (1979)

Bonnie Loewen
David (1990) and Andrea Loewen
Kevin and Ann Love

Don McBride (1977)

Denise Lysejko
Parker and Virginia MacCarthy
MacConnachie Family
Margot (Lang) MacEwen (1990)

Nicole MacKenzie (1985)

Jen and Bill Lancashire

John Mackie and Kate Ecker
John and Lynn Madigan
Robert Madigan
Eileen Mais
Faisal Manji (1997)
Kenna Creer Manos

Dave and Lisa McCarthy
Lara and Bob McDonald
Kevin McDuff and Lori Austein

Sarah MacDonald

David W.G. Mackenzie (1969)

Joy Mayadas
Michelle Mazzarella (2013)

John and Julie Luna

Kate Mackay (2005)

Joan and Brian May

David McIlveen (1970)
Bill and Ruth McIntosh
Jane McKillop
Leona McKillop
Judy McKinney
Duncan and Verda McNeill
John (1982) and Marie McNeill
Lorri McPhee
Ian and Michelle McPherson
Hugh McQuiston (1967)

Tom Heathcott and Linda
Southern Heathcott

Peggy and Richard Elmes

Owen and Polly Baylis
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Blake Gage

Barclay Martin (2005)

Jin Liu and Lucy Ye

Tom and Ann Hennessy
Nicola and Andrew Hersant

Annual Giving by Year

800,000

700,000

Andrew Higginson (2003)
Reesa Hinks
Cathy and David Holmes
Mike Holmes (1978)

600,000

Bruce Homer (1969)
Doug Homer-Dixon (1944)
Sergiy Honcharov and
Nadiya Honcharova
Blair Horn (1979)

500,000

Tanya Horn (1985)

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015
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David Aisenstat (1974)

Alanna and Brian Martin

Dan (1985) and Cheri Lethin

EveryGiftCounts.
Ted and Judy Mills
Rielly Milne (2014)
Rielly Milne (2014) Family, in
memory of Pat Steinbrink Kelly
Bruce Mitchell and Carol Coxon
Jacqueline Moller (1996)
Jim and Jean Moore
Michael (1972) and Kathe Moran
Corina Morrison (1985)
Nicola Hubbard and Brett Mudford
Erwin and Manuela Mueller
Annie Mullins (2000)

Robert Pierce (1992)
Pirie Foundation
Karen (Middleton, 1981)
and Neal Pirie
Nellie Pitoniak (2009)
Frances Plaunt
Steve Pointon (2005)
Cara Gordon Potter
Andrew and Lynn Purdey
Jill Purdy
Roger and Gwynneth Purnell
Susan Quinton

Connie Munro

Rebecca (Day, 1980) and
Bill Reynolds

Mike and Karen Murkowski

Steven and Dawn Richards

Scott Murray

Judith (Thomson) Riddell (1975)

Tetsuro Nakatani (1996)

Doug Ridenour

Sean and Rachele Napier

Ashley and Cheryl Robbins

Ed and Cindy Neff

Rick and Jennifer Rodrigues

Joan Neil

Kelly Rogers and Stuart Payne

Chris Nelson

Phil Ross (1970)

Phil Newns
Kelly (Marsh, 1976) and Bill Nielsen
Dan Norman and Laura Richardson
Niels Nygaard and Mumtaz Champsi

Jessica (Purdy) Rozitis (1988)
Ernst Rummeny
Pradip and Kanta Saha
Sainas Family

Felix and Aisha Odaibo

David Sander (2000)

Lynne Ogilvie

Mark Sanders and Laura McLean

Adaobi and Ayoola Olatunbosun

Bruce Saville and Kennedy
Saville (2003)

Anna, Lutz, Kathrin, Max
and Justus Paasen

Mauritz, Claudia and Guido Schild

Lillian and Leroy Page Foundation

Brad Schock (1978)

Alex and Allison Palmer

Janice Schulte (1995)

Duncan Sinclair and
Laura MacFeeters

Dr. Wei Kuo-liang

Ian and Beverley Sisett

Ross and Trona Wheaton

Lisa Small (2005)

Wheaton Family Foundation

Larry and Lynn Smith

Heather Crandall and Gordon White

Hans and Heileke Sprave

Murray White (1984)

Kevin Stashin and Silvana
Quintieri Stashin

Edna Widenmaier

Rachel Steele-MacInnes
Jennifer Stengel (1985)
Noah Stevens (2005)
Barb and Mike Stone
David Storey
Rob and Shauna Strasdin
Liam and Marilou Sullivan
Mahamadu and Jameelah Sumani
Fang Sun
Ron Tainton (1948)

Mark Wismer
Ashley and Melinda Witts
Hong Cuc Doan

Andrew Wrenshall

Eddie Tsai (1985)

Calvin Xin

Terry and Jill Ukrainec

Young Family

United Way of Calgary and Area

Stephanie Young

United Way of the Lower
Mainland

Kevin Yu
Philip Yuen and Shirley Chen
Diane and Peter Zell
45 Anonymous
5-9 years of consecutive giving

Marisol Van Vliet (2005)

10-14 years of consecutive giving

Maury and Barbara Van Vliet

15-19 years of consecutive giving

Rosa and Klaus Schultz

Brian and Jo Anne Pavlis

Bryan (1967) and Patti
Scott-Moncrieff

Josh Pekarsky (1985)

Scragg Family

John and Clare Veuger

Andrea and Gerry Pennells

Sheila Serup (1977)

Victoria Foundation

Marla and Barry Perkins

Tom and Shona Shadlock

Maya Villanueva (2007)

Jim and Sandra Perry

Catherine Shale

Greta Peters

Danny Shapiro (1981)

Samara Walbohm (1989)
and Joe Shlesinger

Stef (Deunert, 1987) and
Jeff (1985) Philipp

Derek Sharpe (1975)

Dan and Gail Philippson

Linda Side and Jim Munro

Mike Pickles (1984)

Sinclair Family
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Melinda and Lorne Winship

Connie Worth

Gregory Patychuk and Leslie Sellers

Vancouver Foundation

Class of 2000

Jean-Marie and Lisa Wilson

Toriglia Family

Chris (Terry) Van Vliet (1981)

Class of 1995

Kevin and Karen Willsey

Anna (McIntosh) Termuende (1975)

Dwaine Van Eeuwen (1973)

Class of 1985

Theresa Williams

Kip Woodward (1974)

Charles Coldicott Vallejo (1996)

Class of 1980

Janet Will

Rob Taylor and Toni Egger

Geoff Vale

Class of 1975

David P. Wilkinson (1971)

Jayson Woodbridge and
Helen Mawson

Dr. Yasuyuki Unno and Ann V. Wilson

Class of 1970

Craig Wilkinson (1983)

Stefan and Anette Tautz

Bud and Wendy Patel

JennySheldon

Peeter and Mary Wesik

20+ years of consecutive giving

Jon and Louise Walker
Jack and Bev Wallace
Harold Wardrop and Sharon Hall
Louis Watson (1969)

Class of 2005
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The McVicar Family

Vancouver Alumni Networking Reception | NOVEMBER 17, 2014

Toronto Reception | JANUARY 26, 2015

Dale Martin (Ellis ’78).

James Larsen (Privett ’99), Brandon Shamess (Privett ’12), Samara Walbohm
(Alex ’89).

Kip Woodward (Senior ’74), Dale Martin (Ellis ’78), Judith Harder (Hilton ’77).

Zack Stadnyk (Whittall ’09), Nick Zimmel (Rogers ’08), Ben Higgs (Whittall
’06).

Hong Kong Reception | MARCH 26, 2015

Philipp Postrehovsky (Privett ’00), Austin Woodward (Privett ’02).
Fergus Worthington-Wilmer, Cameron Worthington-Wilmer (Ellis ’17), Claire
Meloche (Mackenzie ’09), Kip Woodward (Senior ’74), Gregory Hagen.

Terrah Jong (Alex ’00), Philipp Postrehovsky (Privett ’00), Falyn McMillan
(Alex ’00), Jenn Wheeler (Mack ’00).
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Jeffrey Hurmuses (Privett ’76), Carmen Tsui (Mackenzie ’93), Kayoko Miyajima
(Mackenzie ’03), Vincent Hinjuen Li (Whittall ’04), Joice Tsui (Mackenzie ’97).

Will Pickles (Privett ’03), Kelsey Norlund (Alex ’03), Kyla Muir (Alex ’06).
Jennifer Normand-Wilmer, Steve DeNure, Pam Hagen, John Allpress.
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Lance Bai (Rogers ’12), Eric Jackson (Privett ’10).

Regatta Weekend Homecoming Tent | APRIL 24-26, 2015

Connor McGuigan (Privett ’10), Harold Backer (Whittall ’80).

Debbie Vogt, Eileen Mais, Donna Decker, Maggie Flynn, Jane Jackson.

Joel Crumb (Privett ’13), Lance Bai (Rogers ’12), Andjela Stojkovic (Mack ’13),
Dan Evans (Privett ’13), Andrew Yehia (Privett ’14), Robert Lachlan (Whittall ’13).

Nigel David (Privett ’97), Fletcher Evans (Privett ’06), Leilani Evans (Alex ’03).

Samantha Johnston (Alex ’13), Natalie Carr (Allard ’11), Eileen Mais, Deirdre
Huestis (Alex ’11).
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Lindsay Bell-Etkin (Alex ’14), Sarah Handel (Alex ’14)).

Andrea Hudson (Mack ’00), Dan Hudson.

John Allpress, Tony Carr.
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Victoria Reception | JANUARY 22, 2015

MAILBAG | staying in touch

Andy Cheng (Rogers ’99) and Blair Assaly
(Whittall ’85) randomly met each other
during an Entreprenuers Organization
meet up in China in October 2014.

There was an impromptu mini 2010 reunion at Rusticana’s on December 17th
when Anna Kosa (Mackenzie ’10), Ben Coull (Rogers ’10), and Ha Nhy Park
(Alex ’10), all found themselves home for the holidays!
(left to right) Martin Barakso (Whittall ’12), visited the Brentwood campus in
the fall to speak to the school about his time as a student and his experience
winning a gold medal at the 2014 Under 23 World Rowing Championships in
the coxed four event. Pictured with Martin is Brian Carr (Whittall, ’80), Elliot
Rogers (Rogers ’15), who has just begun his university career at the
University of California Berkeley, and Trofym Anderson, who was a member
of Canada's Men's coxed four alongside Martin.

Ben Coull (Rogers, ’10) graduating with a degree in
Material Engineering, and Stephanie Ridenour (Allard,
’10) graduating with a degree in Civil Engineering,
receiving their iron rings at UBC this past March, 2015.

Decked out in Brentwood blazers, grads from the class of ’76 dropped
into Nick Prowse’s 20th Century History class at Elder College in
Duncan, BC in October 2014. For the past six years, Nick has been
giving lectures on various topics about 20th Century History at Elder
College and has quite the following of loyal students, holding the
record for number of people enrolling in each class. He’s still got it!
(left to right) Eric Qualley (SMU), Nick Prowse, Anne (Stone) Muir
(Hilton ’76), Heather Davie (Hilton ’76), Cameron Scott (Rogers ’76),
Jane Stone (Hilton ’76), Debbie (Stone) Wright (Hilton ’76).

Natalie Carr (Allard ’11), Clifton Murray (Rogers ’98), Emily Johnston (Alex ’11) and Aidan Carr
(Whittall ’14), after watching Clifton perform as a member of "The Tenors" a Canadian vocal
quartet, on February 7th at the Save On Foods Centre in Victoria, BC. During the show Clifton
gave a shout out to Brentwood College School, Clayton Johnston, his high school basketball
coach, and Edna Widenmaier, his musical theatre teacher.

Bella Liu, husband Leonard Liu
(Rogers ’92) and daughter
Jenny Liu (Mackenzie ’95)
during a Singapore reception
this past January.

Phlebotomist Tessa Skoretz (Alex ’08) drawing blood from Brentwood intern
Drew Langer, during a campus-wide blood drive for Canadian Blood Services.
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Throwback Photos: Independent School European Track and Field Tour Thirteen students from Brentwood College and two from SMU,
along with coaches Alan Rees and John Arscott, travelled to England, Wales, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Spain, France and Sweden where
these photos were taken. Photos submitted by Ian-Scott Moncreiff (Class of 1966)

Richard and Sandra Durrans,
parents of Isabelle (Alex ’15),
and Lindsay Bell-Etkin (Alex
’14) having a friendly visit in
Munich Germany this past
December 2014.

Enjoying a dinner hosted by Eddie Tsai in Taipai this past Spring. (left side of table) Andy Yu, Jeffrey Yu (Ellis
’04), John Allpress, Richie Yu (Ellis ’02), Sam Reynolds (Ellis ’07). (right) Derek, Kevin Yu (father of Joyce Yu,
Mack ’17), Eddie Tsai (Ellis ’85) and wife Hsi-Ya Chen.
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Rod Garbutt (’66), Rick Rollins (’66) and Ian Scott-Moncreiff (’66) enjoyed
lunch together this past June at the 6 Mile Pub in Victoria, BC—the first time
since their school trip to Hamburg, Germany almost fifty years prior!

Michael McMartin (’62), was
honoured this past June with an
Order of Australian Medal (OAM)
for his voluntary service to the
performing arts, specifically
within the music industry. He has
been on the board of Support
Act, the music industry
benevolent society, for 20 years
and a director the entire way
through.

mailbag

Above (front row) Tom Arscot, SMU Coach, Jim Crowe (Privett ’65), Barry
Greenhalgh (Privett ’65), Derek Harkema (’66), Micheal Gray (SMU), Mac Bapty
(SMU), Ian Scott-Moncrieff (’66), and Rod Garbutt (’66); (back row) Alan Rees
(Brentwood Coach), George Sisley (’67), Mark Clarke (’67), Bill Hobbs (Ellis ’65),
Arnie Dahl (’67), Rick Rollins (’66), and Malcolm Graham (’66).

“I had the privilege of reconnecting with several ‘old’ Mackenzie House girls over the 2015 reunion
weekend, some of whom reminded me that they were in Grade 8 my first year as a Houseparent.
Mack House was indeed very well represented at the reunion. I would be remiss if I didn’t also
mention some ‘French 11 Set Star’ gentlemen. It could not possibly have been more rewarding. Dare
I say they have grown up? Single, married, engaged, hardworking, but most important of all,
healthy, happy and giving back! Their stories will remain priceless. Feeling lucky and blessed.” —
Maggie Flynn (Faculty 1999-Present). Above, from leff to right: Stephanie Gatzionis, Jane Jackson,
Marisol Van Vliet, Meghan McGuigan, Maggie Flynn, Berit Anderson, Marlee Hahn, Lisa Small, Ellen
Kutscher (all Mack ’05).
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Left (left to right) Mac Baptey (SMU), Rick Rollins (Class of 1966) and Ian
Scott-Moncrieff (Class of 1966) in Malmo, Sweden.

Jack Kornfeld (Privett ’11) winning the
coveted “Golden Bear Award,” given each
year to the student-athlete with the
highest GPA on each team at the
University of California, Berkeley. Jack
represented the Men’s Crew with a 3.92
GPA, and also received the Neufeld
Scholar-Athlete Award and Pac-12
Postgraduate Scholarship.

Four-time Olympian and 2008 Olympic Silver Medalist in the Men’s pair,
David Calder (Privett ’96), with Brendan Hodge (Whittall ’03), current
national team member and bow seat of the gold medal winning lightweight
men's four at the 2015 Pan American Games in Toronto. The picture was
taken in St. Catharines, Ontario this past June, where they were presenting
the “Old Brentonian’s Trophy” to the winners of the 59 kg Women's 4+ at the
Canadian High School Rowing Championships. The Calder Clelland Trophy
with which they are posing is awarded to the Senior Mens 8+ during this
regatta, and was awarded to Dave in 1996 and twice to Brendan in 2002 and
2003.

Founded in 2012, Hives for Humanity (HFH) is a registered non-profit society working to create transformative
opportunities for people and pollinators. They connect people to nature, to community and to themselves, and
do it through the bees.

“It was wonderful for me to become acquainted with the Class of 1975. Though it was fun to be silly, I value coming to know some of your successes and travails,
mostly during our visit with Nick Prowse, and the humanity that we share. I was humbled and encouraged by many of these accounts. I also treasured the
one-on-one time we shared, getting to know you all with the hope that we can do it again sometime soon. Let's plan to do this again in five years, OK?”
— David McIlveen (’70)

Hives for Humanity came about after Sarah Common (Gwynneth ’03) and her mother Julia, realized that one
pilot hive, in one small garden, in the heart of the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver (DTES), had fostered hope
and generated meaningful opportunities for a community that lives in daily survival mode and doesn't often
think of the future in a positive light.
Through mentorship based programming HFH creates flexible opportunities for people to engage in the therapeutic culture that surrounds the hive;
they foster connectivity to nature and to each other; participate in local sustainable economies; support at-risk populations of people and
pollinators, and do so with respect and joy.
Visit their website at www.hivesforhumanity.com and on social media @hives4humanit y(Twitter, Instagram) and /hives4humanity (Facebook).
Hives for Humanity’s revenue comes from grants, donations, services, and products, and goes directly towards supporting their therapeutic
mentorship programming in the DTES.
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Scott Frandsen (Rogers ’98) and now wife Tannis, married this past August 22nd
on a private estate in Napa, CA. The couple reside in Berkeley California.
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Hans Harn (Rogers ’01) and his colleagues receiving the 2015
Galderma SKIN PACT Award at the World Congress of Dermatology
at Vancouver Convention Centre in June, 2015. The SKIN PACT
Awards aim to inspire dermatologists and other doctors with an
interest in dermatology, to develop and help implement voluntary
projects that support a sustainable dermatology community.
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Mollie Greenfield (Mackenzie ’13) explores Tahiti this past summer, on
a solo surf trip.

Faculty member Mario DeSandoli and
wife Marianna welcomed their daughter
Floriana into the family on May 14th, 2015.
Floriana is their third child and little sister
to their two sons.

Rob Pierce (Whittall ’92) and wife Irlene
welcomed baby Christopher into their family on
March 11th, 2015, weighing 7 lbs 13 oz and 20
inches long. Rob and Irlene could not be happier.

Ben Felix (Whittall ’06) and wife Susan welcomed their
son, Noah Benjamin Felix, on December 10th, 2014
(a week before his dad’s birthday), weighing 7 lbs,
4.3 oz. Ben is pictured above with his Grandpa, Marius.

Faculty member Fiona Dalrymple and husband
Wes welcomed healthy and happy baby Greer,
6 lbs 11 oz, on the morning of June 2nd.

Dan Hincks (Rogers ’04) and wife Nikki welcomed Hunter Gordon Hincks into their family at
12:42 pm on May 6th, weighing 7 lbs flat. The Hincks’ could not be more thrilled.
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Faculty member Oliver Amiel (Whittall, ’96) and
wife (also a Faculty member) Robyn welcomed
Gavin Stanley Amiel into their family on February
7th at 8:31 pm. At 8 lbs 11 oz and 20 ½ inches, he
is a healthy boy!

Abigail Iris Norlund was born on June 27, 2015 at 3.24 kg and 51.5 cm.
Her parents, Kelsey Norlund (Alex ’03) and Josh Coulson, were so excited
to meet her and are happy, healthy and enjoyed visiting with family and
old friends in Duncan, shortly after her arrival this past summer.
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Philipp Postrehovsky (Privett ’00) and wife Vicky welcomed their
baby girl Kehlani into the world on April 20th at 7:43 pm, weighing a
healthy 7 lbs 9 oz.
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MAILBAG | births

Pippa Rose Steingard arrived
eight days early, June 26th, at
5:42 am, weighing 6 lbs 4 oz.
Ryan Steingard (Rogers ’96) and
wife Amy are thrilled to welcome
Pippa to their growing family of
five.

Tragically, Rob Brandt (Whittall ’98) was a member
of the crew who was flying the Swearingen SA-226
aircraft which crashed in the North Shore mountains on
April 13th, 2015. He is remembered as a very well-liked
student with a go-getter attitude and a strong character.
He was a House Prefect, a member of the Grad
Committee and a tough and committed player on the
1st XV. Rob will be dearly missed by his family and
his many Brentwood friends.

Stephanie Young, Associate Director of
Advancement, and husband Andy welcomed
baby Bailey William Young on July 28th,
6 lbs 13 oz.

Kennedy Saville (Rogers ’03) and wife Christine welcomed
healthy and happy daughter Hartley, on June 30th, 2014, at
7:46 am, weighing 6 lbs 13 oz.

It is with great sadness
we lament the demise of
“Selfie with Patel | 2014-2015”
It was a good ride.
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MAILBAG | obituaries

Our community was saddened when Jo Briggs, who served as a Brentwood Governor from 1976 to 1989,
passed away on June 3, 2015. Jo was born in Walton, Surrey, England, the only child of George and Kathleen
Briggs. After he finished school he joined the RAF, gaining his pilot's wings just before the end of WWII. He
qualified as an architect from the London School of Architecture. In 1953 he married Shirley and they came to
Canada. They lived in Prince George where they raised their 3 children, Sarah, Holly and Geoff (Class of 1977).
When Jo retired in 1984, he and Shirley moved to a property on the Koksilah River at Cowichan Station, where
they raised sheep. In addition to his service on the Brentwood Board, he was also involved in many community
organisations. An active and dedicated Chair of our Building Committee during the construction of the Ross
Centre and other projects, Jo was a working Governor who, well before his retirement, donated his
professional time generously, without a hint that he was offing anything exceptional while managing his big Prince George practice
and a design role with the Prince George School Board. Modest but talented, quiet but engaging, serious but always smiling, he held a
range of diverse interests, many arts related, but was quick to focus to deepen his knowledge. “Joe’s passing marks the end of
another era in Brentwood’s history, and is cause for sadness but also celebration of his long life, well lived with integrity, generosity of
spirit, insight, intelligence and humour.” — Andrea Pennells (former Head of School)

This year Brentwood lost one of our legendary staff members with the
passing of Mrs. Ella Hallet. When Ella retired from the School in 1993 it
marked the end of a 25-year tenure that saw her in charge of both the Food
Services and Housekeeping departments. Born in 1931 in Granum, Alberta,
Ella moved to the island in the late 30s and resided on Hornby Island for many
years She started working at Brentwood College School in 1968 and soon
becamea student favourite. Ella was always nurturing and caring for all the
students here at Brentwood and took that job very seriously. Ella went over
and above her normal duties.

She and her husband Bob raised five children in Mill Bay and at one time or another they all worked at the School. There were not
many times you played a Hallet team and didn’t see Ella on the sidelines cheering her children along and years later cheering her
grandchildren on as well. Ella will always be remembered fondly for the mark she left on the School and the lives she touched.
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experience BRENTWOOD
Those who knew Stewart Mackenzie (Class of 1969) will be saddened to know that he passed away on
November 17, 2014. He attended Brentwood from Grade 9 through to his graduation in 1969 and is
remembered as a cheerful, optimistic type with a good sense of humour.

Eric Paul (Class of 1971) passed away peacefully at his home in Brentwood Bay on March 12, 2015, after a courageous battle
with cancer. A member of the 1st XV which won the BC High Schools Rugby Championship in 1971, Nick Prowse remembers
him as an elusive and speedy winger who scored a number of excellent trys over the course of the season.
Tony Carr had Eric as a prefect in his house and also as a member of the rowing crew. “Having average to poor
accommodation in the boarding house called Senior House, it was not an easy job being one of the few responsible for
discipline on the one hand and good fellowship on the other. Eric and his fellow prefects managed it quite well and we had a
fine spirit in the House that year.
“The crews were in much worse shape with old and often broken shells to train in. The coach spent more time on his knees by the dock effecting
instant repairs than offering advice on technique or actually training. Eric and his teammates made a promise to change all that and arranged a
rowathon to raise money for a brand new eight and coxed four. They begged and badgered all family and friends to sponsor them and rowed 50
kilometres in the Saanich Inlet to earn the funds. Of course we had to borrow a shell from UBC for the event as none of ours would have lasted
that long without sinking. He had rowed in the first Brentwood Regatta and, while being in first place in the varsity eight race, they put a huge
hole in their shell and almost sank, thus putting them out of contention. You can see why they raised funds with such vigour.
“Eric although small in stature was full sized in performance both on and off the water. He made a large contribution to the life in our school in
those early years.”

We were saddened when long-time Brentwood friend Gwynneth Rogers died on January 8, 2015 in Vancouver. She was predeceased by her husband
Forrest Rogers in 1987, and by her son Martin Rogers (Class of 1963) in 2008. Her husband was a graduate of the original school in Brentwood Bay
(Class of 1930) and was one of the influential alumni who helped re-found the school in Mill Bay in 1961, serving on the Board of Governors until 1971.
Gwynneth is survived by her daughter Jill Purdy, son Stephen Rogers, 9 grandchildren, including Hamish Purdy (Class of 1985) and
Jessica (Purdy) Rozitis (Class of 1988), and 10 great grandchildren.
Gwynneth was a long time community volunteer, a world traveler, an avid bridge player, a reader and a gardener. Together, she and Forrest were
strong supporters of Brentwood over many years. Rogers House is named in their honour; when the new Rogers House was built, Gwynneth
cut the ribbon with her daughter Jill and her grandson Hamish at the Opening Ceremony held on September 11, 1999. The original Rogers Hous
then became a girls’ residence called Gwynneth House, before it was ultimately replaced by the new Allard House in 2006.

The Admissions Department
frequently hears parents exclaim
“I wish I could attend this school”
and so we were delighted to once
again provide our parents with
the opportunity to “Experience
Brentwood”! On Friday June 5th,
a number of parents and
grandparents joined us to attend
a selection of our visual and
performing arts classes.
In addition, this year we added
two engaging academic lectures
by Paul Collis and Bruce Tate.
Everyone reported great enjoyment
of their classes, and enthusiasm
for the event. We will be
offering this event again on
Friday, March 4th, 2016, so
stay tuned for details.

Mark Stone, born December 24, 1948, passed away suddenly on September 14, 2015.
Mark will be dearly missed by his loving wife and best friend Jo, seven siblings, and
large extended family. Always an excellent athlete, Mark played scrum-half for Brentwood
College School’s rugby team, which went on to be the first private school to win
the Provincial Rugby Championship in 1976. In his final year at Brentwood, Mark
received the prestigious Yarrow Shield, awarded to the graduating student who displays,
in addition to scholastic and athletic excellence, the qualities of stability, strength of
character and a willingness to serve. Mark will be dearly missed, but never forgotten.
“Mark was a powerful force in our school. His initiatives and responses made those
around him—teachers, coaches and classmates alike—feel happier, included,
and more effective.” — Bill Ross (former Head of School)
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July 29th, 30th & 31st, 2016
Old Brentonians are welcomed back to campus for a fun-filled weekend reliving your favourite Brentwood memories!

REUNION 2016

save the date!

All alumni are welcome to attend as we celebrate milestone reunions for the classes of
1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006.
Gorgeous Waterfront Campus | Gourmet Food | Dorm Accommodations (just like old times!) | Childcare available & fun for the whole family |
Plenty of activities including rowing, kayaking, stand-up paddling, oceanfront yoga, tennis, lawn games, wine tastings, and of course storytelling!

Class of 1966 Spotlight
50 YEARS—How the time flies. Next year marks the 50th year since the class
of 1966 graduated. Many of these grads were first year PIONEER students who
blazed the trail for what Brentwood has become today. Rick Rollins and I would
like to invite all ’66 grads back next July 2016 for the annual Old Brentonian
Reunion Weekend to celebrate the grads of 1966, 50th year reunion! I’m really
looking forward to seeing everyone again and hope you can make it.

Next July 2016 marks a throw-back moment in time that we should all pause from our
normal lives to enjoy: the 10-Year Old Brentonian Reunion Weekend for the Class of 2006!
This milestone weekend will be a great time to reminisce with old friends, house parents,
teachers, and eat at the (new and improved) Caf once again—as well as take a dip in the ol'
Brentwood Bay! I hope that everyone can make it and look forward to seeing you there.
—Molly Barker (ALEX ’06)
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For up to date weekend details, and registration information, visit the
Old Brentonian events page: www.brentwood.bc.ca/alumni/events
Like the Old Brentonian Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/brentwoodalumni
If you would like to get in touch directly, please feel free to contact
rick.rollins@viu.ca or myself at iansm@shaw.ca, or at 250-216-5080.
—Ian Scott-Moncrieff (CLASS OF ’66)
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Class of 2006 Spotlight

Abroad program (where I met my husband, Jesse). I then

family.

love and life, Jesse Schiller. We thoroughly enjoy working as a
team and our skill sets are wonderfully matched: his in sales &
international marketing and mine in design & branding. After

by a degree in Communication Design at Emily Carr University in
Vancouver. I am also a 400+ hours certified yoga teacher
specializing in KRI Kundalini yoga, Khalsa Way Prenatal and Yin
yoga.

As a new parent we’re still working on routine. So far, not much

our respective fields

luck. This is in part because an infant’s schedule is constantly

before eventually

changing, partly because our to-do’s with KOOSHOO vary

stepping away for a

depending on what project we’re working on and partly because

year of travels together

we travel a lot.

I am the Co-Founder and Creative Director of KOOSHOO

North America we’d
committed to starting
a business together,
intent on proving
there’s a better way

How did Brentwood set you up for success personally and
professionally?

We chose the name KOOSHOO, which means ‘feeling good’ in

in my studies helped me discover my passions in life. It was that

Rachel Evans Schiller | ALEX ’01

is to leave everyone we touch feeling good. It works wonderfully

With an eye for fashion, and a passion for infusing sustainability

ask ourselves “Does this feel good?” If the answer is no, we know

and ethical decision making into both her personal and
professional life, Rachel Evans Schiller, a 2001 Brentwood
graduate, is thriving as the Co-Founder and Creative Director of
KOOSHOO, an online eco-fashion and accessories brand, run out
of B.C., Canada, and California, USA. This past summer, Rachel
kindly offered us a view into her world of running a company,
teaching yoga, being a new mom, and how she balances it all.

Current City?

as a brand filter: for every decision we make as a company we
that we need to find another option.
This filter is what led us to use the finest, ethically cultivated
organic cotton. It’s what led us to choose to manufacture locally
in Los Angeles where we have oversight of wage and safety
conditions. It’s what spurs us to donate a percentage of our
profits to local charities. In other words, it’s what makes us who
we are.
In our experience, so long as we’re being honest, transparent
and operating with love, everyone we meet, from suppliers to

Victoria, British Columbia, is home. I’m in touch today from my

customers, is left feeling good—or feeling kooshoo. That’s why

original family home on Norfolk Island in the South Pacific where

those values are so important to who we are.

we’re spending the winter.

What gave you the courage to start your own business?
Education / Journey After Brentwood?

Entrepreneurialism runs in my family. My grandfather, Eldon

In September 2001, after graduating, I moved to South East

Foote, was a very creative and successful businessman. So too

Sussex in England to attend the Herstmonceux Castle Study

are my parents. I was raised believing that any dream could
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than fast fashion.

Expand upon why operating your business with the core
values of honesty, transparency and love is so important to
you?
the Norfolk Island language where I’m from, because our goal

strategic vision.

spent time working in

time we returned to

Conscious + Fun-loving + Quality

worked wonders for our product design, branding and

Describe a day in the life of Rachel Evans Schiller?

through Asia. By the

Describe the KOOSHOO brand in three words?

challenging and have many ramifications. This reminder has

university we each

Current Employer / Position / Industry?
Lifestyle Inc., an online eco-fashion and accessories brand.

Simple is hard enough. Running a business is complicated.
Implementing even the simplest decision can be incredibly

This self belief is combined with that of my partner in business,

returned to Canada for one year of Art History at UVIC, followed



I took a wide variety of courses at Brentwood and the diversity
diversity that set me on my path towards a degree and a career
in design. I absolutely love what I do and believe that Brentwood
helped me appreciate from an early age where my personal and
professional goals aligned.

Right now we are working from Tintoela, our family tourist
accommodation on Norfolk Island in the South Pacific, where I
was born and raised. Here a day consists of early morning starts
(our daughter is still rising at 9 am PST, even if that’s 4 am here)
and full days of KOOSHOO work (creating collateral for the
launch of the KOOSHOO Kids Pants this fall), Tintoela work
(we’re currently helping to manage the accommodation) and a
whole lot of time with our little girl. If we’re lucky, we’ll get to the
beach for a quick dip!

What are the future plans for KOOSHOO?
This is the most exciting year yet for KOOSHOO. Not only are
our line of headbands, organic cotton hair elastics and 12-outfitin-1 Journey Shawls selling like never before, we’re now about to
launch a line of Kids Pants that we expect to be our biggest
product yet.
The

Favourite Brentwood memory?
I just loved being in the art department—looking out over that
gorgeous ocean view; dirtying my hands with the amazing array
of art supplies; learning from teachers that brought the best out
in me.

What does being a Brentonian mean to you?
Being a part of a worldwide family.

KOOSHOO
Kids Pants
are organic
cotton, ethically made in LA, dyed by hand and designed to
expand with your growing child! The early photo shoots and
tester feedback has surpassed even our expectations and we’re
getting ready to launch the Pants via a Crowdfunding campaign
this Fall (visit us at www.kooshoo.com for the latest update).
Some other really exciting kids products and possibly a
complementary line of adults pants will follow soon afterwards.

What advice would you give someone who aspires to be
an entrepreneur?

The future is indeed bright!

Our two most shared pieces of entrepreneurial advice:

What are the future plans for Rachel?



Be kind. Treat people the way you wish to be treated. The
world is small and your reputation precedes you.

My future plans revolve around family, KOOSHOO, yoga and a
home base in Victoria, BC. I love what I do and I also love being a
mother so I look forward to doing more of both. I also look
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become reality and I witnessed that first hand in watching my

alumniprofiles

forward to teaching more yoga, both in person and online on

What is the most played song on your iPod/iPhone right now?

How did you get started in App Development?

I do my best to meditate daily and generally do so to music.

I met my co-founder while at university (he’d been coding since

Right now I’ve been meditating to the mantra “Guru Ram Das”

he was 6 years old and was currently working at NASA). This was

What advice would you give recent Brentwood grads as they
consider their next step?

by Gurunam Singh.

about a year after the first iPhone was released, so it was a

Get to know yourself as best you can by putting yourself in new

The last new thing you tried?

environments and surrounding yourself with inspirational

Fourteen hour flight with a 9 month old (it went well—thank

How would you describe the brand?

people.

goodness!).

We are the leaders in mobile application development for Law

our KOOSHOO YouTube Channel.

natural industry to move into.

Enforcement and Public Safety.

For the new environments: travel! There’s nothing in the world
that will make you grow like a trip

“

outside your comfort zone.
For the inspirational people, find
mentors and surround yourself with
good friends. Mentors are so incredibly
important to discovering the different

The diversity

paths that your life can take. Cold call
the artist, business-person, or athlete

in my studies

you aspire towards and ask for an
information interview. You’ll be
surprised just how many people say
yes—people inherently love to help.

helped me discover
my passions in life

What is your greatest
accomplishment, personal or
professional?
My beautiful daughter and my growing business come
immediately to mind, but I’d say my greatest accomplishment is
bigger picture—it’s that I’m living the life of my dreams, on my

If someone were to visit Norfolk
Island, what would be your #1
suggested activity?

Expand on why increasing PD communication and
awareness was initially important to you?

Apart from staying at the breathtaking

It’s clear that there is a strained relationship between law

luxury retreat of Tintoela (where I grew

enforcement and the communities they serve. A lot of this

up) my favourite pastime is relaxing

stems from a lack of transparency and communication, and by

and swimming at Norfolk’s most

using modern technology, we can play a large role in improving

stunning beach, Emily Bay. It’s the

this relationship.

most perfect beach I’ve ever visited in
the world—and I’ve been fortunate
enough to see many. Picture yourself

What gave you the courage to start your own business?

standing ankle deep on a crescent of

Jamie Johnston | PRIVETT ’06

We were finalists (but lost) a business plan competition at

golden sand, the most picturesque

Jamie Johnson, 2006 Brentwood graduate and Privett House

university and I suppose we’re stubborn enough that we wanted

crystal blue bay at your feet and a

alum, takes time out of his busy schedule running Mobile PD,

kilometer long reef that keeps the big

a Texas-based tech company creating law enforcement mobile

fish out and the waters sublime for

applications, to share his entrepreneurial story and highlight

snorkeling—that’s Emily Bay.

the new city he calls home.

When was the last time you were on Brentwood Campus?
My 10 year reunion.

What advice would you have given to yourself at graduation?

When is the next time you plan to visit Brentwood?

Stress is not required for success.

My 15 year reunion—next year!

Current City?
Austin, TX

Education / Journey After Brentwood?
After graduating from Brentwood, I moved to Santa Cruz, CA to
attend the University of California at Santa Cruz. I was an 8-time
All American for swimming, but left school after my Junior year

Describe Brentwood in three words?

More information about KOOSHOO can be found online:

Achievement + Personal-Attention + Location

Website:

www.KOOSHOO.com

Facebook:

facebook.com / kooshoo.smile

Pinterest:

pinterest.com / kooshoo

Instagram:

@feelingkooshoo

Current Employer / Position / Industry?

YouTube:

channel: kooshoo

MobilePD, Inc. / Co-Founder / Public Safety

Twitter:		

@kooshoo

The feel good daily blog:

ww.thekooshoodaily.com

Email:

Rachel@kooshoo.com

Kind + Pragmatic + Passionate

What three words would your husband /Co-founder Jesse
describe you with?
Slow-living + Detail-oriented + Beautiful

How did Brentwood set you up for success personally and
professionally?
Personally: The friendships I created at Brentwood will last a

own terms.

Describe yourself in three words?

to prove everyone wrong.

lifetime.

Professionally: Brentwood creates a framework for success—

from the perspective of developing strong work habits, but also
the emphasis on creating a balanced life.

Favourite Brentwood memory?
I plead the 5th ;)

to pursue my startup (years later I eventually graduated Magna
Cum Laude with a BA in Business Management Economics).

What does being a Brentonian mean to you?
In one word, privileged.

What are the best aspects of living in Austin?

I’ve only been here for about 10 months, but Austin is quickly

Career Aspirations?
Make a boat load of money helping people.

becoming my favorite city I’ve lived in. The city is extremely

young, you can literally go out any night of the week if you want
to, and there are lakes, rivers, and hills to go play in. It also isn’t
terrible that it’s 37° outside while I’m writing this.
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What is the most played song on your ipod/iphone right now?

Just do it. You will learn so much that, even if you fail, it will still

Flume)

Were you born with savvy business
instincts, or were they taught to you
by someone, or developed through
experiences? If so, who helped
teach you these instincts and/or
what experiences helped you hone
these skills?

The Hood Internet—Some Poppas (The Notorious B.I.G. X

be worth it. Plus, it’s like Lego for big kids :)

All-time favorite meal?
Nachos

The nature of a startup means that you’re constantly wearing
different hats. On any given day I can be working on Sales,
Engineering, Marketing, Implementations, etc.

What are the future plans for MobilePD?
Expand MobilePD over the next 12 months to become a major
player in the Public Safety industry and become the best
startup to work for in Austin.

What are the future plans for Jamie?
Make a success story out of MobilePD. Travel Around the world.
Repeat.

What advice would you give recent Brentwood grads as they
consider their next step?

I have been fortunate to learn from

Favorite app besides your own?

several extraordinary mentors. I also

My alarm clock app :)

learned a great deal from my parents.
I saw how hard they worked and the

commitment they gave to the creation

The last new thing you tried?

of the business. I learned that

Rattlesnake.

building a company is not a 9-5
endeavor. It is 24 / 7, 365.

If someone were to visit Austin, what would be your #1
suggested activity?

I looked at entrepreneurs like Steve
Jobs, Bill Gates—how they invested

Go out on Lady Bird Lake and end the day on Rainey Street.

When was the last time you were on the Brentwood Campus?
Last Christmas

their vision of what their company culture should look like and

Accomplished entrepreneur, dedicated family man, and

feel like. I learned that to be successful, you can’t go halfway into

philanthropic community member, Marcello Leone is certainly

the process. You have to be fully invested and be prepared to

an inspirational figure. With his roots firmly planted in family

carry it forward on your own shoulders if necessary.

Before you even give any thought to what you want to do next,

When is the next time you plan to visit Brentwood?

business, Leone’s transition into starting and running both

realize this: just by the nature of graduating from Brentwood,

Summer 2016

Naturo Group Investments Inc, and RYU Apparel Inc, is a
progression he’s been groomed for since childhood.

you are already in the top 1%. Don’t compare yourself to your
classmates to put yourself into any kind of box. My entire time at
Brentwood, I didn’t get a single Colour and never once walked
on stage to accept an award. It took several years outside of the
Brentwood bubble to realize this, but if you have a 70% average,
all that probably means is that you’re in the top 1%, not the top
0.5%. Relax and aim high—you can achieve whatever you want.

What advice would you have given to yourself at graduation?
The next four years might be the last time in your life where you
have very little responsibility. Take advantage of it because the
real world is tough.

More information about MobilePD can be found online:
Website: http://gomobilepd.com/

their heart and soul into executing

Marcello Leone | WHITTALL ’85

What are the most important skills needed to be a
successful entrepreneur?
Passion. Determination. Vision.

Can you briefly describe your journey from Brentwood
student to CEO of multiple companies?

What is your philosophy on taking risks?

At a young age I was immersed in Leone’s, a very small family

In order to achieve greatness, you sometimes have to take big

business that my parents were working hard to establish. I

chances. You need to break through barriers that you may not

remember every night the whole family would sit around the

have even been aware existed when you first started. Tune out

dining room table discussing the business. As time went on, we

those who say it can’t be done. Be clear on what your vision is.

saw the successes and learned about the challenges and how to

Build a strong foundation and stay true to your culture and

overcome them. At 16, I began working in the store whenever I

DNA.

had a break from Brentwood. I went on to complete my
university degree and, immediately upon graduation, took a
hands-on approach to learn all aspects of the family business. I

Describe Brentwood in Three words?

ended up helping grow Leone’s into an internationally

De Manu In….

recognized retail destination for the next two decades.

What do you consider to be some of the most important skills
for young people entering the work force today?
The best learning comes when you are inspired to think outside
of the box. I know it sounds like a cliché, but the greatest

My involvement with Leone’s throughout my early career taught

innovators are those that can take an existing, established

Describe yourself in three words?

me a great deal about management styles and the importance

challenge and approach it in a new way.

Driven, lighthearted, grateful.

of having a clear vision for any company, regardless of its place
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in the business cycle.
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Describe a day in the life of Jamie Johnson?
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What advice would you give someone who aspires to be an
entrepreneur?

alumniprofiles

What three pieces of advice would you give to a young
entrepreneur?

When faced with two equally qualified candidates, how do
you determine whom to hire?

What are you most proud of at Naturo Group?

How do you define success?

Our record of innovation. We silenced the doubters who did not

Success for me is watching the team break through a challenge,

1. B
 e clear about what you are trying to create.

I believe that it is rare to find two equally qualified candidates in

believe that the idea of TRACE Water would ever be embraced

overcome an obstacle, or introduce a new concept. To see us

all areas. While they may appear the same on paper (past

by the public. We have grown from a test market of 75 stores to

create products customers didn’t even realize they wanted or

experience, education etc), it is their personal philosophy and

a distribution list of 1,800 stores in just over 18 months. The

needed and make them ‘must haves’. That’s how I define

belief system that often makes one stand above the other. I look

whole bottled water category has changed because of us. I love

success.

at whoever I feel can flourish in an entrepreneurial environment.

that.

By that I mean understand not only what the product or
service is supposed to do, but how you are going to do it
better than anyone else and why that matters to your end
customer. Focus on building a strong foundation and a
distinct company culture.

What is your favourite thing to do outside of work?
What kind of culture exists in your organization?

Who has been your greatest inspiration?

As an entrepreneur, I work a lot of crazy hours because I love

Fear immobilizes you and freezes your creativity, leaving you

We have a very distinct corporate culture for both RYU and

what I do. It is a big part of what defines me. But my family keeps

stuck. Do your homework and be ready for all possibilities—

TRACE Water. While they are very different product categories,

Believe it or not, it’s been the critics. We all have them. It would

even the ones that you can’t see.

both companies are disrupting the

Push through the barriers that

status quo. We actively seek

others may put in your way.

innovators and fresh thinkers and
have created a distinct

3. N
 ever Give Up. Ever.

organizational culture that allows
them to thrive.

What habits have helped make
you successful?

How do you encourage creative
thinking in your company?

Perseverance—I never give up. I
have been up against some tough

room to do what they do best. Being

appear that there was going to be a

Healthy Mind and Body—being an entrepreneur requires a full
commitment. You can’t bring your best to the business you are
trying to create if your body and mind are fatigued and out of
shape. It has to be a priority to keep yourself sharp, energized
and fit.
Passion—I love what I do. It gets me fired up every morning and
keeps me thinking well into the night.

and overcoming challenges, our success has silenced all of those

Why do you believe in Brentwood?
What has been most unexpected in your career?

Brentwood prepared me for life in many different ways. It

I never thought I would leave the family business. It’s where I

pushed me scholastically to achieve great results, making the

was raised—it’s in my blood. I thought I would be there forever.
But by leaving, it allowed me the opportunity to flourish as an
entrepreneur, and to recognize that I needed to create my own

What impact has Brentwood had on your career / personal
development?

surrounded by people who
encourage and push each other to be innovative is infectious
and energizing.

Innovators like Apple and Facebook. Companies that discovered

To say that Brentwood had a profound effect on my life and

How have you distinguished yourself from your competitors?

a niche and persevered until they could explore it fully. Ford is
another one. They took a beating yet didn’t give up, fighting to
restore the legacy with products that answered the consumer

prepared me for the challenges I was destined to face and

brand they once were. I truly admire that.

continues to influence how we run our organizations to this day.

What have you learned from failure?

What was your favourite aspect of Brentwood?

Keep going. Pick yourself up, dust yourself off and keep moving.

It is an environment that instills determination to succeed and a

“wellness” product that is naturally replete in minerals the body
craves and needs in order to thrive. It forces consumers to

category: Innovative fabrics, superior design, more advanced
production methods. We are new, but we’ve already established
a compelling brand DNA that is resonating with the market.

What is one mistake you witness leaders making more
frequently than others?

How do you find people to bring into your organization that
truly care about your business the way you do?

What is your long-term strategic vision for the company?

It starts with the vision of the company. If the vision is clearly

We are not creating these brands with an eye to short-term

respect and success, the right people are drawn to it long term.

profitability. We are creating long term iconic brands that will

Make people feel part of the team by genuinely hearing their

last far into the future. We will leave a lasting legacy.

voices.
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taught me to pick myself up and keep moving forward. It

disrupted the traditional bottled water category by creating a

Turn your failures into opportunities. Use them. Embrace them.

understand and embody the values of the companies.

taught me that everything is possible and not to accept failure. It

need. They learned, evolved and continue to be the dominant

something that has never been seen before in the athletic tech

of passionately committed people in both TRACE and RYU that

career would be a grave understatement. My time at Brentwood

We challenge the status quo. With TRACE Water, we completely

Learn why you failed and don’t be afraid of what you find out.

drawn to and want to be part of. I am fortunate to have a team

both academically and athletically. It is a very tight knit

Excluding yours, what businesses or companies do you
admire most?

As a smaller start up, RYU has the opportunity to create

defined and communicated, it becomes the fire that people are

of excellence at Brentwood that few other schools can match,
community and I wish that everyone could experience that.

have a wide ranging skill set, but the smartest business leaders

innovation and shared profitability.

transition to University a relatively easy one. There is a standard

legacy.

challenge their thinking about the water that they select.

field and create an environment that encourages creativity,

well, it doesn’t get any better than that.

voices.

Recognize Your Strengths—successful entrepreneurs need to
also surround themselves with the greatest brainpower in their

me grounded and spending time with them around the table,

Hire the right people and give them

business challenges where it did not
viable way out. Don’t quit just because it gets hard.

have been so easy to listen to them, but by being respectful,

By far it is micro-managing. You can’t keep people in a box and
expect them to thrive. If you create an environment of mutual

desire to always keep learning.

How has the School changed from your experience to
your daughter’s experience?

It’s what hasn’t changed that I think is most important. The

School is incredible. The campus is beautiful, the ocean side

setting is sublime, and the academic standards are second to

none. I am grateful Sienna (Mackenzie ’15) was able to share in
the same kind of experience that shaped my life. Brentwood
remains one of the finest institutions in the world, preparing
students with the tools and guidance to invent a future they
have yet to imagine.
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2. D
 on’t be afraid of failure.

East since then, working mainly in photo and radio journalism.

If someone wanted you to speak to their school, how would
they contact you?

What gave you the confidence to take this project on?

By email is fine—lindsaymmackenzie@gmail.com

Seeing the success and engagement of their feed inspired me to

Can you briefly describe what Everyday Middle East is?
Everyday Middle East (http://instagram.com/
everydaymiddleeast) is an Instagram feed that aims to show a
more realistic and nuanced view of the region than the one we
see in the mainstream media. I founded the feed, and organize
the 25 photographers who contribute to the account from
across the Middle East and North Africa. We have over 111,000
followers, and are part of an everyday 'movement' that is
attempting to push back against regional media stereotypes.

Lindsay Mackenzie | MACKENZIE ’01
Photo journalist, consultant, freelancer, teacher, and
Instagramer, Lindsay Mackenzie gives us an exciting snapshot of
her life in the Middle East, and the incredibly powerful

alumniprofiles

Tunisia, Egypt and Yemen. I've stayed in or close to the Middle

Everyday Africa was the first of these projects to get started.
start Everyday Middle East.

What has been the most powerful comment you have
received on an Everyday Middle East post?

Describe a day in the life of Lindsay Mackenzie?

We have a lot of interesting

Right now I'm working as a consultant for UNICEF Iraq's

comments and

Communications team, so I'm working out of an office in Erbil

discussions, but the simple

and occasionally going out around northern Iraq to photograph

ones like "I've never seen

and report on the situation of children here. When I'm working

such an image from Iraq"

as a freelancer there isn't really an average day—either I am out

on this image from Najaf

on assignment or (more likely) I am in front of a computer

by Ahmad Mousa are

sending pitches to editors, editing photos, or sending and

Besides posting beautiful photos, how do you engage your
audience in the Instagram Feed?

powerful; the photo is just

chasing up invoices. The Everyday Middle East work happens in

a street scene, nothing

whatever time I can find in between.

We recently started a “follow Friday" feature. Each Friday we

really remarkable yet even

post a photo on Everyday Middle East by one of our followers—

with over a decade of sustained media attention on Iraq, the

we choose from anything that’s been hashtagged with

person who left the comment had never seen an everyday

#everydaymiddleeast. It’s a nice way to be able to involve our

image like that.

followers and to show a more diverse range of perspectives.

How did Brentwood set you up for success personally and
professionally?
My first photography course was at Brentwood—I have fond
memories of afternoons spent in the darkroom. I was also

Instagram initiative already shifting the perception of her

For those not on Instagram, we have a Facebook account

Geographic breakdown of your Instagram followers ?

111,000+ followers.

(https://www.facebook.com/everydaymiddleeast) and Twitter

Iconosquare only provides a few pieces of information but

of speaking in public terrified me! I think a combination of Mr.

feed (https://twitter.com/edmiddleeast) which show the same

according to them, 39% of our Instagram followers are from the

Digby's Public Speaking class and spending two years as a

images we post to Instagram. We've also had the photos

US, the rest are quite spread out.

coxswain in the rowing program forced me out of my shell. All of

I'm a photo- and multimedia journalist working for news and

featured in exhibitions in New York, Dubai and Florence and
have another exhibition coming up this fall in Istanbul.

NGO clients, mainly in the Middle East and North Africa. I also
occasionally teach photography for National Geographic
Expeditions and create radio documentaries for the CBC. At the
moment I'm working as a Communications Consultant for
UNICEF in Iraq.

Current City?

With 25 photographers using the Instagram account, who
has the final say in what gets posted?

my work—previously as a Tour Leader and now working in radio

With followers all over the world, how important is it to
continue to grow this account?
Especially considering the news coming out of the Middle East
right now—which is basically ISIS to the exclusion of almost

and photojournalism—involves some level of public speaking
and engaging with strangers, so I'm glad I suffered through
those experiences at Brentwood ;)

Each contributor has access to the Instagram account and

everything else—I think it's very important to keep trying to

decides what they want to post; it's a collaborative project. I’m

show these kinds of everyday images to the broadest audience

Did you know right out of high school that you wanted to be
a multimedia journalist/photographer?

glad that there's no editor—that way the feed is not one

possible.

I liked the idea but wasn't sure if it was really possible to make a

person’s perspective of the region but 25 different perspectives.

I'm between Erbil, Iraq and Beirut, Lebanon.

living from photography and journalism (I'm still not sure), so

Do you have an end goal in mind at this point, or are you
determining your next move as it continues to grow?

no—it took me a while to decide to just jump in and give it a try.

We'd like to continue to grow the project on Instagram to

Favourite Brentwood memory?

include photographers from a broader range of backgrounds

Mr. Collis jumping on a desk and reciting William Butler Yeats on

and locations. We will continue to work with the rest of the

the first day of Grade 11 English. Also, cross country running

Everyday projects on bringing these accounts into the

trips all around the Island. What a privilege we had to go to

traveled for one year on my own as a Thomas J. Watson Fellow,

In a previous conversation, you mentioned Everyday Middle
East was developing a curriculum to use for presentations at
schools, similar to what your colleagues have done at
Everyday Africa. Has this curriculum been completed, and
have you had the opportunity to speak with any schools yet?

examining the intersection between tourism, conservation and

So far we haven't had time to develop our own curriculum, but

classroom as an educational tool. And in an ideal world, we will

school in what is certainly one of the most beautiful natural

development. I spent three years working as a Tour Leader

Everyday Africa has a great one available here: https://

have our feed featured on mainstream news websites - so that

places on earth.

guiding groups of Canadian and American travelers and

pulitzercenter.atavist.com/everyday-africa-curriculum-

when you read the news from the Middle East, the extreme

Education/Journey After Brentwood?
After graduating from Brentwood I completed a BA in
Geography from Colgate University in upstate New York. I then

teaching photography on trips in Italy, Iran, Cuba, Egypt and

images are balanced with images of everyday life from the

elsewhere. In 2011 I completed an MA in Journalism in the UK

region.

while also covering the political upheaval and revolutions in
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Current Employer/Position/Industry?

incredibly shy when I started at Brentwood in Grade 9—the idea

alumniprofiles

What does being a Brentonian mean to you?

Favorite meal while attending Brentwood?

That I was lucky to have the privilege of such a high quality

I have good memories of warming up with hot chocolate from

How many hours/days/weeks of preparation does it take
before you actually begin decorating a set for a film?

education, and that I hope I can use that to do something

the machine in the cafeteria.

Usually six weeks prep for a feature. It can be up to ten if there

meaningful.

are a lot of special builds.

When was the last time you were on Brentwood Campus?
What advice would you give recent Brentwood grads as they
consider their next step?

I think around 2006.

Don't be afraid of doing what you are passionate about, rather

When is the next time you plan to visit Brentwood?

than what you think you should do, or what other people think
you should do. You'll find a way to make it work.

What is your greatest accomplishment, personal or
professional?

A Brentwood alum once noticed an envelope labeled with
the School’s address in the background of a scene in
Watchmen. Do you often place props or meaningful items in
a set background?

I'm not sure when I'll next be in Canada, but I hope to head back

I don’t often plant things in sets but sometimes you need details

to Brentwood for a visit sometime soon!

Hamish Purdy | ROGERS ’85
Hamish Purdy is establishing an impressive name for himself

Whether it's through a radio story about gardening and foosball

in the world of set decorating. With films such as Mission

in a protest camp in Yemen, or leading groups of tourists

Impossible, Man of Steel, and Watchmen under his belt,

through Iran, or sharing everyday images from the Middle East

Hamish is certainly among the best in his industry, and has the

on Instagram—whenever I've managed to contribute in some

momentum to keep moving up. Before departing on a family trip

way to changing people's perspective of this region, I'm pretty

this past summer, Hamish offered us a look into his world, and

happy.

highlighted some of his thoughts on the foundation Brentwood

and the answers can come to you from anywhere. In that

particular case, we had a close up of some mail needed and

when we started filming I realized I hadn’t made enough, so I

quickly made up some envelopes with addresses I knew in my
head that were not too specific. On another occasion I put a

small Brentwood torch logo in the cockpit of the B25 Mitchell

bomber airplane on Sucker Punch. I needed to personalize the
cockpit with a few maps, lists and pictures and the torch logo
seemed like a ‘brave’ image that a pilot might put up.

offered him as a young adult, and now family man.

“

What advice would you have given to yourself at graduation?
Dedicate yourself to learning another language—don't put it off.

Current city?
North Vancouver

Describe Brentwood in three words?
Picturesque, engaging, fortunate

If you honestly

Education /Journey After Brentwood?

enjoy the line of work,

UVic & UBC

Describe yourself in three words?
Curious, restless, optimistic

then it's

Current Employer/Position/Industry?
Self Employed / Set Decorator / Film

What is the most played song on your iPod/iPhone
right now?

Describe your first “foot in the door” to this industry?

Right now I'm listening to Tarab Dub by Hello Psychaleppo

Independent Canadian Production Impolite, started as a

never really work

Production Assistant (PA) , joined Art Dept. by end of day one,

What would most surprise someone about the work you do?

very little pay, loved it!

The research we do and the hours we put in… long!

I was just in Salalah, Oman. Camel meat grilled over hot

To date, what was your favorite movie set to work on? Why?

coals is a specialty, so I tried that. Just for good measure,

Tough question. Mission Impossible, Man of Steel for the sheer

What advice would you give someone who aspires to be
a Set Decorator?

scale and spectacle, Watchmen for the many period sets we did,

I did no formal training but hopped right in on small, low budget,

Miami Vice for the exotic location, but I would have to say my

independent films. That was my method. Definitely, some

most recent job The Revenant, for the quality of the movie. I’m

drafting and architecture courses would be good and basic

very proud of what we accomplished.

design concepts. The strengths of people come from many

and, for a throwback, to Man Amadeh-Am by Googoosh.

The last new thing you tried?

they gave me some goat stomach kebab and it would
have been rude to refuse, so I tried that too. It tasted like
you'd probably imagine...

backgrounds. Carpentry and painting are always good
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foundations.

Describe a day in the life of
Hamish Purdy?

What is your greatest accomplishment,
personal or professional?

During prep, it’s time in the office, going

I’d say the results of my last show (The

over the script and shooting schedule,

Revenant). It’s not yet released but I saw the

budgeting, looking at drawings and

trailer a few days ago and I’m very excited

working out concepts for sets with the Art

and happy with the results.

Dept. During filming it can be more
reactionary, either making sure it’s smooth
on set, putting out ‘fires’ or getting in front
of the shooting crew to make sure the next
set is ready for them. Never typical, which
it why I like it so much.

How did Brentwood set you up for
success personally and professionally?
Getting the most of what was in me,

What advice would you have given to
yourself at graduation?
Look closely at what others are doing in the
world. It’s all available to you.

internship PROGRAMME
2015

OLD BRENTONIANS’

The Old Brentonians’ Internship Programme is an initiative designed to strengthen the network of Old Brentonians internationally.
The Internship Programme is an exclusive forum for Old Brentonians to find skilled candidates among the alumni network,
and for young graduates to gain relevant experience and contacts in their field. The desired outcome is to connect
Old Brentonians of different generations, develop meaningful relationships and professional contacts and experience.
This year the Old Brentonians Executive Committee, with support and input from Brentwood’s Alumni Relations team,
carefully selected two internship opportunities from Old Brentonians in a position to hire, and invited our young alumni to apply.
Our successful candidates are profiled below.

Describe Brentwood in three words?
Spirit, Commitment & Challenging

learning how to learn and of course, being

Describe yourself in three words?

organized (thanks to prep and inspections).

Energetic, Adaptable & Tenacious

COMPANY RYU Apparel Inc.
COMPANY PROFILE RYU (Respect Your Universe) is a global athletic

apparel brand that exists to facilitate human performance. In a
revolutionary experiment where raw athletic talent meets
technical design superiority, RYU is developing the most

Can you recall a particular class at
Brentwood that helped you to develop
your love for creative design/decorating?

What three words would your family
describe you with?

dynamic, athletic tech apparel in the world. Game changing gear

Big, hungry and late!

properties, exclusive patents and disruptive technology unlike

What is the most played song on your
iPod/iPhone right now?

OWNER Marcello Leone (Whittall ’85)

Creativity was from the Jazz program with
Lance Bean. I was very into music and the
creative urge just seemed to move into
design and decorating.

engineered for the multi-discipline athlete, featuring intellectual
anything the industry has ever seen before.

Bones' by Dustin Tebbutt.

Summer Internship Highlights..........................................
Crazy, wonderful teachers and fellow
students.

What does being a Brentonian mean to
you?
A good foundation on which to build my
life.

What advice would you give recent
Brentwood grads as they consider their
next step?
Look at all the things in life that really
interest you, then see if there is a career in
it that you could see yourself doing. If you
honestly enjoy the line of work, then it’s
never really work.
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The last new thing you tried?

DESCRIBE YOUR POSITION AT RYU

Being a parent—still new after 13 years!

My official title would be Intern! I do everything from organizing
new shipments of clothes to making valuable connections with
fitness oriented people, to market research.

Favorite meal while attending
Brentwood?
Wow… that was a while ago. Probably

DESCRIBE A HIGHLIGHT OR ENRICHING EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE HAD WHILE
WORKING WITH RYU

shepherd’s pie.

The people at RYU have been extremely welcoming and eager to
help me learn. I recently presented a market analysis project to
our Retail Director!

When was the last time you were on
Brentwood Campus?

PERSONAL STATEMENT “Having attended Brentwood myself, I

This past July for the 30th reunion!

wished to provide an internship opportunity for a new

When is the next time you plan to visit
Brentwood?
Want to show it to my eldest son, Cameron.
He’s showing interest.

Brentwood alumni to expose them to the formation of a new
company. It is a unique experience that provides clarity to the
foundation of a business and will provide Mollie with an
irreplaceable skill set in the future. “
INTERN Mollie Greenfield (Mackenzie ’13)

HOW WILL THE EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE GAINED THIS SUMMER HELP YOU ONCE
YOU HAVE GRADUATED FROM UBC NEXT YEAR?

It’s one thing to earn a Bachelor of Commerce, and then it’s a
whole other thing to be placed in a position where you are
asked to apply the skills you have learned in university; it’s not
always as easy as they make it seem. My experience at RYU has
allowed me to apply my skills in real life situations.
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Favourite Brentwood memory?

HAS YOUR TIME WITH RYU YIELDED ANY POTENTIAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES?

natural health departments, a retail section and a team of

forefront of my mind is the experience I had looking into the

educational future in pharmacy. Having said all of that, I would

I’ve been told that I may be offered a position when I graduate

caring and knowledgeable staff.

management and customer relations side of a pharmacy.

say that the most significant aspect that will help me to thrive on

from UBC! (Fingers crossed!)

OWNER Tammie Toriglia (Alex ’79)

Learning about the many relationships Tammie has built with so

my upcoming journey is having a solid grasp of what goes on

WOULD YOU CONSIDER GIVING BACK TO YOUR ALMA MATER IN THIS WAY
SHOULD THAT BE A POSSIBILITY ONCE ESTABLISHED IN YOUR CAREER DOWN
THE ROAD?

many of her patients as a pharmacist and store owner was very

behind the counter to make sure everyone’s needs are being

PERSONAL STATEMENT “I was happy to create an opportunity for a

impressive. The care and detailed interest for each and every

met, and I feel very privileged to have had this incredible

Brentwood graduate in my pharmacy as a way of giving back to

patient was definitely eye opening, both with respect to the

experience.

a school that has done so much for my family (five Brentwood

amount of work and effort that it requires to achieve this, and

grads in total!). Wouldn’t it be great if more Brentwood students

the personal interest required to do it well.

Absolutely! I will be forever thankful to Marcello and the team
for taking me in and hope to pass on the same opportunity to
another Brentwood Alum one day.
HOW WILL THIS EXPERIENCE IMPACT YOUR CONNECTION WITH THE
ALUMNI COMMUNITY?

I received an email regarding the internship when I was halfway

and alumni could “test drive” their chosen profession before
investing years at university? It has been a pleasure having Rory
here for the summer.“
INTERN Rory Anderson (Privett ’15)

how connected we all stay despite variable distance. Our alumni
circle is worldwide and yet so close-knit. Within the RYU
community there are three of us that have graduated from
Brentwood; Marcello Leone (’85, Whittall), Lance Bai (‘02,
Rogers), and myself. This opportunity has encouraged me reach
out to other alums, and establish a stronger connection within
Brentwood’s alumni circle.

I am very fortunate to have had this opportunity to gain

HOW WILL THE RELATIONSHIPS YOU HAVE BUILT AT PHARMASAVE BENEFIT
YOU ONCE THE SUMMER IS OVER?

experience in an actual pharmacy setting as early on as I have. I

Moving forward it is a significant advantage to have the

career, and so I would most definitely consider offering the

connections I have established with the staff at Pharmasave,

opportunity should I be in the position to, in the future.

especially Tammie. These connections will help on my path

through a solo surf trip in French Polynesia and was amazed at

WOULD YOU CONSIDER GIVING BACK?

believe it will be a crucial role in my steps toward a pharmacy

toward pharmacy in terms of established resources, should I

HOW HAS THIS SHAPED YOUR VIEW OF YOUR ALUMNI COMMUNITY?

have questions as I navigate through school, and possibly a

Even after graduating Brentwood and leaving, you never really

place I can return for a school placement or job. The

leave. I was only recently welcomed into the Brentwood alumni

relationships I have built with my co-workers, especially current

community but have already made a meaningful connection

UBC pharmacy student Ruby, have been amazing, and have

with Tammie (Alex ’79), and hope to continue meeting Old

provided me with insight into my future endeavors and what the

Brentonians that I was not fortunate enough to meet during my

path of a pharmacy education entails.

time at Brentwood. I definitely will not forget this opportunity;
and feel it’s only the beginning of the connections I will establish

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO MARCELLO LEONE AND THE ENTIRE TEAM AT RYU

with the worldwide community of Old Brentonians.

Thank you for creating an opportunity where I am constantly

SPECIAL MESSAGE

surrounded by amazing people that are doing extraordinary

I would like to recognize the time and effort that each employee

things. It is truly a pleasure to be a part of a team that is

has been kind enough to invest in me. From front of store to

constantly inspiring me.

pharmacy staff, everyone has been patient and very insightful to
my overall learning and work experience. It is a unique
community of dedicated people at Parkville Pharmasave, and it
will be sad to say goodbye this fall. New friends and colleagues

COMPANY Pharmasave

have emerged this summer, and I look forward to staying in

COMPANY PROFILE An award winning part of the community,

touch and hopefully returning in the future. In addition, a special

Parksville Pharmasave has been a community pharmacy in the

thanks to Tammie Toriglia, for the time she has taken from her

pharmacy, Parksville Pharmasave boasts home health care,

Summer Internship Highlights..........................................

days, which are quite full, to offer this internship and be so

It’s difficult to summarize an experience as full and well-rounded

experience.

learning experience, especially considering the complexity of

I worked in the dispensary, assisting Pharmacists and

what I have been exposed to in this busy community pharmacy.

requirements. As well, I helped around the store with additional

welcoming and helpful throughout my summer internship

as mine has been with Pharmasave. Every day has been a

POSITION AT PHARMASAVE?

technicians with day to day customer and medication
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HOW WILL THE EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE GAINED THIS SUMMER HELP ALONG
YOUR PATH TO BECOMING A PHARMACIST?

In terms of customer care, it has better helped me understand
the friendly relationships, confidentiality and professional

customer and store care.

aspects that come along with day to day practice, and

DESCRIBE AN EXPERIENCE?

patient management skill-set that I will carry forward. On the

I have had the good fortune of experiencing an amazing

pharmaceutical side, I have been exposed to hundreds of

summer term with Pharmasave Parksville, thanks to Tammie

medications, and even something as simple as mastering the

Toriglia, and her team. One particular aspect that is in the

pronunciation of complex medications will help with my

interacting with so many different people has built a unique
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Parksville area for over 30 years. Along with its fully dedicated

hope HOUSE 2015

A New Balance
Any former boarding student knows first-hand the importance of the living environment for students and particularly life in the
residences. Boarding Life is a key foundation at Brentwood and one that the School diligently addresses to ensure the best possible
student experience. The opening of the impressive new Hope House residence in September has been a more major step in
rebalancing the School’s population and elevating the experience for every Brentwood student.
Brentwood now has eight houses with an average of 52 students and three boarding faculty living in each residence. In addition,
we have improved day student space in all the houses. This shining new addition to campus has been worth the wait and the School
is immensely grateful to the donors who have made it possible for this project to proceed—their generosity and support for
Brentwood will resonate now and well into the future.

Each fall, each Grade 12 house unit is invited to the Head’s Residence
for a BBQ and chat. The purpose is to provide direct input from the
Grade 12s to the Head. On September ??, 2015, the Hope House 12s
meandered from their newly minted “home” to mine. During the
evening’s conversation, they shared with me what they most valued
at Brentwood. While they spoke about many wonderful things,
the most important thing to them centered around their Hope Family.
When pushed, they spoke about the sisterhood, relationship with
houseparents, and that they can be their authentic selves.
Of interest, when designing the new house, the girls insisted that
common bathroom space was built. So rather than private bathrooms
in each room, they chose community. They mentioned to me that this
brings girls out of their room and into a social space just like—you
guessed it—a family. Our new Hope House provides a home to girls of
today and tomorrow. Our family is now intact.
— Bud Patel, HEAD OF SCHOOL

Early stages of construction
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Soft furnishings throughout the building were chosen for comfort, wearability and style

Landscaping was
completed well
before occupancy
in September

Kitchen in the
first floor Common Room
Large trees were retained,
where possible

Priceless views
of Mill Bay

When I was pregnant with my second child, I had doubts that I could love her
as much as I did the first; how could I find time in my day or room in my heart
for another? But I did and I do. This is how moving to the new house has
been: I started with 32 and am now houseparent to 64. More space + more
girls = more Hope. — Karen Hedquist, HOUSEPARENT
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Communal dining area
in first floor Common Room
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Sunrooms on both the
second and third floors

IN MEMORIAM

patricia steinbrink kelly
1953-2015 | Faculty 1987-2014

It was with great sadness in January that

Germany and Newfoundland, Pat first

championships, Pat made the shift to the

we received the news of the passing

rowed on provincial teams, competing

Men’s program, and coached our junior

of our dear friend and colleague Mrs.

in many regattas including Henley and

lightweight men to a Canadian national

Patricia Steinbrink Kelly. Pat succumbed

the Canadian championships. Pat was

championship. Thus, Pat is the first

to cancer during the early morning

invited to become a member of the

Brentwood coach to have produced both

hours of January 7th after battling the

first National Coaching Institute class

men’s and women’s gold medal crews.

disease throughout the fall. For 27

and became the JV Women’s coach at

As a mother, a teacher, a houseparent,

years since her arrival on campus in

University of Victoria in addition to being

an athlete and a coach, Pat was a superb

1987, Pat was an integral part of the

the apprentice of Al Morrow, the Men’s

role model for all women and a pivotal

school faculty. She was a language

Canadian National Team Coach at that

member of our faculty. She is greatly

teacher and former Head of the Modern

time. During this period, Pat also became

missed. Pat is survived by her husband

Languages Department, coach of both

the Junior National Team Manager,

Kurt Kelly and daughter Steffi, Alex '08.

Senior Girls and Senior Boys rowing,

travelling to Cologne for the Junior World

stalwart in the library, and longtime

Championships and assisting at the

Assistant Houseparent in Whittall.

Senior World Championships in Denmark.

During her time at the School, Pat

Upon completing the NCI, Pat also

was an integral part of the Brentwood

finished her Masters degree, studying

rowing programme. Hailing from

sport psychology in addition to modern
teaching and coaching
career at Brentwood.
As the Head Women’s
coach, she worked with
junior, senior, novice and
experienced crews, and
was appointed the Head
Women’s Sweep Coach
for British Columbia’s
Canada Games Team.
This B.C. team included
several Brentwood girls,
and proved extremely
successful by winning
all their events!
After ten years of leading
the Brentwood Women’s
rowing program and
winning several Canadian
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I will have you in mind and in my heart as I
embark on a journey into the Amazon next
year to explore advances in the field of
medicinal plants, among other things. I will
only be a resident journalist, but if there’s a
story to tell regarding possible treatments
in the area of the bold beast we call
“cancer,” you should know that I’m on it.
Corazón y fuerza, Pat.
—Katie Lin, MACKENZIE, ’02
I’m saddened to hear about Pat. She was
my rowing coach for five years and pushed
me to a level that I didn’t expect. Without
her encouragement, I may have never tried
out for the Canadian Jr. team. I will always
remember her in her yellow survival suit out
on the water, sunglasses on, encouraging
us to keep going even though we were
bagged tired. My thoughts are with Kurt
and Stephanie, and especially with Pat.
—Christina Carlos, MACKENZIE, ’92
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languages, and began her

Oh, how you tried to teach me French! As
they say, you can lead a horse to water, but
you can't make it drink. Well, I never drank
the l'eau Français that you so generously
offered me and I regret not paying more
attention to this day. Trust me (and I
should have trusted you)—Morocco was
so much more difficult than it had to be.

farewell
Bruce Tate | FACULTY 1985 -2015
(left) Mr. Bruce Tate joined Brentwood in 1985 after sampling a variety
of professions including land surveying, bridge building, selling life
insurance, and manufacturing dynamite. What could possibly better
prepare a man for almost 30 years of teaching? In the classroom, Bruce
became a pedagogical legend, known for his use of anecdotal narrative
to personalize the laws of physics. He also taught Creative Science and
then took over the reigns of Rogers House as the pirates transferred
into their new digs in 1999. As a House Master, Bruce was known to be
compassionate, thoughtful, and always willing to help his charges through
the challenges of adolescence. Although also known for his deep sighs,
Mr. Tate has always brought the very best of himself and the very best out
of those within his substantial gravitational pull. His wisdom and generous
spirit will be sorely missed.

Deb Vogt | FACULTY 1995 -2015
(centre) Not every student on campus will know Mrs. Debra Vogt, but
those who do are well aware of what a talented and supportive tutor she
has been to generations of Brentonians suffering from arithmophobia:
the fear or loathing of math. Often accompanied by one of her affable
canines, Deb has patiently and persistently brought light to the darkest
corners of geometry, algebra, and calculus. Extra-time exam candidates
will also attest that there has never been an invigilation which Mrs. Vogt
has not outlasted. Beyond math, Mrs. Vogt and her family have also been
houseparents to numerous Brentwood students appreciative of a homestay
environment. An avid gardener, reader, and motorcycle enthusiast, Deb is
more than the sum of her parts.

John Garvey | FACULTY 1971 -2015
(right) Mr. John Garvey came to Brentwood from England in 1971 and has
since served the school in a host of ways including Math teacher, Assistant
Houseparent in Privett, Coach of soccer, golf and rugby, and Deputy Head
of School. A man with a playful and persistent sense of humour, John has
entertained his classes, the school community at Closing Day (thanks
from all of us in the cheap seats) and the student body during assembly,
even making funny his annual announcement about moving desks in
and out of the gym for exams! John also moved hearts (and inspired the
rapid movement of bodies) with his inspirational Terry Fox address each
September. Most recently, John was named the BC High School Coach of
the Year in 2015. Generations of Brentwood students have benefitted from
and will sorely miss John’s expertise, kindness, and humour.
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I find it hard to believe but it was some 33 years ago that
John last influenced my daily life. Looking back now I realize
that Mr. Garvey was not nearly as old or wise as I thought at
the time. This should have dawned on me my Grade 12 year
when one spring weekend day, while on duty as a school
prefect, Mark Kushniryk (Rogers ’82) and I came upon Mr.
Garvey watching Chitty Chitty Bang Bang in the Staff Lounge.
It was fairly early on a Sunday morning and entering the
Staffroom, Mark and I greeted Mr. Garvey, coffee in hand and
fully immersed in the opening scenes. Not quite knowing
what to say the two of us stood nervously waiting for
direction. After what seemed an eternity, Mr. Garvey, ever the
instrument of school authority and adult wisdom, broke the
silence by asking, “Well, are you two going to just stand there
or are you going to get a cup a coffee, join me and improve
your education?” It was one of those moments that connect a
lot of points in an impressionable young mind. Instantly
Mr. Garvey was cooler and more relatable than I’d ever
imagined. And certainly not as scary… OK, still scary but
relatable. We had a great time although he did send us out
on patrol during the intermission… it’s a long movie. John,
you don’t know this but you taught me a lot about life that
day. I wish you the very best in retirement and you are always
welcome in my home.
— Bruce Abel, Rogers ’82
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On June 25, 2015 co-workers, friends and family gathered
in Crooks Hall to bid a fond farewell to John Garvey

Congratulations John. You and I arrived at Brentwood at the same time, however, you ended up
spending many more years there, and I’m sure it was a bit more of a culture shock for you than me,
back in 1971. You must have offered Brentwood more than me, as they kept you around a whole lot
longer. Brentwood has given me a lot, in memories, self assuredness and friends. I wish you all the
best for what life has to offer you in your ‘years after school’ as it has and still is offering me.
— Eric Bapty, Ellis ’73

I want to pass on my regards to Mr. Garvey. I have
fond memories of him as a teacher. In particular, he
auditioned me for a little song I sang at my graduation
at the piano and I remember that he was so nice about
the ordeal! I think he must have thought me to be a
bit silly. Anyways, I have great respect for him and
as someone in the teaching profession now, I can
appreciate the good work he has done. Best wishes
to you!
— Keely Van Order, Alex ’03
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IN MEMORIAM

beth melhuish

1945-2015 | Faculty 1985-2013

It was with great sadness that the

with their parents and nowhere to go on

showcase poetry inspired by students’

School announced the passing of Ms.

short school breaks. Beth initiated the

art work and also the spoken word

Beth Melhuish this past June. Born

International Club for those overseas

delivered in personal speeches.

in Calderdale, Yorkshire, Beth joined

students and took them off campus for

Brentwood as a tutor of History 12 in

fun day-trips of sight-seeing, movies

1984. Beth soon found her place in

and meals; the latter were chosen to

the English Department and served

celebrate the different cultural foods of

the school for more than 28 years

the students in the club. For 21 years,

as an English teacher, Houseparent

Beth also arranged a special dinner

When Brentwood introduced its third
girls’ house, then known as Gwynneth
House, Beth was asked to get the house
established in its initial years; she was the
Houseparent there from 2000-2002. It
was during that time that she discovered
a love for painting. After a thirty-five
year career in education in England and
Canada, she retired to pursue a new life
as an artist. Her paintings, often inspired
by lines of poetry, have sold locally and
to places as far-flung as the U.K., Dubai,
Hong Kong, Germany and Quebec.

A classic in every sense of the word, Beth brought
style, dignity, grace, and wit to Brentwood.
—Paul Collis, Colleague & Head of English

A persistent advocate for the underdog,
Beth served the Brentwood English
Department and her students brilliantly
as she worked wonders with many of
Brentwood’s young men and women for
whom English was a necessary evil, not
had the privilege to be in her classrooms,
in her company and her colleague.
Beth is survived by her children,
Pippa, Bart Casey, Privett ’87 and
Naomi Larkins, Alexandra ’98.
of Gwynneth House, Yearbook

to honour Brentwood’s “Lifers” at the

editor, and Grad Class sponsor. Her

end of their “school life” of five years.

legacy at the school also includes
the Snowball Dinner and Dance, the
Fabrications writing contest, the Lifers’
Dinner, and the International Club.

A strong advocate for literacy, Beth,
many years ago, had the idea to
celebrate the best of our poets and
creative writers with a competition

In times before Skype and cell phones,

every term. Fabrications is now a bi-

overseas students had little contact

annual competition that continues to
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During my time at Brentwood (19972000) I saw a number of ups and downs,
I wasn’t the kid blessed with an effortless
high school career. I often needed gentle
encouragement, or extra attention, or
perhaps most importantly, from time to
time, some reprieve from the strict rule
of life in boarding school. Beth more than
any other teacher gave me these things.
She looked at me eye-to-eye and spoke
and dealt with me as an equal. She saw
me for who I was not the box I was in. She
was caring, compassionate and fun, and
looking back now I realize that while being
my grade 12 english Teacher (plus being onduty one night a week in Ellis) she was also
my friend. Beth changed the unbalanced
student-teacher dichotomy I held in my
mind and impacted my life forever.
—David Sander, Ellis ’00
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a passion. She will be missed by all who

International Tours 2014-2015
As many of you will know from
first-hand experiences as Alumni or
parents, Brentwood has a long history
of touring as a means of exposing our
students to different cultures and
experiences around the world. As part
of our Mission, The Brentwood Family
Opens Minds and Hearts for Life,
touring is a vehicle by which we can

LONDON

engage students from varied

Theatre

backgrounds with circumstances they
may not otherwise have the opportunity
to experience. We believe that these
trips give our students the chance to

WASHINGTON
CALIFORNIA

Model UN

NEW YORK CITY
Model UN

Rowing

learn outside the classroom, grow as
leaders and global citizens.
International experiences both inside
and outside the classroom are vital for
our students to gain globally relevant
skills to help them to find their way in
whatever endeavours they undertaken
once they have left the gates.
This past year was no exception and our
tours gave over 100 students the
chance to travel as ambassadors for
their arts, their sports, their school, and
their countries.
You can follow all the

ARGENTINA

Rugby, Field Hockey

Brentwood tours at
http://tours.brentwood.bc.ca/
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New York City
MODEL UN

California
ROWING

London, England

Argentina

THEATRE TOUR

RUGBY, FIELD HOCKEY

Washington, DC
MODEL UN

WELCOME new faculty
Jessica Beausoleil

Jess joins the Brentwood University Counselling
and Social Studies team from Ontario. After
graduating from Brock University in St.
Catherines with a BA in Human Geography and
Spanish, she lived in Madrid and wandered
Europe before deciding to complete her B.Ed
at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow.
She was a Guidance Counsellor and High School
teacher on a reserve in northern Saskatchewan
for two years, and left the -55°C winters to
take on a Guidance role at Toronto French
School. Still not satisfied with the bitter cold
weather, she sold her parka and fled west.
Jess is passionate about all things sports,
and has coached girls volleyball for the
last three years. When she isn't teaching,
you can find her in a kayak, yoga studio, or
looking for the next place to travel to explore
volcanoes and other geothermal activity.

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHER,
ADVISOR, TENNIS COACH

Kristen Chen

Kristen Chen grew up near Toronto, and spent
much of her youth singing in choirs, solving math
problems, and getting her black belt in karate.
She attended Queen’s University for her B.Sc
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and B.Ed degrees, specializing in mathematics
and biology, where she competed as a varsity
athlete. Ms. Chen developed an appreciation for
the beauty of the Canadian landscape during a
solo trip across the country by train. A love of the
outdoors drew her to the west coast, and she
enjoys birdwatching and hiking. Prior to coming
to Brentwood, she spent time working in public
education, as well as at all-boys independent
schools in Toronto and Vancouver. She currently
teaches math and science, and is a tennis coach
and advisor with Mackenzie House. Ms. Chen
joins us from St. George’s School in Vancouver.

MUSIC INSTRUCTOR

Tristan Clausen

A true Vancouver Islander, Tristan completed a
diploma in classical music at VIU and then his
Bachelor of Education from the University of
Victoria. Both an instrumentalist and vocalist, he
has performed in Victoria as a member of the
5Fd RCA Band and the award-winning Vancouver
Island Chamber Choir. As a Lieutenant in the
Canadian Forces, Tristan has directed both
concert and marching bands in parades and
ceremonies. He began his teaching career at St.
Margaret’s School and has moved on the direct
concert bands, jazz bands and choirs of all ages
around Victoria. Most recently he served as vocal
coach and musical director for a 2015 production
of Grease. In his teaching, Tristan focuses on
instilling in his students the joy of music making
and the self-motivation needed to excel.

SOCIAL STUDIES, ADVISOR, VOLLEYBALL COACH

Sarah Hall

Born and raised in the Cowichan Valley, Sarah
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts (History and
Women’s Studies) from the University of Victoria
in 2012 followed by her Bachelor of Education
from Vancouver Island University in 2013. Sarah
started at Brentwood in 2014-2015 as a Residential
Faculty Assistant and quickly fell in love with
the Brentwood community. In 2015-2016 Sarah
joined the faculty full time in the social studies
department. Her passion for history and connecting
youth to their learning through hands on activities
and technology are just a few things she tries to
bring to her classroom. In athletics, Sarah will be
working with the girls volleyball programme and
is excited to help build athletic confidence with
our junior teams. An avid philanthropist, Sarah is
the school’s Terry Fox coordinator. She will also
be working with students to ensure interhouse
events are a yearly highlight! Sarah currently lives
in Hope House and is excited to get to know all the
students and help them fall in love with learning!

MATHEMATICS, SOCCER TEACHER, ADVISOR

Catherine Lumsden

Born in Montreal, Ms Lumsden grew up speaking
English and French. She played a number of
competitive sports in her youth, eventually
narrowing her focus to soccer. She played

varsity soccer for McGill while completing her
undergraduate degree and she played in Glasgow,
Scotland while obtaining her teaching certificate.
For the last ten years, Ms Lumsden has been
teaching math and enjoying extensive travelling,
taking students to Asia, Europe, Africa, and
South America. She completed her Masters by
correspondence allowing her to continue teaching
and coaching in Montreal. Brentwood has lured
her to Vancouver Island in 2015 where she will
continue with her passions of outdoor activities,
reading, and fanatically supporting her many
sports teams. Her calculator’s name is Archimedes,
whom she deems to be the king of Calculus.

PHYSICS TEACHER, MUSIC INSTRUCTOR, ADVISOR

Kristy Martens

Kristy was born in Calgary and grew up in various
locations around Alberta, British Columbia and
Texas. She returned to Calgary for high school and
university, completing an undergraduate degree in
Electrical Engineering. After realizing that she
loved working with adolescents, Kristy returned to
university to study education. She taught physics,
chemistry and calculus at a charter school in
Calgary for 10 years. When Kristy isn’t teaching,
she loves traveling, cycling, reading, and playing
the trombone. She also loves the mountains and is
hoping to enjoy the coast just as much.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, ADVISOR,
DEBATE / MUN COACH

Ryan Skardal

Originally from Manitoba, Ryan attended Brandon
University. There, he studied English literature,
wrote for the student newspaper, The Quill, and
spoke persuasively and sometimes heckled loudly
for the Brandon University Debating Society.
When Brandon University offered him a chance
to study as an exchange student at Tamkang
University in Taiwan. Upon returning to Manitoba,
Ryan completed his teacher training with the
intent to explore new places after graduation.
Before coming to Brentwood, teaching took
Ryan to Kuwait, Hong Kong, and New Jersey.
While in America, Ryan presented at a variety
of conferences, including the NCTE Annual
Conference, the AP Annual Conference, and the
National Writing Project Mid-Winter Conference.
In spite of his terribly lacking sense of direction,
Ryan is a cheerful—if often lost—hiker, runner,
and traveler. Pleased to have found a beautiful
home with Brentwood College School, Ryan can
most likely be found wandering amongst the trees
or else through the aisles of a nearby library.

SENIOR MATHEMATICS TEACHER, RUGBY COACH,
ADVISOR

Phillip Smith

A keen rugby man, Phil was raised in Victoria

and graduated with a B.Ed from the University
of Victoria. Urged by his rugby coaches to quit
playing (they recognized talent), he started
refereeing instead, and progressed to several
international tournaments and fixtures. Around
10 years ago he up and left for Wellington, New
Zealand, where he continued to referee, though
he quickly became distracted by his future wife
Maraina, with whom he now has two children.
Teaching has kept him busy too; he has embraced
his inner geek and loves math and technology.
In 2014 he was awarded a Teacher Fellowship
through the Royal Society of New Zealand to
investigate Maori health and education, and in
2015 he completed a Masters of Mathematics for
Teachers at the University of Waterloo. The lure
of Brentwood and the opportunity for his children
to connect with their Canadian roots has brought
Phil back to Canada, and he is excited to be here!

HEALTH & WELLNESS COORDINATOR,
SCHOOL NURSE

Jasmin Thomas-Brown

Jasmin Thomas-Brown grew up on Vancouver
Island and completed her nursing degree on the
island as well. After her undergraduate degree,
Jasmin pursued advanced practice certification
in sexual health and reproduction. Her passions
include health promotion and health education.
An avid traveller, Jasmin has spent a lot of time
working and travelling overseas. She has done
two separate nursing service trips in Ghana,
West Africa. Jasmin currently teaches Health 9
and 10, peer counselling (SPARC), is an advisor
for Whittall House and works as one of our
nurses in the health centre. She also holds a
position at one of the hospitals in Victoria.
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AN ODE TO mother bell
Many moons have come and gone since her arrival, yet she always ignited smiles on the faces of students and staff across the
Brentwood campus. Epitomizing the core values of the school—grit and joy—Mother Bell’s decorated journey through the realms of
Brentwood began long ago. Nineteen seventy-eight was an age when the modern Brentwood was still in its emybro, and the year that
Lisa Bell launched herself into the Brentwood bubble. She was 18 years old.
Her subtle influence on the student body has been apparent throughout her tireless work in the cafeteria, a place of warmth and
comfort for all those graced with her presence there over nearly four decades. Generations of students relished her guidance for a
staggering 37 years, as she transitioned from the Old Caf, and relocated to the state-of-the-art facility in Crooks Hall.
Despite nearly four decades of change in the Brentwood community, Mother Bell never relinquished her modest, uplifting spirit, which
is always one of pleasant tidings.
Some of her fondest memories, as manifested by her affable spirit, are of the students she served, guided and nurtured. Uplifting hugs
were her speciality. “I’ve never met such a kind soul, it’s like having a mother away from home,” said Nicolas F, Privett ’14. Such
comments are typical of the students, as their love for her is evidently reciprocated.
A precious soul with a heart of gold, Mrs. Lisa Bell will be remembered as the truest Brentonian to ever set foot on the campus. She is
irreplaceable.
On behalf of the student body, Lisa, you were the realest.
We will miss you dearly.

calendar of events 2015-2016
|

Young Alum Kingston Pub Night

Lone Star Texas Grill

Downtown Vancouver Networking Reception

|

American Thanksgiving Dinner
Grade 8 Musical: Seussical Jr.

|

|

Crooks Hall, Brentwood Campus

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

|

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

Victoria Alumni Night Out

|

The Parkside Hotel

The Addams Family Musical

Robbie Sambell, PRIVETT ’15

Charity Work Day

|

Senior Play

|

|

Details TBA

|

|

|
|

|

|

Details TBA

|

|

March 1-5, 2016

|

Thursday, April 7, 2016

Saturday, April 16, 2016

|

April 20-23, 2016

|

|

|

|

Brentwood Campus

Brentwood Campus

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

Concert for a Summer’s Eve

|

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

Brentwood Campus

|

|

|

Friday, June 10, 2016

Friday, June 24, 2016

|

|

April 29-May 1, 2016

Saturday, April 30, 2016

Friday, May 13, 2016

Alumni Reunion Weekend — Brentwood Campus
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Friday, November 26, 2015

Thursday, February 18, 2016

The American Club

Homecoming at Brentwood Regatta

Closing Ceremonies

Thursday, November 26, 2015

Wednesday, January 27, 2016

46th Annual Brentwood International Rowing Regatta

|

Monday, November 16, 2015

Friday, December 11, 2015

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

T. Gil Bunch Theatre

Evening of Dance

|

|

Saturday, April 2, 2016

Hong Kong Reception
Seattle Reception

|

Monday, November 9, 2015

Alberni Street Keg Steakhouse & Bar

Concert for a Winter’s Eve

New York Alumni Night Out

|

July 29-31, 2016

Return undeliverable Canadian
addresses to 2735 Mt. Baker Road,
Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1

1964— Gymnastics in the new gym

